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5UEbJElcT: Operational Report - lemons barned, lOl& Airborne Division 
b.irmbi~) for Period Ending 31 Jw 1969, RCS C5FOR-65 (Rl) $J) 

OPERATXWS - KKNIPICANT,:ACTIVITIJB 

X3. (C) QPERATIONS: 

1, king this reporting period the Division continued its policy 
*hat all combat operation3 would be conducted in coordination and 
cooperation with the 1st ARVN Division commded by Hajar &moral 
Troung and Thus Thien Prov;irtce Forces comanded by Colonel Thanh, 

2, The chronological sequence of combat operations for the period 
X May - 31 July 1969 is as follows: 

Operation KDJTUCKP JUMPER (1 March - continuing) - a Division- 
widea&eration - wa3 initiated at the termination of Operation NJSVADA 
EAGIJf: and continued through the reporting period, The primary missions 
of the operation are: to interdict en- base areas and infiXration 
routes; to seek out and destroy the NVA/C forces; to detect, capture 
or destroy lmal Viet Gong Infrastructure and their empathizers; and 
tso disrupt the routes of supply between the rice producing lowlands 
and population centers, and the muntain base areas,, In addition the 
1Ulst Airborne Ditision in cooperation and coordination with the 1st 
AXVN Division and Government of Vietnam agencies continued to conduct 
csmbImd operations throughout Thus Thien Province to increase the 
effectiveness of the ARVN Forces and to maintain the favorable 
environment for the Government of Vietnam*3 overall pacificaaon plan, 
Allofthe following Brigade and Battalion operations are a part 
uf the overal.lMvision Operation KENTUCR3C JUMPER: Massachusetts 
Strike, Rristol Eoots, Apache Snow, Hmtgomery Rendmmus, and 
~a@xU. Streamer. 

b0 
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Black Panther Co (1 April - 21 April) 
RCN Co, 54th ARVN Regt (7 April - 

11. April) 

AVDG-GC 
SUBJEX:T: Operational Report - I.eseons Learned, 1010t Airborne Division 

(UrmbUe) for Period Ending 31 July 1969, Res CSFOR-<>5 (R1) (11) 

S!X:TION I 

OPEltAT:::ONS - SIGNIFICANT" ACTIV,ITIl!'$ 
,~ .' :" · ! ~ Ji. r , TirC LA,C; STFICATION 

A . (U) COMMAND: On 25 May 1969, MajOl1 : General Jqhn~" T~ighrl;)'''~1l'l 652 
a.seumeci cOlmlBnd of thie Division. !·Vi''' '\ .\" ;~,.\:.·:_:·.~ ".I; r:D AT 'i.'WO YEA.R 

B . (C) OPERATIONS: 

1. During this reporting period the Division continued its policy 
t.hat. all combat operations would be conducted in coordination and 
cooperation with the 1st ARVN Division commanded by Major General 
Troung and Thua Thien Province Forces cOllll1anded by Co 10ne1 Thanh. 

2. The chronological sequence of combat operations for the period 
~ May - 31 July 1969 is as follows: 

a. Operation KE1ITUCKJ JUMPI'lI (1 March - continuing) - a Division
~e operation - was initiated at the termination of Operation NEVADA 
EAGLE and continued through the reporting period. The prjmgy missions 
<:> r the operation arel to interdict en,",\\, base areas and infiltration , 
routes; to seek out and destroy the NVA/VC forces; to detect, capture 
or destroy local Viet Cong Infrastructure and their sympathizers; and 
1;0 disrupt the routes of supp~ between the rice producing lowlands 
a.nd population centers, and the muntain bs"" areas. In addition the 
~Olst Airborne Division in cooperation and coordination with the 1st 
AltVN Division ard Government of Vietnam agencies continued to conduct 
combined operations throughout Thua Thien Province to increase the 
e.ffectiveness of the ARVN Forces and to maintain the favorable 
environment for the Government of Vietnam's overall pacification plan. 
AJ.l of the following Brigade and Battalion operations are a part 
<:>:r the overall Division Operation ICI!IITUCKJ JUI!PER: Mas Mohusetts 
Striker, Bristol Boots, Apache snow, Ibntgomery Rendezvous. and 
Campbell Streamer. 

b. Operation MASSACHlSE'ITS STRIDR (1 Maroh - 8 May 1969). 

(1) Task Organization' 3d ARVN Reg1mmlt 
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4-3 AllYN Bn (12 April - 8 *Y) 
Black Panther Go (1 April - 21 April' 
RCN Co, 54th ARYN Regt (7 April -

11 April) 
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(2) Operation Massachusetts Striker continued to conclusion durtig 
this reporting period, The mission was to conduct x mUned airmbile 
operations in the vicinity of the suthern A %hau VQl~~ and astride 
Figbay 6J& to locate and destroy enemy forces, CW~PS, and lines of 
comrmnications, Throughout the operation several fire 5nses were 
ccnstructed - WHIP, FURY, THOR, PIKE, LASH, & SHIELD - with the 
accelerated fire base construction concept extending the Divisionr3 
EtTea of influence into the northwest corner of Quang Ram Province. 
ReconnaissarEe in force operations in the am42 of operation3 yielded 
several large cache3 which depleted the enemy's arsenal and hi3 
capability of launching offensive operation3 in Thus Thien and Quang 
Nam Provinces o 

On 1 May the 1st Battalion, 502 Infantry reacted rapidly to 
captured documents and subsequent readouts to discover a hospital 
complex and a heavy machine repair shop near the btian Border 
which yielded over 100 pound3 of medical supplies, eight veh&cles, 
and ten weapons, On 6 by l-502 combat assaulted into an area 
five kilometer3 from the Wtian Border agai.n in response to 
intelligence reports and discovered a recently used medical aid 
station that contained eighteen weapons and forty case3 of medical 
Wl@i83. This operation was concluded on 8 May 1969 with the 
following results: 175 NVA/VC KTA, 2 WA F"OW'3, 1 HOI CHANH, 
857 individual weapons captured, in addition to &C crcrw-served 
weawns and 30 vehicles captured, 

CO Operation BRISTOL BCOI'S (25 April - 15 May 1969). 

(1) Task Organization: 

l-327 Inf 
2-327 Inf 

A/326 Ehgr Bn (DS) 
A/l01 Ati3 (DS) 
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(2) Operation Massachusetts Striker contmued to cnnclusion during 
this reportmg period. The mission was to conduct ~: .. mbmed airDXlbile 
operations m the vicinity of the Southern A Shau V::l.lley and a.stride 
Highway 614, to locate and destroy enemy forces, cac.',~s, and lines of 
cOl!lllUllications •. Throughout the operation several fire lases were 
constructed - WHIP, FURY, THOR, PIO, LASH, and SHIELD - with the 
a.,celerated fire base construction concept extendmg the Division's 
area of mfiuence mto the northwest corner of Quang Nam Province. 
Reconnaissance in force operations in the area of operations yielded 
several large caches which depleted the enell\Y's arsenal and his 
capability of launchmg offensive operations m Thus. Thien and Quang 
Na.m Provinces. 

On 1 May the 1st Ba.ttalion, 502 Infantry reacted rapidly to 
captured documents and subsequent readouts to discover a hospital 
complex and a heavy machine repair shop near the Laotian Border 
which yielded over 100 pounds of medical supplies, eight vehicles, 
and ten weapons. On 6 May 1-502 combat assaulted into an area 
five kilometers from the Laotian Border again in response to 
intelligence reports and discovered a recently used medical aid 
station that contained eighteen weapons and forty cases of medical 
s'lpplies. This operation was concluded on 8 May 1969 with the 
following results: 175 WA/Ve KIA, 2 NVA POW's, 1 oor CHANH 
857 individual weapons captured, in addition to 40 cr~-serv~ 
weapons and 30 vehicles captured. 

c. Operation BRISTOL BOOTS (25 April - 15 May 1969). 

(1) Task Organiz&tion: 

1-327 Inf 
2-327 In! 

INCL UNCLASSIFIED 

A/326 Engr Bn (DS) 
A/lOl AfIB (DS) 

2 
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SUBJECT: Operational Report - bssons &ned, 1Olst 

(Airmobile) for Period &ding 31 July 1969, 

2-502 Inf (Reinf) FSSE 
176 RF hmpany A/Is01 Sig b 

Alsrborne Division 
RCS #FOR-45 (Rl) (U) 

3-5 Cav (-1 (Reinf) 
C/2-34 Arm (-1 

B/8OlMaintBn(DS) 
l//426 b%a Bn OH 

1st Bde Scty Plat HE (-), 1st Me 
&2rnfPlat(mT) 

&igade Control 557 fnf Plat (CTT) 
l/l01 Mp Co 

2-320 Arty 0x3) 
B/2-138 Arty 155IxIm SP (CSR) 

l/265 RRB (=I 
TACP 20 Tm 

B/1--83 Arty 8" SF (GSR) METDET (IX) 
A/4-77 MIA (ml 

B/2-17 Cav (a) 
l/l01 MID 

(2) Intelligence gained prior to the initiation of Operation 
BRWIW BOOTS indicated that the 4th and 5th NVA Regiments were using 
the Ruong Ruong Valley and surrountig areas as supply lines and 
food producing areas for enemy units to the east of Quang Nam 
Province and to the north in Thus Thien Provi.nce*s Phu &c District. 
The tission assigned to the maneuver elements was to construct fire 
support bases and to conduct multiple reconnaissance in force operation8 
in th&r assigned area of operation to locate and destroy enenly forces, 
installations, equiment and 3upplie30 

On 25 April elements of the 2d Battalion, 327 Infantry began its 
assault3 into the Ruong Ruong Valley followed b elmmts of the 
3-5 Cavalry which began road clearing operations south along *!I&5 
toward the Ruong Ruong Valley on 26 April, Aggressive reconnaissance 
in force operations were conducted by the maneuver elements throughout 
the operation, but only minimal enw contact-trail watchers and 
snipers--was experimced. Road clearing operations woe curtailed on' 
2 May when 3-5 Cav (-1 became OPCON to the 1Olst Airborne Division 
for future operations in the A Shau Valley, On 8 May a series of 
OF'CON shifts took place: l-327 and 2--5Q2 became OPCON to the 2d 
Brfgade while l-502 and l-91 became QPCON to'*the 1st Brigade* In 
addition the area of operation was expanded to Include a reconnaissance 
zone along the titian Border and Base Area 6O'L As-the maneuver 
elements of the 1st Brigade moved into this area the enen~y tithdrew 
to the west into Xaos, 

Operation BRISTOt E0On was terf&nated preaoaturely on 15 May as 
the 1st Brigade, with l-91 and l-502, was redeployed to Tam Q 
where it became OFCON to the America1 Mvision in Operation LAMAR 
F%AIB. Throughout the twenty-one day operation contact was light 
and sporadic. It wa3 determined that no large concentration3 of 
emmy forces or insttitions were in the Ruong Rwng Vallqo Results 
of the operation were: seven NVA MUed, one prisoner of war, and 
stieenindividualweapons captured, FrZendlylosseswerefive 
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SUBJEJ;T: Operational Report - lessons Learned, 101st Airborne Division 
(Airmobile) for Period Phding 31 July 1969, R(s (sFOR-65 (Rl) (U) 

2-502 Inf (Rein!) 
176 RF Company 

)-5 Cav (-) (Reinf) 
C/2-34 Arm (-) 
1st &ie Scty Plat 

Brigade Control 

2-320 Arty (00) 
B/2-138 Arty 155nn 51' (GSR) 
B/1-83 Arty a" sp (GSR) 
A/4-77 ARA (os) 

B/2-17 Cav (GS) 

FSSE 
A/501 Sig Bn (00) 
B/801 Maint Bn (LIS) 
1/A/426 S&S Bn (DS) 

H!£ (-), 1st Bde 
42 Inf Plat (SDT) 
557 Inf Plat (CTT) 
1/101 MP Co 
1/265 RRU (m) 
TACP 20 TASS 
MET DET (DS) 
1/101 MID 

(2) Intelligence gained prior to the initiation of Operation 
BRISTOL rooTS indicated that the 4th and 5th NVA RegiJllents were using 
the Ruong Ruong Valley and surrounding area. as supp~ lines and 
food producing areas for eneII\Y units to the east of Quang Nam 
Province and to the north in Thua Thien Province's Phu Loc District. 
The mission assigned to the maneuver elements was to construct firs 
support bases and to conduct multiple reconnaissance in force operations 
in their assigned area of operation to locate and destroY ensny forces, 
installations, equiflllent and supplies. 

On 25 April elements of the a:i Battalion, 3:a Infantry began its 
assaults into the Ruong Ruong Valley followed by elements of the 
3-5 Cavalry which began road clearing operations south along QL-545 
toward the Ruong Ruong Valley on 26 April. Aggressive reconnaissance 
in force operations were conducted by the maneuver elements throughout 
the operation, but on~ udJLUnal en~ contact--trail watchers and 
snipers_as experienced. Road clearing operations were curtailed on 
2 May when 3-5 Cav (-) became OreON to the lOlst Airborne Division 
for future operations in the A Shau Valley. On a May a series of 
OPCON shifts took place: 1-327 and 2-502 became OPCON to the a:i 
Brigade While 1-502 and 1-501 became OPCON to' ,the 1st Brigade. In 
addition the area of operation was expanded to inclUde a reconnaissance 
zone along the laotian Border and Base Area 607. As' the maneuver 
elements of the 1st Brigade moved into this area the en~ withdrew 
to the west into laos. 

Operation BRISTOL OOOTS was terminated prematur~ on 15 ~ as 
the let Brigade, with 1-501 and 1-502, was redeployed to Tam K;y 
where it became OPCON to the America! Division in Operation LAKAR 
PLAIN. Througoollt the twenty-one dlQT operation contact was light 
and sporadic. It was determined that no large concentrations of 
enemy forces or installations were in the Ruong Ruang Valley. Results 
of the operation were: seven NVA killed, one prisoner of war, and 
sixteen individual weapons captured. Frien~ losses Were five 

INCL 
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SJ&JECT: Opeational Report - tissons f&arned, lolst Airborne Ditision 

(Airmobile) for Period &ding 31 July 1969, RCS mm-6 (Rl) (U) 

killed anl thirty-four wound& 

d, Operation APACHg SNOW (10 May - 7 June 1969) 

(I) Task Organization: lat ARVN Regiment 

A/2-506WCG~ (l84lMay) 
3-5 cav 

D/2-506 OPCON 

1-l ARVN 3n w/F0 Party 
2-1 ARVN Eh w/m party 
3-l AWN Bn w/m party 
4-l ARVN Bn w/m Party 
BattergllAR?IN Arty (Ds) 
Battery34 ARVN Arty (GS0 
1lNo Party 

Rriffade Control 

E3de Scty Plat 
ml-5u6 
A/2-17 Cav 
2-319 Arty (El 
C/2-U Arty (GSR) 
C/2-91, Arty (=R) 
C/1-83 Arty (GSR) 
B/326 &gr (m) 
A/l58 AHB cm 
WY3 AHB 0.a 
TACP x) TASS 
5Sn Set Dog Plat 
36== 

l-3 ARYNBIlw/Fo party 
J-3 AWN Bn w/F0 Party 
3-3 ARVN Bn w/F0 Party 
Battery 12 ARVN Arty (NJ 

(2) Intelligence gained prior to Operation tiACm SNOW indicated 
that elements of the 6th, sh, and 29th NVA Regimetis were using the 
Northern A Shau Valley as a-primary line of comunieationa for xwe- 
ment of materiel and infiltration of troops to enew unite throughout 
I Corps Tactical Zone* The mission given to the w Brigade and 1st 
ARVN Regiment was to conduct airmbile assaults into the Northern 
A Shau Valley in conjunction with the 9th Xarines and 3d ARVN Regiment 
to destroy MIA/K! forces, obstruct en- routes of egess into Laos, 
interdict energy Ities of communication, and to locate and destroy 
enemy caches, 

bier to D-Day, the 1st and 3d ARVN Regiments and the 36 Brigade, 
Ulst Airborne Division, constructed three mutual&y supparttig fire 
bases in and around the Northern A Shau Valley-- FB BRADLEY (nD 2781221, 
FB AlRBMNE (YD 355070), and FB CUEWEE (YC 399%9). QR D-Say, 10 &Y 
1969, following TAC &, &Lllery, and ARA preparatbns five men@uwr 
battalions (three EL- l-506 (-1, 2-301 (-1, and 3437; two ARVN - 2-l 64 
and 4-3.) were inserted tit0 five separate landing zones along the 
Brian Border in the Northern A %au Vaney, Fotiwing the insertion 
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SUBJBr:T: Operational Report - Lessons 1.earned, 101st Airborne Division 

(AirDDbile) fer Period Endinfl! 31 July 1969, RCS CSFOR-65 (Rl) (ll) 

killed an:! thirty-four wounded. 

d. Operation APAClIR SNOW (10 May - 7 June 1969) 

(1) Task Organization: 

1-506 Inf (-) 
2-S06 In! (-) 
3-187 In! 

A/2-so6 OPCO)' (18-21 May) 
3-5 Cav 

0/2-506 OPCON 

Brigade Control 

Bde $cty Plat 
RCN 1-S06 
A/2-17 Cay 
2-319 Arty (DS) 
C/2-ll Arty (GSR) 
C/2-94 Arty (GSR) 
C/1-83 Arty (GSR) 
B/ 326 Engr (00) 
A/158 AHB (DS) 
B/158 AHB (00) 
TACP 20 TASS 
58th Set Dog Plat 
3d FSSE 

1st ARVN Regiment 

1-1 ARVN Bnw/YO Party 
2-1 ARVN Bn w/ro Party 
3-1 ARVN Bn w/ro Party 
4-1 ARVN Bn 'II/YO Party 
Battery 11 ARVN Arty (DS) 
Battery 34 ARVN Arty (c:sR) 
1 WO Party 

3d ARVN Re dment 

1-3 ARVN Bn w/Fo Party 
2-3 ARVN Bn w/Fe Party 
3-3 ARVN Bn w/Fe Party 
Battery 12 ARVN Arty (1lS) 

(2) Intelligence gained prior to Operation APACHE SNOW indicated 
that elelllellts of the 6th, 9th, and 29th NVA Reg:iJllents were using the 
Northern A Shau Valley as a . primary line of cOlllllUllications for DDve
III8lIt ot materiel and infiltration ot troops to eDelI\\' units throughout 
I Corps Tactical Zone. The mission given to the 3d Brigade and 1st 
ARVN Regiment was to conduct airDr:lbi1e assault. into the Northern 
A Shau Valley in conjunction with the 9th Marines and 3d ARVN Regim8llt 
to destroy NVA/VC forces, obstruct en~ routes of egress into Laos, 
interdict enemy lines of cOlllllllll!ication, and to locate and destroy 
enem;y caches. 

Prior to D-Day, the 1st and 3d ARVN Regiments and the 3d Brigade, 
lO1st Airborne Division, constructed three mutualq supporting fire 
bases in and around the Northern A Shau Valley- FB B1IADL!Y (In 278122), 
FB AIRBORNl!: (In 3 55070). and FB CURRAHm (YC 399949). On D-Day. 10 Hay 
1969, following TAC Air, artillery, and ARA pr<lparations five maneuver 
battalions (three l6- 1-506 (-), 2-501 (-), and 3-187; two ARVN - 2-1 (-), 
and 4-1) were inserted into the separate landing zones alDng the 
Laotian Border in the Northern A $hau Valley. Following the insertion 
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SW: Operational Report - Lessons barned, 1Olst Airborne Ditision 

(Airmobile) fcr Period Ending 31 July 1969, RCS CSFOR-65 (Rl) (U) 

all mane.dver battalions Mtiated reconnaissance ti force operations 
to the emt and northeast toward the Valley floor, The insertion of 
,-n addZ.tior,al ARVN bathlion was accomplished when 2-l ARVN (-> 
cmbat assaulted md secured FB TIC3W (YD 253093)* The following 
tiy 3-l AFG% Battalion, combat assaulted into the Valley ti support 
the other maneuver batttiims in their reconnaissance in force 
operations, 

At lll645H, B Company, 3-187 bega.n to receive heavy small arms 
and machine gun fire fro x the ridges of Hill 937 marking the beginning 
of the ten day battle for Ibng Ap Bia Xxmtain. Heavy contact was 
experienced<by the 3-W Infantry and l-506 Infantry (redirected to 
support 3-187 assault on Hill 937) as both battalions assaulted the 
heavily fortified enenlp positions of Dong Ap Bia, On 19 Mky, A 
company, 2-506 3 fan@= was combat assaulted into the Northern 
A Shau VaEi.ey and became OPCON to 30187~ The following~day Z-3 
ARVN Battalion combat assaulted into the Valley to add additional 
support to the attack0 

With the support of TAC Air, artiUery, zmd ARA throughout the 
ten day period, ths 3-1-87 Infautrg with A/Z-!%% OPCON, 2-%Infantry, 
l-506 Infantry, and 2-3 ARVN successfully assaulted and drove the 
7th and 8th Battal ions of the 29th NVA Regiment from their mountain 
fortress atop KKl 937 on 20 ?&ye The folloting day 3-487 became 
CPCON to the 2d Brigade and 2-506 Mantry was returned to 3d 
Brigade control, 

Throughout the period 21 May - 7 June 1969 enemy contact decreased 
and discoveries of enmqy caches increased as enemy elemnts withdrew 
frzxnthe area into Base Areas in tis, Z-501 in conjunction with A 
Troop, 2-17 Cav following the capture of Dong Ap Bia began pursuit 
operations west to the Laotian Rorde? in order to destroy the remainfng 
defenders of Hill 937,, Un 22 May, Z-w6 with ahl elements combat 
assaulted into FB Airborne and conducted extensxve search and 
reconnaissance izo force operations in and around Fl3 Airborne to 
locate WA Warehouse 54, known to exist in the area0 

The l-506 Infantry, following the capture of Dong Ap Pia, conducted 
extensive search and clear, in addition to reconnaissance in force 
operations, from Dong Ap Bia south toward FB Currahee, t-1 AWN 
Battalionmvednorth andwas extracted on 5 &tie, 2-3 avNmmed to 
the south to support 2-327 Infantry in reconmfesance in force 
operations in the scuthern A Shau Valley. 

This operation was brought to a close on 7 June 1969* The maneuver 
battalions of the 29th NVA Regiment, in addition to its central head- 
quarters with organic and att&md technical units, were rendered 
&bat ineffectim and forced to withdraw across the border inb Laoa 
pmmnt~g them frm again usfng the Northern A Shau Valley as a staging 
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SUBJECT: Operational Reoort - Lessons Learned, 101st Airborne Division 
(Airmo bile) fOl Period Ending 31 July 1969, RCS CSFOR-65 (Rl) (U) 

all m&ne,,'"er battalions initiated reconnaissance in force operations 
to the ""st and northeast toward the Valley floor. The :Insertion of 
--n additional ARVN bat ~_olion was accompliehed when 2-1 ARVN (-) 
c~mbat assaulted and secured FB TIeD (YO 25309;). The following 
jay 3-1 ARVN Battalior. combat assaulted :Into the Valley to support 
the other maneuver battliio'ls :In their reconnaissance in force 
operations. 

At 11l645H, B Company, 3-187 began to receive heavy small arms 
and mach:lne gun fire fro::. the ridges of Hill 937 markiIlg the beginning 
of the ten day battle for Dong Ap Bia lbuntain. Heavy contact was 
experienced by the 3-187 Infantry and 1-506 Infantry (redirected to 
support 3-187 assault on Hill 937) as both battalions assaulted the 
heavily fortified enemy j:ositions of Dong Ap Bia. On 19 May, A 
Company, 2-506 '::"fantr:; Wi<S combat assaulted :Into the Northern 
A Shau Valley and became OPCON to 3-187. The following 'day 2-3 
ARVN Battalion combat. assaulted into the Valley to add additional 
support to the attack. 

With the support of TAC Air, artillery, and ARA throughout the 
ten day period, t.hs 3-187 Infantry with i!2-506 OPCON, 2-501 Infantry, 
1-506 Infantry, and 2-3 ARVN successfully assaulted and drove the 
7th and 8th Battalions of the 29th NVA Regiment from their mountain 
fortress atop Hill 937 on 20 May. The following day 3-187 became 
OPCON to the 2d Brigade and 2-506 Infantry Was returned to 3d 
Brigade control. 

Throughout the period 21 May - 7 Jun~ 1969 enemy contact decreased 
and dhcoveries of eneav caches increased as enemy elements withdrew 
fr~'" the area into Base Areas in Laos. 2-501 in conjunction with A 
':roop, 2-17 Cav following the capture of Dong Ap Bia began pursuit 
operations west to the Laotian Border in order to destroy the remaining 
defenders of Hill 937. On 22 May, 2-506 with all eleJMl!l.te combat 
assaulted into FB Airborne and conducted extenSl.ve search and 
reconnaissance 1.., force operations in and around FB Airborne to 
locate NV A Warehouse 54, known to exist in the area. 

The 1-506 Infantry, following the capture of Dong Ap Pia, conducted 
extensive search and clear, :In addition to reconnaissance :In torce 
operations, from Dong Ap Bia south toward FB Currahee. 1.-1 ARVN 
Battalion moved north and wa9 extracted on 5 J-me. 2-3;JiVN moved to 
the south to support 2-327 Infantry in reconn .. i~sance :In force 
operations in the southern A Shau Valley. 

This operation was brought to a close on 7 June 1969. The maneuver 
battalions ot the 29th NVA Regimlmt, in addition to its central head
quarters with organic and attached technical unite, were rendered 
COll\bat ineffecti .... and forced to wit1::iraw acrose the border into Laos 
preventing them fran aga:ln using the Northern A Shau Valley as a staging 
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and storage area for future operations Into 1 &wpa Tactical Zone* 
The resultant ensaqv losses were: 691WA.h =A, 5 WA PCRI, w 
inditidualand 40 crew servedweapons, and four trucks ca@w%do 
Friendly losses wmre 78 US KU, and 536 IEi m, 

e. Operation KNTGOmY -US (8 June 1969 - contin~)o 

(1) Task Organization; 

Task Organization (8 JUIS - 11 July 1969) 

2-322 Ii TF 3-5 Cav iikzlb (4 l-506 

2-327 Inf (-1 3-5 ear t-1 2-506 
C f-)/2++ Armr C/2-32+7 Inf A(-)/l-T06 
TF Set A, B Trp 3-5 Cm 3-7 ARVNCav (AK) 

Jd &3,&a Control 3d ARVNRe&mt 

B/l-W6 3tnf' 
scty Flat 
A/2-17 Cav (B) 
2-319 Arty (B) 
B/326 l&r Bn ow 
B/158 AHEI (m) 
TACP 20 TASS 
3dm 

LLARMJ &I 
4-3 AWN m 
2-3 ARVN Bn 
B-34 Arty 

Task Organi.z;rtion (ll July 1969 - continuing) 

l-327 (Il-27 July) u TF 3-5 Cay 

3d Briprade Control 3d AIt" Rejzimmt 

B/1+06 Inf 
sctyplat 
q/2-17 f.hQ (m> 
2-319 Arty @9) 
B/326 Wtp Bn I=) 
B/158 AHB (nrsl) 
'f'ACP 2oTASS 
36 = 

l-1 ARVN &k 
4-3 ARVN Bn 
2-3 mw m 
3-7 AWN CaTr MC) 
B-34 My 

(2) Operation KINTGO~Y IWDEVCNS, control-led by the 3d 1Br%gade 
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and storage area for future operations into I Corps Tactical Zone. 
The resultant entllllr 10sse. ""rei 691 NVAlVc nA, 5 NYA POIi', 24l 
individual and 4D crev served weapons, and foUl' trucks captured. 
Friend~ 10.ses were 78 US ICU, and 536 US ru. 

o. Operation l(JNTGOMDlY Rl!mI!ZVOUS (8 June 1969 - continuing). 

(1) Task Organizationl 

Task Organization (8 June - II July 1969) 

TP 2-327 

2-327 Inf (-) 
C (-)/2-34 Armor 
TF See A, B Trp 3-5 CaT 

3d Brigade Control 

B/1-506 In! 
Set,. Plat 
A!2-17 Cay (llS) 
2--319 Arty (llS) 
B/326 Bhgr Bn (DS) 
B/158 AHB (00) 
TACP 20 TASS 
3d FSSE 

TP 3=5 Cay 

3-5 Gay (-) 2--506 
C/2-327 In! A(-)/1-506 
3-7 ARVN Cay (APe) 

3d ,\RVN Regiment 

1-1 ARVN Bn 
4-3 AIIVN Bn 
2-3 ARVN Bn 
B-34 Arty 

Task Organization (ll July 1969 - continuing) 

!::m (1l-27 July) 1-506 (-) 

3d Br igade Control 

B/1-506 In! 
Scty Plat 
A!2-17 Cav (DS) 
2-319 Arty (DS) 
B/')26 !ngr Bn (m) 
B/158 AHB (DS) 
TACP 20 TASS 
3d~ 

TF 3=5 eaT 

C/2-34 Armor 
D/1-506 
B/l-4Q Arty 10 5II1II SOP 

3d ARVN Reg1 !!I!!!t 

1-1 ARVN Bn 
4-3 ARVN Bn 
2""3 ARVN Bn 
3-7 ARVN eaT (APe) 
B-34 Arty 

1-506 H 

(2) Operation JDNTCOHBIIY RKNIlBZVOUS, oontrolled b7 the 3d Brigade 
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SUBJECT: Operational Report - Lessons lmumed, 1Olst Airborne Dfvision 

(Airmobile) for Period I&ding 31 July 1969, RCS CSFUR-65 (Rl) (u) 

in confunction with the 3d ARVN Regiment, began on 8 June agtist the 
WA forces in the high ground to the east of the A Shau Valley 
(vicinity FB Airtime) and north of the I&o Lao Valley0 

6ontact was sporadic until the Emily mrning of 14 June whsn 
the Brigade coxnnand post was attacked by sappers at FB BEIR@HTIWADEe3 
(See Page 9), and the follm& day FB CURRAHEE received the brunt 
of a sapper attack (Sac Page 9 'i o The 3-5Ca71al.q began armored 
cavalry operations fn the A Shau Valley on 29 June, but contact 
continued to be sporadic with the MVA forces amidlng mgagement~ 
On 28 June the 4th Battalion, 1st ARVN Regiment observed a large 
force of NVA moving south in the open near FB OREIUY and called 
in TAC Air which accounted for 37 WA killed. Contact in the high 
ground north of the Rae Lao erupted with l-506 Infantry elements 
and those of the 3 AWN Ragbent meeting stiff resistance on 8 July0 
Ch I.3 July, l-327 Infantry was comitted to,assist Irr the area0 On 
10 July the task organization was changed to support 2d Brigade 
operations in the Bach Ma, This opeeation continues with the prw 
mission of interdiction of the lines of comunications of the NVA 
forces in the Rae Lao and A Shau Valleys0 Combined totals as of 31 
July were; 451 NVA/VC KIA, 8 MIA Pow's, 231 individual and 47 
crew-served weapons captured, 

f o Operation CAKPEELL STREAMS (13 July 1969 - continufng)o 

(1) Task Organization: 

2d &i.ade Control TF 2401 ARW 

2-327 Inf 2-501 Inf l-54 ARVN Bn 
2-502 Inf C/3-5 Cav 3-54 ARVN m 
l-327 Inf (27 July - ) 
G/lOlAHEI (m) 

B/l2Lh Arty 

l-32 Arty OH 
c/326 WF J&I t=) 

(2) Operation CARP= STRRAplgR was initiated at 1306OOH with 
the combat assaul.t of 2-502 Inf into FB SLEDGE (ZC 063927) followed 
by the l-54 and 3-54 ARVN Battalions into their respective hnding 
7meso This attack was aimd against the 4th NVA Regiment in the 
Bach Ma Region, A two phased operat%on - the f$.rst phasu a reconmissanoe 
in mne to the north by the three assaulting elements to locate and 
destroy the energy forces on the north side of the Bach tie Contact 
was very light durizgthe first phase, The second phase commnced on 
27 June with the depluymmt of l-327 to a screening position south of 
MS Bach I& in Elephant Valley3 and the three maneuver batIxtl.ions 
rsorisnted to the south0 Un 28 July elumnts of the l-54 ARV?d Battalion 
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(Airmbile) for Period &tding 31 .ruq 1969. RCS CSFOR-65 (Rl) (U) 

in conjunction with the 3d ARVN Regiment. began on 8 June against the 
NVA forces in the high ground to the east of the A Shau Vall..,. 
(vicinity FB Airborne) and north of the Rae Lao Vall..,.. 

Contact was sporadic until the e&rq morning of 14 June when 
the Brigade conmand post was attacked by eappers at FB Bl!lICHTESGADm 
(See Page 9), and the follow1n!l day FB CURRAHEE received the brunt 
of a sapper attack (See Page 9). The 3-5 Cavalry began armored 
cavalry operations in t he A Shau Valley on a> June. but contact 
continued to be sporadic with the NVA forces avoiding engagement. 
On 28 June the 4th Battalion, 1st ARVN Regiment observed a large 
force of NY A IIDvillg south in the open near FE 0 'REILLY and called 
in TAC Air which accounted for 37 NYA killed. Contact in the high 
ground north of the Rao Lao erupted with 1-506 Infantry elements 
and those of the 3d ARVN Regiment meeting stiff resistance on 8 J~. 
On 13 Juq, 1-327 Infantry was committed to, assist in the area. On 
10 Juq the task organization was changed to support 2d Brigade 
operations in the Bach Ma. This operation continue. with the primary 
mission of interdiction of the lines of coJll!JlUIlications of the NVA 
force. in the Rao Lao and A Shau Valleys. Combined totals as of 31 
Juq were: 451 NVA/VC KIA, 8 NVA POW's, 231individua1 and 47 
crew-served weapons captured. 

f. Operation CAMPBELL STREAMER (13 July 1969 - continuing). 

(1) Task Organization: 

2d Brigade Control 

2-327 Inf 
2-502 Inf 
1-327 Inf (27 Juq - ) 
e/lOl AHB (DS) 
1-321 Arty (DS) 
C/326 &tgr Bn (DS) 

TF 2-501 

2-501 In! 
C/3-5 Cav 

~ 

1-54 ARVN Bn 
3-54 ARVN Bn 
B/12th Arty 

(2) Operation CAMPBELL STREAlmR was initiated at 130600H with 
the combat assault of :l-502 Inf into FB Sl.EDGE (ZC 063927) followed 
by the 1-54 and 3-54 ARVN Ba1;talions into their respeotive landing 
zones. This attaok was aimed against the 4th NVA Regiment in the 
Bach l!a Region. A two phased operat.ion - the first phase a reoonn.aissanee 
in zone to the north by the three assaulting elements to looate -and 
destroy the en~ forces on the north side of the ll&ch lis. Contact 
was very light during the first phase. The second phase oommenced on 
27 June with the deployment of 1-327 to a screening position south of 
the ll&ch lis in Elephant Vall..,., and the three maneuver battalions 
reoriented to the south. On 28 Juq elements of the 1-54 ARVN ll&ttalion 
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made the first significant contact by killbg 2’7 WA and capturing 
22 individual and 9 crew-served weapns, This operation canthues 
with the llltaneuver elements conductjng detailed searches fn zone and 
the l-327 Inf screening to the south, Results as of 31 July 1969 
weret 51 NVA/VC KIA, 1 NVA POW, 27 individual and 11, crew-served 
weapons captured0 

3. Other Significant Activities: 

a0 Night Operations: Responding to information .suppUed by a 
local informant, the Reconnaissance Platoon, X Battalion, 327 Infantry 
on the night of 16-17 July 1969 set up an ambush (vie coordtite8 
YD 97X)&2) on a trail running from Troui Village to the mountainous 
regions of the Bach Ma (ZC O?92)o Ae;rid reconnaissance was made of 
the area on the afternoon of the 16th and a tentative afiush atie 
located; the actual ambush site was selected once the pbtaon moved 
Vito the area0 The ambush force was organized into a diverted "Ln 
with the base to the north and the stem parallel to the trail6 This 
formattin provided for all around security0 At OG30 hours several 
small contacts were initiated in the vi.Uage northeast of the ambush 
site and continued sporadic&lly until. 0330 hours when the ambush 
was initiated by three NVA who ran directly fnto the ambush site 
and were engaged0 A sweep of the ambush site revealed three 'mm 
NVA who were engaged and killed, The platoon then roved back to the 
ambush site waiting for first light to make a d&ailed search* Once 
the thorough search had been made the uni.t roved back to the village 
area, their miss&m completedo The results of the ambush were 3even 
NVA killed, one NVA prisoner of war, and nSna weapons and miscellaneous 
equipment captured0 

On the same night-1647 July-one platoon from A bmpany, ad 
Battalion, 327 Infantry conducted a successful ambush ~JI the vicinity 
of ZD 16800~ which resulted in eight VC killed and 38-n weapons 
captured, On 28 July 1969, another ambush was conducted in the bwlztnds 
by the 2dPlatoon,D Company, 2d Battdlion, 506Infantrywho engaged 
six Viet Gong at YD 574246 (6 kilometers southwest of U Sally) 
killing six Viet Gong and capturing four weapons0 

b, Sapper Attacks on Division Fire Eiasesr 

(1) On them rn in g of 13 May X969 at 033OH Fire Base Airborne ww 
assaulted on three sides b elements of the 806th NV& BattaUon and 
the Kl2 Sapper EkWaUm aupportedby8Zmnmortar andRPG fire, 
FB Airborne (ID 355072) is lacated on the eastern lip of the A Shau 
Valley on the north end of a long ridge mming parallel to the 
Valley, and ~83 defended by A Cmpany, 2d Battalion, 501 xnfantry, 
and three artillery batteries-& Battery, 2-U Artillery (4 tubes 
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made the first significant contact by killing :t7 NVA and capturing 
22 individual and 9 crew-served weapons. This oper .. tion continues 
with the maneuver elements condue ting detailed searches in zone and 
the 1-327 Inf screening to the south. Reeults as ot 31 Ju~ 1969 
weref 51 NVA/VC KIA, 1 NVA POW, 27 individual and 14 crew-served 
weapons captured 0 

3. Other Significant Activities. 

a. Night Operation.. Responding to information Rupplied by a 
local informant, the Recomaissance Platoon, 2:1 Battalion, 327 Infantry 
on the night of 16-17 July 1969 set up an ambush (vic coordinates 
YD 972042) on a trail running from Troui Village to the lDOuntainous 
regions of the Bach Ma (ZC 0792). Aerial reconnaissance was IlIAd .. ot 
the area on the afternoon of the 16th and a tentative ambush .it .. 
located; the actual ambu sh .ite was selected once the platoon moved 
into the area. The ambush force was organized into a inverted "L" 
with the base to the north and the stem parallel to the trail. This 
formation provided for all arourd security. At 0030 hours several 
snall contacts were initiated in the village northeast of the ambush 
site and continued sporadically until 0330 hours when the ambush 
was initiated by three NVA who ran direct~ into the ambush site 
and were engaged. A sweep of the ambush site revealed three IDOre 
NV A who were engaged and killed. The platoon then moved back to the 
ambush site waiting for first light to make a detailed search. ~ce 
the trorough search had been made the unit Jl»ved back to the village 
area, their mission completed. The results of the ambush were seven 
NVA killed, one NVA prisoner of war, and nine weapons and miscell.aneoll8 
equipment captured. 

On the sallie night-li>-17 Jul,y-one platoon from A Company, 2d 
Battalion,327 Infantry conducted a successful ambush in tho viCinity 
of ZD 168005 which resulted in eight 'Ie Idlled and seven weapons 
captured. On 2B Ju~ 1969, another ambush was conducted in the lowhnds 
by the 2:1 Platoon, D Com~, 2:1 Battalion, 506 Infantry who engaged 
six Viet Cong at YD 576266 (6 kilometers !lOuthwest of 1Z Sal~) 
kUling six Viet Cong and capturing four weapons. 

b. Sapper Attacks on Division Fire Bases. 

(1) On the lOOming of 13 May 1969 at OJ30H Fire Base Airborne was 
• ssaulted on three sides by elements of the ao6th NVA Battalion and 
the nz Sapper Battalion supported by 82Da mortar and RPG tir ... 
FB Airborne(m 355(72) is located on the eastern lip of the A 5hau 
Valley on the north end of a 10118 ridge running parallel to the 
Vailey, and was defl!rlded by A Company, 2:1 Battalion, 501 Infantry, 
and three artillery batteries-C Battery, 2-11 Artillery (4 tubes 
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155m), C Battery, 2-X.9 ArtUary (f+ tubes LO5mn), and a composite 
battery (4 tubes 105mc1) from B and C Batteries, 2-319 Artillery. 

After infiltrating through the concertina wire on the north side 
of the pertieter the A:tacking force qw&ematiCauy wisHrowed 
the northern portion Df the fire base tossing satchel charges and 
grenades in the bunkers they dncounterodp By 05OOH the en8qy attack 
had lost impetus and the men of Airborne drove the attacking force 
frcmthe hill kiUng forty of the sappers, while sufferdng twenty- 
two kiJ.led and sixty-one wounded0 In addition five howitzers were 
either damaged or destroyed, 

(2) On the night of 14 J une FB Berchtesgad8n, located on the 
eastern lip of the high ground overlooking the A Shau Valley, was 
attacked by a force of enemy sappars, Thecunits occupying and dsfending 
Fire Base Berchtesgaden (YD 42303.2) were the Cod Post 2-327 Inf, 
w0n/2-327 hf, CO Iii (-) 2-327 tith one platoon fi0111 ~12~327 Inf 
attached, B/1.--506 (-,), 3d Brigade Security Platoon, 3d Brigade 
Tactical Command Post, B/2-319 ArtilGry (US), C/2-U Artillery 
0.5510 At U330 ho urs June fo3.lmd.ng several days of etiensivs 
reconnaissance enemy sappers of C2 and C3 Company of the K-3 
Battalion, 6th WA Regiment initiated an attack on the fire base 
using RPC, SA fire, 82xm mrtars and satchel charges, The enemy 
sappers penetrated the concertha wire after tying down the trip 
flares and headed for predesignated targets* Three avenues of 
approach were used; one from the northwest, one from the east, and 
on8 from the south across the VIP pad to the Brigade TOC, The 
fighting bunkers and battalion command post were hit as was the 
command post and COIL@~X of the 3d Brigade Headquarters0 Throughout 
the attack an titensive barrage of %!mm mortar was dir8ct8d at the 
2-327 command post and bunker line until 0530 haps preventing these 
forces from reinforcing the Brigade command post. 

Friendly artillery was employed from surrounding f'ire bases 
to provide illumination , 
Aviation and ti h-ceo 

in addition to the support fmm Amy 
As daylight approached, contact was 

broken as the enemy pulled back through the wire leaving behind 
thirty-three dead and three prisoner of war. From these prisoners 
it was determined that approximately ninety-&x I?VA had taken part 
in th8 attack, Friendly casualties were eleven killed and forty- 
seven wounded o 

(3) At 160125 J~n8 1969, WI enemy sapper attack wa3 launched 
against Fire Support Base Currafiee -ated on the Floor of the A 
Shau Vall8y. Units occupying and defending the Fir8 Suppart Base 
wme B, E, and Camrnand Post of 2-502, A/2-319 Artil&ry (105), 
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155=), C Battery, 2-319 Artillery (4 tubes 105111n), and a composite 
battery (4 tubes l05mm) from B and C Batteries, 2-319 Artillery. 

After infiltrating through the concertina wire on the north side 
of the perimeter the "~tacking foree systematically criss-cro.sed 
the northern portion of the fire base toesing satchel charges and 
grenades in the bunkers they encountered. By 0500H the en~ attack 
had lest impetus and the men of Airborne drove the attacking force 
frem the hill killing forty of the sappers, while suffering twenty
two killed and sixty-one wounded. In addition five howitzers were 
either damaged or destroyed. 

(2) On the night of 14 June FB Berchtesgaden, located on the 
eastern lip of the high ground overlooking the A Shau Valley, ...... 
attacked by a force of enelllY sappers. The . unite occupying and defending 
Fire Base Borchtesgaden (YD 423012) . were the CoI!Inand Post 2-327 Int, 
Recon/2-327 Inr, Co E (-) 2-327 with one platoon from B/2-327 Int 
attached, B/1-506 (-), 3d Brigade Security Platoon, 3d Brigade 
Tactical Command Post, B/2-319 Artillery (105), C/2-ll Artillery 
(155). At 140330 hours June !ollcwing several days of extensive 
reconnaissance enemy sappers of C2 and C3 Company of the K-3 
Battalion, 6th NVA Regiment initiated an attack on the fire base 
using RPG, SA fire, 821nn Jll:Jrtars and satchel charges. The enemy 
sappers penetrated the concertina wire after tying down the trip 
flares and headed for predesignated targets. Three avenues of 
approach were used; one from the nortiMest, one from the east, and 
one from the south across the VIP pad to the Brigade TOC. The 
fighting bunkers and battalion cOllllland post ""re hit as was the 
command post and complex of the 3d Brigade Headquarters. Throughout 
the attack an i!.tensiw barrage of e2mm Jll:Jrtar was directed at the 
2-327 cOlllllWld post and bunker line until 0530 hours preventing these 
forces from reinforcing the Brigade command poet. 

Friendl;y artillery was employed from surrounding fire bases 
to provide illumination, in. addition to the support from Army 
Aviation and Air Force. As daylight approached, contact was 
broken as the enemy pulled back through the wire leaving behind 
thirty-three dead and three prisoner of war. From these prisoners 
it was determined that approximatel;y ninety-sUe NVA had taken part 
in the attack. Friendly casualties were eleven killed and forty
seven wotmded.g 

0) At 160125 June 1969, 111 enell\Y sapper attack was launched 
against Fire Support Base Currahee looated on the floor of the A 
Shau Valley. Units occupying and defending the Fire Support Base 
were B, E, and Command Post of 2-502, A/2-J19 Artillery (105), 
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B/2-U Artillery (155), ARW Artilbry Battery (105), &tro Station, 
counter mrtar radar section, and a pathfinder detachment, The attack 
was triggered by the detection of one sapper who had penetrated the wire 
on the west side of the perimeter, The eneqy was engaged with small arms 
fire and M-79t~o Immediately 83.1~31 iLLun&nation was provided and direct 
fire from the lO5mn artillery battery was used, At 0200 -bxxrs 75 of 
the enemy began a series of attacks against the entire northwest side of 
the perimeter, Artillery engaged this activity with cont$nuous direct 
fire ati illumination, A flare ship was on station at 0230 hours to 
assist and at 0300 hours ABA Cobras were on station and were employed 
untilo6~ hours. At O&O hours the western portion of the perim8ter 
cameunder attack, The reaction force was employed to reinforce the 
bUI=dW' 1b8, At 0545 hours the northern portion of the pertieter was 
attacked and gunshfps were called to f3.re w&thin 150 meters of the perimel 
wire, This caused approtitely 30 enemy to charge the wire firing 
RPG'SO At 0500 hours an air resupply of ammunition began to arrive and 
was delivered by 0730 hours, Total results were 51 NVA kilLed, 3 WA 
prisoners of war, with only seven US wotinded of which three were evacuatec 

(4) On the right of 19 June elements of the 72d sap 
4th NVA Regiment attacked Fire Base Tomahawk (ZD 

r co, 
113009 $ --located 

on C&--l in Phu Lx District- occupied by l/C/2-501 and C Battery, 
l-138 Artill~y (155)0 &emy elements- as was indicated dn later 
prisoner of war interrogation and captured document+ had made a 
thcrough reconnaissance of the fire base for several days to d8t8Ct 
weak spots in the pertieter's defenses0 

At approximately 0130 hours the Infantry command post lOcat8d 
in the southern nrost portion of the fire base received the primary 
thrust of the sapper attack, #ortar and RPG round3 poured in from 
the eastarm and southern portions of the perimeter ati onto the 
infantry and artiUry conmrand posts as the energy breached the es 
in these areas0 Once inside the wire, the 3appers roved to key 
locations destroying bunkers, exposed equipment ati artiuery 
positions, 

At 0230 hours the platoon leader of l/C/2-501 organized a sman force 
to regain control of the co-d post. ARA and med-evacs were on call. 
throughout the night as was a reaction force organized by the l-327 
Infantry0 At 0330 hours the II&XL attack on I% Tomahawk ceased whil8 
harassing fire continued until 0530 hours0 At 0430 two platoons 
from B/1-327 were moved from FB-Roy to blmking positions to the south 
of FB Tomahawk, At0550 ht~~athb R~cc~&wA~~ PtitoOn, l-38 
ww Lifted onto FB Tomahawk and swept across the OV8rXWI comma.nd past 
to the southwest, but failed to find sims of eneq7 activity* At 
first light elements of C/l-327 were airlifted into the fire base and 

&o swept to the south and southeast where they found staging pmitiona 
for the attack as well as cach& m~ksacks~ The losses suffered by -the 
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B/2-ll Artillery (155), ARVN Artillery Battery (105), Metro Station, 
counter mortar radar section, and a pathfinder detachment. The attack 
was triggered by the detection of one sapper who had penetrated the wire 
on the west side of the perimeter. The enell\Y Was engaged with small armlI 

fire and M-79's. lnlrD!diately 8lnm illumination was provided and direct 
fire from the lD5l11ll artillery battery was used. At 0200 murs 75 of 
the enell\Y began a series of attacks against the entire northwest side of 
the perimeter. Artillery engaged this activity with continuouB direct 
fire and illumination. A flare ship was on station at 0230 hours to 
assist and at 0300 hours AftA Cobras were on etation and were employed 
until 06]0 hours, At 044J) hours the western portion of the perimeter 
came under attack, The reaction force was employed to reinforce the 
bunker line, At 0545 hours the northern portion of the perimeter was 
attacked and gunships were called to fire within 150 meters of the perime1 
wire. This caused approximately 30 en"lllY to charge the wire firing 
RPG's, At 0500 hours an air resupply of ammunition began to arrive and 
was delivered by 0730 hours, Total results were 51 NVA killed, 3 NVA 
prisoners of war, with only seven US wounded of which three were evacuate< 

(4) On the right of 19 June elements of the 72d Sapper Co, 
4th NVA Regiment attacked Fire Base Tomahawk (ZD ll3009J--located 
on QL-l in Phu Loc District - occupied by 1/C/2-50l and C Battery, 
1-138 Artillery (155). En"lllY elements- as was indicated in later 
prisoner of war interrogation and captured documents-- had made a 
thorough reconnaissance of the fire base for several days to detect 
weak spots in the perimeter's defense.. 

At approximate4' 01]0 hours the Infantry command post located 
in the southern most portion of the fire base received the primary 
thrust of the sapper attack. Mortar and RPG rounds poured in from 
the eastern and southern pcrtions of the perimeter and onto the 
infantry and artillery comnand posts as the enBll\Y breached the wire 
in these areas. Once inside the wire, the aappers moved to key 
locations destroying bunkers, exposed equipment aid artillery 
positions. 

At 02]0 hours the platoon leader of ljC/2-501 organized a small foree 
to regain control of the comand poet. AftA and med-evacs were on call 
throughout the night as was a reaction force organized by the 1-327 
Infantry. At 03]0 hours the main attack on FB TolllLhawk ceased while 
harassing fire continued until 0530 hours, At 0430 two platoons 
from B/1-327 were IOOved from FB Roy to blocking positions to the eouth 
of FE Tomahawk. At 0550 hours the Reconnaissance Platoon, 1-327 
was lifted onto FB Tomahawk and swept across the overrun command post 
to the southwest, but failed to find signs of enBll\Y activity. At 
first light elements of C/1-327 were airlifted into the fire base and 

also swept to the south and southeast where they found staging peeitione 
for the attack as well as cached rUt ksacks. The losses suffered by 'the 
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enemy were seventeen killed and one prisoner of war; casuultiss 
suffered by friendly forces were thirteen killed and forty wamdui, 
Xn addition, three 1551m howitzers were destroyed and one rendered 
inoperative. 

4* Bmmy losses during the reporting period: 

CONTACTS KfA Kl3J& KM& a rwC_ C!M, GRAIM - 'IONS 

KAY 35s 720 37 92 4 277 69 J&5785 

243 W 4 16 7 129 36 15 00700 

HAY 222075 100,011 29,066 30 7 

JUNE 7bw75 30,179 1,806 22075 7 

TOTAt 1864900 144,259 4Q939 45050 J-4 

& Friendly losses during the reporting period: 

MAY 162 KIA $99 WIA 

77 KXA 42WiIA 

TOTAL 316 KIA 1572 WIA 

So G3 Air activities for the mnths of May, June, and July 1969 
included2 

a0 Close Air Support Sorties tiwn in the Division A0 durbg the 
months of Hay, June, July 1969t 

Preplanned Sorties 582 570 577 1729 
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enemy were seventeen ld11ed and one prisoner of war; casualtiell 
suffered by friendly forces were thirteen ldlled and fort7 lfolDlded. 
In addition, three 155mm howitzer. were destroyed and one rendered 
inoperative. 

4. &leIDY losses during the reporting period: 

CONTACTS .!!!A KBA !!lM PW ]]9. CSWC GRAIl! - 'l'ONS 

MAY 358 72fJ 37 92 4 277 69 12.5785 

JIJNR 243 2fJ4 4 16 7 129 36 15.0700 

JULY 306 2J!Q fa ~ 2 ~ ~ 1,2235 

TarAL 907 1164 85 132 16 528 lZ7 28.91.20:' 

AMMO 
Doo - LBS §A ~ DOC - U!S 'mIICLPS 

MAY 222.75 100,011 29,066 30 7 

JUNE 7W.75 30,179 1,806 22.75 7 

JULY 880.50 14.069 10,067 !.2..ll JL 
TOTAL 1864.00 144,259 40,939 45.50 14 

5. Friend~ losses during the reporting period. 

MAY 162 KIA 899 WIA 

JUNB 77 KIA 428 WIA 

JULY 77 KIA 245 WIA 

TOTAL 316 KIA 1572 WIA 

5. G3 Air activitie" for the mnths of May, June, and July 1969 
included. 

a. Close Air Support Sorties nown in the Division 1.0 during the 
months ot May, J\Ule, Ju~ 1969. 

Preplanned Sorties 

i!OOI 

570 

11 
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i!u SUB-TOTAL 

ImedIates 322 36 163 521 

Combat Sky Spot8 233 239 295 767 

Flar eships 2 2 5 9 

spob~ (Gunships) 12 13 6 31 

TOTAL SORTIS 3157 

be TM~ were 62 E52 strikes within tb Mvistin A0 cfuring the 
reporting period, 

co lkrlngtha mnths of Hay, Juna,amd July, the lOlst Airkurns 
Division employed a total of eight 113,000 pund bombs to construct 
a total of five landdng meso 

de Tactical Air, dropping 5,664 tons of bombs and 398 tons of 
napalm, destroyed ~WIIB~Y)US mamg buildlugs, bunkers, atorpige OF~O~J, cpnd 
fighting pcsftions, Tactical Air also accounted for 85 WA/E KU. 

1, The Division timbility School under the auspices of the 160th 
Aviation Group was conducted twice during the reportlLng period; the 
first, 6-7 Junu, attendance 2'7; the accord, U34.9 July, attendmoe 
35, There were two additionrrl schools of one-day durat%on presented 
for the ARVN; the first, on 28 June for 33 permmssl pnd the second, 
on 30 Juna fcr 40 psrsarmel, The courau is designed to fmrilbrizta 
sckcted personnel with the capabilIties and limitations of the 
division aviation support units, 

2, The Screandmg Eagb3 Replacement Training School (mss) &ng 
with the Corntmt Eaed~a Course (CU=> continued during the reporting 
period. Classes at the Combat Leaders Course a.re for a perimi of 
nix days, 
Ch8So 

Commsnc~ every Hnxiay with an average of 21 student8 per 
The Replacemaart Trabing School is conducted on a c~nU.rU.ng 

baais averaging z@O mn per month0 The Combat Leaders Course is 
for tunau unit lcadara, Iii-&+ and E-5, and it is designed a8 a refresher 
CQWM covering all subjects that u leader should km% 

JO kimcal &bile Training contfnued in tha Vision Hth CXNI?D~I 
qmatlons badng run fn all brigades. Some of the m.in potit that 
are stressed during a operations arag comba% aasaultsS 118s of the 
Clsymorc min c, patrolling tachniquc~ , and use of the SCOZXt *g. ThaSe 
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MI .!l!!!!! !l:!!LI SUB-TOTAL 

mediates 322 36 163 521 

Combat Sky Spot. 233 239 295 767 

Flareships 2 2 5 9 

Spooky (Gunships) 12 13 6 31 

TO'tAL SORTIBS 3157 

b. There were 62 852 strikes within the Division .1.0 during the 
reporting period. 

c. During the J!X)nth. of May, June, an:!. July, the 10lst Airborne 
Division employed a tot...l of eight 10,000 pound bombs to construct 
a total of five landing zones, 

d. Tactical Ai.r, dropping 5,664 tone of boMe and 398 tons of 
napalm, destroyed mmerous enemy ",ildings, bunkers, storage areas, and 
fighting positions. Tactical Air also accounted for 85 NViJVC m. 
C. (C) TRAINING, 

1. The Division AirJOObility School under the auspices of the l60th 
Aviation ili-oup was conducted twice during the reporting period; the 
first, 6-7 June, attendance 71; the sacorn, 18-19 July, attendance 
35. There were two additional schools of one-da;r duration presented 
for the ARVN; the first, on 28 June for 33 personnsl and the second, 
on JO June for 40 personnel. The cour .. is designed to fa.ad.liarize 
selected personnel with the capabilities and limitations of the 
division aviation support unit •• 

2. The Screaming Eagle Replace ... nt Training School (S!RTS) along 
with the Combat Leadere Course (CIC) continued during the reporting 
period. Cla.se. at the Combat Leaders Course are tor a period ot 
six day.. Co .... ncing ever,. K:)!yja;r with an average of 21 students per 
class. The Replacement Trai.ning School is conduct&<! on a eontinuing 
baeis averaging 2480 men per J!X)nth. The Co!llb&t Leader. Course is 
for ....u unit leaders. &-4 and E-5. and it is designed as a refresher 
course covering aU I!Ubjects that a leader should know. 

3. Reciprocal lbblle Training continued in the Division with COIIblJ 
operations being run in all brigades. Some of the main points that 
are stressed during all operation. arel combat assaults, use of the 
Cla;rmre lIdne, patrolling techniques. and use ot tile scout dog. The ... 
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'type operations have proven banefi.ciel to both tha ARI/Nts and m 
pWSOIUlCl* 

L+, li)uring the reporting period the Division conducted a school 
in rappel training for selmted individuals who will act as instrucQqra 
to train one platoon in each brigade ti rappel operations, 

yO The Division during the reporting period irk conjunction with 
SERTS and CIC started a program of training Kit Carson Scoute, The 
first class of seven (7) &outs were graduated in June, The purpose 
of the training is to orient the Hoi Chanh's on American tactics, 
weapons and customs, The result of this program cannot be fully 
evaluated at this time, but there are indications that it ia 
successm.* 

1, General, During May, June, and July, the lOlst Airborne Dioision 
Chemical Section with operational control of the 20th Chendcal, Detachment 
(CERC) (Al?&) and the 10th chemical Platoon (D@ (Separate) contimmd its 
prop;ram of chemical combat ~rupport~ 

2, Operations, During the reporting period, the Division Chemical 
Section with attached units accomplished the folluwing: 

TYPE MISSION 

Flame Drop 16 400- 

Airborne Rmmnel &h&or 93 N/A 

Tactical CS (XMU) I8 95 mmitions 

Fougasse Emplacelmb3 51 885 positions 

Aerial Defoliation u 6670 Gallons 

Ground Defoliat5on 25 7752 ~~OxlS 

Aerial fnaecticide 

PFT Inspection/Servicing 

Protective &Sk ~spection 

74 2565 Gallons 

N/A , 57137 

N/A 2763 

Troops Showered 

fCTeams 

AVDG-OC 
SUBJBCT, Operational Report - Lessons Learned, lOlst AirOOme Division 

(Airm:>bile) tor Period &tding 31 July 1%9, HCS CSFCIt-65 (Rl) (U) 

type operations h .. ve proven beneficial to both the AllYN's and US 
personnel. 

4. During the reporting period the Division conducted a ""hool 
in rappel training for selected individWlls who will act as instructQre 
to train one platoon in each brigade in rappel operations. 

5. The Division during the reporting period in conjunction with 
sm-m and etc started a program of training llit Carson Scout", The 
first class of seven (7) Scouts were graduated in June. The purpose 
of the training is to orient the Hoi Chanh I II on American tactics, 
weapons and custOIJlB. The reeult of this program cannot be fully 
evaluated at this time, but there are indications that it is 
succ essful. 

D. (e) CIlEKICAL: 

1. General. During May, June, and July, the WIst Airborne Division 
Chemical Section with operational control of the alth Chemical DBtachl18nt 
(CBRC) (ABN) and the lOth Chemical Platoon (00) (Separate) continued its 
program of chemical combat support. 

2. Operations. During the reporting period, the Division Chemical 
~tion with attached units accomplished the following: 

TlJ'E KISSI<»I NIIIIBliR OF J!ISSIONS OOUNT 

Flame Drop 16 /1)0 drums 

Airborne Personnel Detector 93 N/A 

Tactical CS (XMl5) 18 95 munitions 

Fougasse Emplacements 51 885 positions 

Aerial Defoliation 114 6670 Ga.llons 

Ground Defoliation 25 7752 Gallons 

Aerisl Insecticide 74 2565 G&ll.ons 

PFT Inspection/Servicing II/A 57/37 

Protective Mask Inspection N/A 2763 

Troops Showered N/A 1175 

IG Teams 13 II/A 
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3. New Techniques: 

a. Tactical cs in rtyxmmissmce by fire role with ahme 
Personnel Detector Missions: The Division Chemical Section in Con- 
junction with the 247th Air Cavaky Squadron is mP~YiW3 tactical 
CS on significant readings. It was first tried by using four aircraft 
on the "sniffer" mission: one aircraft with m APD mounted, one 
Comma.nd and Control ship, one gunship for protection and one aircraft 
carrying the xM15 &mister Gluster, Tactical CS* The CS munitions 
were later relocated on the Command and Control aircraft to e-ate 
the requir~ent for the fourth aircraft. The GBec ship plots the course 
of the sniffer ship and the readings obtained. As soon as one area 
is completed, the G&G Mediate* returns to the area and drape GS 
on the sniffer readIn@ while the gunship maintains a position where it 
CM engage personnel leaving ths target area. On 6 July this technique 
was used and 5 NVA/VC were spotted leaving the target area. The 
pships engaged these personnel with unknown rW3Ult8. 

b. Flame drops utilizing the W-lli helicopter. In order to dear 
l.andIng zones of brush and small shrubs, the Division Che&caL Section 
is pres ant l;, ,lsjn& yJ!-l zdrcraft to drop tYr?e 55 &lon drums of 
thickened fuel. The drums are carried externally in salvaged cargo 
net8 and straps. The entire load is dropped at zero speed and from an altitude 
of 2% feet above the ground and is ignited by smoke grenades dropped 
from the aircraft. An area approxjmately 25 meters in diameter is burned 
off, 

cO &ployment of incendiary munitions to burn off areas dafouated 
with desiccants. In an attempt to start fires in areas where the 
vegetation had previously dried by defoliant agent E&UE& the 
Division ChePnicaL Section mounted the f:abricated grenade rack systean 
in a UH-1H helicopter and dropped three types of incendiary munitions: 
thermite grenades, 
from this system. 

aerial parachute flares, and boxed WP hand grenades 
Various altitudes and ground speeds were flown to 

both concentrate and spread the munitions in the target area. None of 
these systems proved satisfactory in producing secondary or sustaining 
fires. Due to the moisture content of the vegetation in the 10tst 
Airborne Division AQ, flame drops have failed to initiate large fires. 
They are effective only in the area they hit, 

E. tC> INTELLJGENCE: 

1. IEnemy situation: During the reporting period, the following 
information was compiled on the enemy situation. 

a* At the beginning of the reporting period, the local force 
companies were inactive in their respective districts and had the 
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3. New Techniques: 

a. Tactical CS in reconnaissance by fire role with Airborne 
Perscmnel Detector Missions: The Division Chemical Section in con
junction with the 2-17th Air Cavalry Squadron is employing tactical 
CS on significant readings. It was first tried by using four aircratt 
on the "sniffer" mission: one aircraft with an APD mounted, one 
Command and Control ship, one gunship for protection and one ~i~cratt 
carrying the XM15 Cannister Cluster, Tactical CS. The CS mun~t~ons 
were later relocated on the COlll!lland and Control aircraft to el.im1nate 
the requirement for the fourth aircraft. The CM: ship plots the course 
of the sniffer ship and the readings obtained. AS soon as one area 
is completed, the CM: immediately returns to the area and drops CS 
on the sniffer relldings while the gunship maintains a position where it 
CM engage personnel leaving tho targst area. On 6 July this technique 
WIlS used and 5 NVA/VC were spotted leaving the target area. The 
Ql11ships engap,ed these personnel with unknown results. 

b. Flame drops utilizing the OM-I H helicopter. In order to clear 
landing zone. of brush and small shrubs, the Division Chemical Section 
i s presont~' il;.;inc; '...n~-l alrr;ra..ft. to drop ttu-~e 55 callen drums of 
thickened fuel. The dr\llllS are carried externally in salvaged cargo 
nets and straps. The entire load is dropped at zero speed and from an altitude 
of 250 feet above the ground and i. ignited by smoke grenades dropped 
from the aircraft. An area approximately 25 meters in diameter is burned 
off. 

c, rmployment of incendiary muni Hon. to burn off areas defoliated 
with desiccants. In an attempt to start fires in areas where the 
vegetation had previously dried by defoliant agent BLUE, the 
Di vision Chemical Section mounted the f:aln-icated grenade rack syst_ 
in a UH-IH helicopter and dropped three types of incendiary munitions: 
thermite grenades, aerial parachute flares, and boxed WP hand grenades 
from this system. Various altitudes and ground speeds were flown to 
both concentrate and spread the munitions in the target area. None of 
these sys tems proved satisfactory in producing secondary or sustaining 
f~re.. Due to the moisture content of the vegetation in the 101st 
Airborne Division AO, flame drops have failed to initiate large fires. 
They are effective only in the area they hit. 

E. (C) INTEU.IGlliCE: 

1. Enemy situation: During the reporting period, the following 
i nformation was compiled on the enemy situation. 

a. At the beginning of the reporting period, the local force 
companies were inactive in their respective districts and had the 
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(Airmbile) for Period Rnding 31 July 1969, RCS CSIQR-65 (Rl) (U) 

following number of men: c113, loo; clu+, 5-10; cll5, 30; cl& 20; 
Cll7,30; CU8, 30; arrl Cll9, 2% The Phu Lx Armed Battalion, with 
a strength of approldmstely 250 men was a f'ully combat effective unit* 
The 5th NVA RegMt with a strength of approximately l8QO men, was 
located in its traditional base area southwest of Leech Island, 
vicinity EC 76900 However, allied operation Massachusetts Striker 
in late April and early May had kept the 5th Regiment off balance 
and incapable of massing and launching coordinated regimental size 
attacks0 The 4th NVA Regtint# with a strength of approximately 
500 men, was operating in its traditional base area in Phu foe 
Di.stricto The 9th NVA Regiment was believed ta be located in the 
vicinity of Base Area 6l.l in the northern A Shau Valley, The 6th NVA 
Regiment was unlocated, but suspected to be in the northern A Shau 
Valley mea0 

bo E&my activity during early May remained at a very low level, 
NVA forces in the canopy were desperate for food supplies and were 
directing their plans toward obtaining as large an anrount of the May 
rice harvest as possible, 

co Durfng the mnth of June, enemy activity remained at a low 
level until 10 June when Camp Eagle (ID 8218) received f&50 RPG 
roundsc ARA, gunshiw,,Sfx>ob engaged suspected enemy locations 
at coordinates YD SlOl.43 and YD 8l&L38, Elem~ts of the i?3 leapper 
Battalion (Probably Kl2 Sapper Battalion, 6th WA Regiment) attacked 
Fire Base Berchtesgaden (ID 435010) on I.& June with small arms9 l'E'G?s 
satchel charges, and 122mm rocketso These two attacks are consistent 
with the readouts of documents captured on 16 Hay at ID 203053 which 
stated that the enemy had to protect vital supply lines and attack 
Allisi fire bases in the A Shau VaUey area. 

d, The month of July witnessed a possible change in en- offensive 
efforts* The July attacks on several District Headquarters and an 
increased rate of rocket attacks against Dong Da Training Center, 
indicated that the enemy is targeting more heavily agafnst South 
Vietnamese military and pacification efforts, A June agent report 
in Quang Nam Province and documents captured in the vicinity of Saigon 
during early June lend support tothistheory, 

eO At the end of this reporting period the local force cmmpmies 
had increased the levels of activity in their respective districts 
with the fall-g strengths: CXL3 and CU.4 (possib 
cu.5, 50; cl.& 20; cur? and cll8 (possiblg combinad '3 

combined), lm; 
# 

and Cl19 disbanded, 
80-m; 

The Fhu Ioc Armed Battalion had a strength of 
approximately 2% men0 A PW captured on ll July at YD 773017 Stated 
that the 5th NVA Regiment had recently received reinforcementi, The 
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following number of men: Cll), 100; Cll4, 5-10; Cll5, 30; C1l6, 20; 
e1l7, 30; Cll8, 30; an:! C1l9, 20. The Phu I.oc Armed Battalion, with 
a strength of approximately 250 men was a fully combat effective unit. 
The 5th NVA Regiment with a strength of approximately 1800 men, was 
located in its traditional base area southwest of Leech IslarJi, 
vicinity YC 76':fJ, lbwever, allied operatum Massachusetts striker 
in late April and early May had kept the 5th Regiment of! balance 
and incapable of massing and launching coordinated regimental size 
attacks. The 4th NVA Regiment, with a strength of approximately 
':fJO men, was operating in its traditional base area in Phu Zoc 
District, The 9th NVA Regiment vas believed to be located in the 
vicinity of Base Are& 611 in the northern A Shau Valley, The 6th NVA 
Regiment was unlocated, but suspected to be in the northern A Shau 
Valley a.rea. 

b. Enemy activity during early May remained at a very low level. 
NVA forces in the canopy were desperate for food supplies and were 
directing their plans toward obtaining as large an aJOOunt of the May 
rice harvest as possible. 

c. During the month of June, enemy activity remained at a low 
level until 10 June when Camp Eagle (m 8218) received 1,0-50 RPG 
rounds. ARA, gunships, ,Spooky engaged suspected enemy locations 
at coordinates m 810143 and m 814138. Elements of the K3 Sapper 
Battalion (Probably Kl2 Sapper Battalion, 6th NVA Regiment) attacked 
Fire Base Berchtesgaden (10 4)5010) on 14 June with """,11 arms, RPG's 
satchel charges, and 122mm rockets, These two attacks are consistent 
with the readouts of documents captured on 16 May at 10 203(5) which 
stated that the en~ had to protect vital supply lines and attack 
Allied fire bases in the A 5hau Valley area. 

d. The month of July witnessed a possible change in en~ offensive 
efforts. The July attacks on several District Headquarters and an 
increased rate of rocket attacks against Dong Da Training Center, 
indicated that the enemy is targeting mre hea~ aga1nst South 
Vietnamese military and pacification efforts. A June agent report 
in Quang Nam Province and documents captured in the viCinity of Saigon 
during early June lend support to this theory. 

e. At the end of this reporting period the local force co""aniee 
had increased the levels of activity in their respective districts 
\lith the following strengths. Cll) and ell.4 (possibly combined), 110; 
CllS, 50; Cll6, 20; ell? and Cll8 (possibly combined), 80-100; 
and Cll9 disbanded. The Phu Ioc Armed Battalion had a strength of 
approximately 250 men. A PW captured on 11 July at YD 77301? stated 
that the 5th NVA Regiment had recently received reinforcements. The 
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5th Regimmt operations on 16 and 17 July demonstrated that it 5.9 
a co&at affective unit, with approximtaly 2000 menO Several Pw 
reports indicate that the 5th Re 
hech ISJAIB~ (YD 6588 to YC 7088 D 7 

iment base area is still SW of 
The 4thNVA Reglment,titha 

stren@h of approximately 900 men, continues to operate in its 
tr&itiOnal base area in phu LX Strict and contirmes to evade 
contact as Operation Campbeu %reamr roved intO its sacond phase,, 
The 29th NVA Re jment was r8ndered co&at ixeffective in oparat5ms 
on Dong Ap Bia t YI) 329610 The 9th Battalion, 29th Regiment is still 
possibly in the northern A Shau Valley. The 80% Regiment possfbly 
la still in the Rae Lao River area (PC 3292) with two battalions, 
The 806th Battalion, 6th NVA Regiment, is located in the vicinity 
YD 33100 Elements of the '7th Front continue TV operate in the 
vicinity of Base Area 101, irr Quang Tri R-ovinceo 

2, Vi& Gong Infrastructure Activities: 

a0 MiLy 1969 witnessed a significant rise im the number of Viet 
Cmg Infra~t~~d.~~ incidents. The rice harvest period of 10-15 
l&y was particularly important to anew units operating in the canopied 
areas, Agent reports, PWs and document readouts had indicated that 
the NVA units in western Thus TMen Province were suffering fkom a 
severe shortage of rice, and every effort was betig m&e by the VX/NVA 
to collect as much of the harvested rice as possible. After the Spring 
rice harvest, VCI incidents returned to slightly above the nronthly 
average (IlO- tic&dents), 

(1) king the Jrronth of ky, ‘73 new VCI were identified and 53 
Wdre eUminated. Of these 53, 4 were of district level or higher. 

(2) The foUowtig i 3 
hy 19692 

a table of VCZf incidents b district during 

Phong Men ll. 4 

hong Dim 3 2 

Phu va3lg 
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5th Regiment op .... ation. on 16 and 17 July d~n.trated that it i. 
a combat effective unit, with approxillBtely 2000 men. Several PW 
report. Wieat. that the 5th Regiment base area is still SW of 
Leech Islan:l (YD 6588 to YC 7088). The 4th NYA Regiment, with a 
strength of approximately 900 men, continue. to operAte in its 
traditional base area in Phu toe Distrlct and continues to evade 
contact as Operation Campbell Streamer moved into its second phase. 
The 29th !IVA Re(':iment " a s rendered combat ineffective in operation. 
on Dong Ap 810. (YD 3296) . The 9th Battalion, 29th Regiment is still 
possibly in the northern A Shau Valley. The 8O)d Regiment possibly 
is still in the Rae Lao River area (IC 3292) with two battalions. 
The 806th Battalion, 6th !IVA Regiment, is located in t he vicinity 
YD 3310 . lllement. of the 7th Front continue to operate in the 
vicinity of Base Area 101, in Quang Tri Province. 

2. Viet Cong Infrastructure Activities: 

a. May 1969 ,,1tn •• sed a significant rise in the number of Viet 
Gong Infrastruct ure incidents. The rice harvest period of 10-15 
H,y was particularly important to ""emy units operating in the canopied 
area.. Agent reports, N's and document readouts had Wicated that 
the NYA unit. in we.tern Thua Thien Province were suffering from a 
•• vere shortage of rice, and every effort was being owle by the VCI/NVA 
to collect aa much of the harvested rice a9 pos9ible. After the Spring 
rice harvest, VCl incidents returned to .lightly above the IODnthly 
average (110-115 incid.,ts). 

(1) During the mnth of l!a.y, 73 new VCI were identified and 53 
were eliminated. Of these 53, 4 were of ditJtrlct level or higher. 

(2) The follc"ing 1. a table ot VCl incident. by dietriet during 
May 19691 

DISTRICT Fili/llCO proPAGANDA IN1'ELLIGmCE SABOTAGE JCmitJ'PING mutoR AS§ASS 

Phong Dion 

Quang Dion 

!liong Dien 

Vinh Loe 

Plul Vang 

Phu Thu 

11 

4 

:3 

4 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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4 

3 

2 

1 

4 

1 
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$UBJEGTt Operational Report - lIs880n8 Learned, lOlst Airborne Division 
(b+xwMle) for Perlod Endfmg 31 July1%9,RCSW-& (R1) (U) 

mu Iis2 23 2 5 2 1 2 3 

Kuong Thuy 20 5 J-3 1 

Huong Tra 2 3 3 

Nam &a 3 4 2 

Hue City 2 

Thua Thien (P) 65 17 40 2 1 3 4 (132) 

(3) During the mnth of &y, there were 101 contacts izr the lowlands; 
48FElIand53hPJIe Results: 34 IC KU, 9 US KU, 33 IE5 Wu. In addition, 
the VCI appear to be attempting to replace cadre eUminated and ta make 
existing cadre mre effective, 

b, During the month of &me, 157 new VCI were identiiied ti 85 
were eljmdnated, Of these 85, 22 were significant by MACV reporting 
standards. 

(1) The folkwing is a table of VCL incidents Iq district during 
Jurm 19693 

Phong Men 3 1 9 1 

QuangMen 1 1 

Huong D&n 1 1 3 

VinhLoc 4 1 1 

phu vang 3 2 

Phu Thu 4 1 2 

PhuIoc 20 5 6 

bong %a 1 6 9 

HuongThuy 1D 6 9 

Nan H3a 1 1 5 

1 4 

1 
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DISfRICT FDlI1!r.:o PROPAGANDA INTKl.LIGIIIICB SABQTAG! KIDHAPPIl!G '1'I!RroIl ASSNiS 

Phu loc 18 2 5 2 1 2 3 

Huong Thuy 20 5 13 1 

!luong Tra 2 :3 3 

Nam !i:>a 3 4 2 

Hue Citz 2 

Thua Thien (p) 65 17 40 2 1 3 4 (132) 

(3) During the month of )hy, there were 101 contacts in the lowlands; 
48 FRI and 53 l!NI. Results! 34 VC KIA, 9 US KIA, 33 US WIA. In addition, 
the VCl appear to be attempting to replace cadre eliminated and to make 
existing cadre more effective. 

b. During the month of June, 157 new VCI were identified aDi 85 
were eliminated. Of these 85, 22 were significant by IlACY reporting 
standards. 

(1) The following is a table of VCI incidents by district during 
June 19691 

DISTRICT FIN/S:O PROPAGANDA DlTEILIGIIIICK SAOOTAG! KIlllAPPDlG rnuDR ASSASS 

Phong DiM 3 1 9 1 

QuangDien 1 1 

Huong Dien 1 1 3 

Vinh 1= 4 1 1 

PhuVang 3 2 1 

Phu Thu 4 1 2 

Fha loe 20 5 6 1 1 

Ihong Tra 1 6 9 1 

II\r)ng Thu:y 10 6 9 1 1 

Namlba 1 1 5 
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(Airmobile) for Period Ending 31 July 1969, RCS cSpoR65 (Rl) (U) 

Hue city 1 1 1 

Thua Thien (P) 48 w 1 5 1 5 0: 

(2) IhAng June there were 62 contacts in the lowland3, 33 FRI and 
2l& EM. Rssults: 85 VC KUandltOUe BlCA# 76 US WIA, Although the number 
of contact3 in the lowbnds decreased, contact3 were with company sized 
enemy elements, 

(3) Agent reports, contact3 and PV! reports indicated a steady build up 
throughout Phu Thu District, There were numerous reports indicating that 
the Cl17 and C3lf.J local force colmpanieer had been consolidated and had 
received NVA replacements in an attempt to re@n control over northern 
Phu Thu District and to disrupt Covernmeti of Vietnam pacification efforts 
in this 8reao V&f activity increased 3ignificantly from tie incidents ti 
May to seven in June, 

(4) Phu Bat and Phong Dien Districts contdnued to show a high 
level of activity during June. Huong Thuy District incidents decreased 
from 39 reported during May to 27 during June. The primary remon for 
this decrease appeared to be a consoUdation effort on the part of 
Huong Thuy cadre0 

co l-20 July witnessed a sharp increase in VCI activity in the 
lowlands, The reason for this ticrease was KI preparation for the 
series of ground attacks in the lowlands during the period 15-17 July, 
After this July hi 
ter&ated 20 July B 

h period of enemy activity, VCX incidents (statistics 
as well as contacts decreased sharply, returnbg 

tcr the approximate normal rate (25-30 incidents/week),, 

(1) In addition to attacks on District Headquarters, agent reports, 
document readouts and PW reports indicatsd xrr>vement of 5th INA Reg?mcmt 
elements across Q&I, In the vicinity of FB Amio (m 93079 into mu 
Thu District lowlands to collect rice* VCI activity and numerous 
contacts made the area near FB hzb (33 927073) the mSt sl&ficmt 
hot-spot in the lowlands, In the Phu Thu District lowlands =I 
activity and contacts increased sharply indicating an enemy effort 
to regain control of this district, 

(2) These attacks represented an attempt on the emmy'~ pdlrt 
to CLrry Out the July phase of the 'mr Off8h3itra,W It is d!+So 
the firs6 tima in seven mrzths t&& the 5th NVA Ruginaent has operated 
In the l&rLnds in force* 

(3) From l-20 July 1969, 26 new V4X were identified and 23. 

C Dl!r'S · r~l" "'-UN'-I I 
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DISTRICT FIN/Ero PROPAGANDA INT!5U·!GmlCE SABOTAGE II:IDNAPPPIG TE2!ROR AS§ASS 

Hue City 1 1 1 

Thua Thien (p) 48 23 1 5 1 5 (1: 

(2) Dllring June there .... re 62 contacts in the lowlands. 33 PRI and 
24 FlU. Results: 85 ~ KIA and 10 US IIA. 76 US WIA. Although the nllllber 
of contacts in the lowland. decreased, contacts were with company sized 
enemy elements. 

(3) Agent reports, contacts and PW reports indicated a .tead,y build up 
throughout Phu Thu District. There were nlllllerous reports indicating that 
the C1l7 and C1l8 local force companiee had been con90lidated and had 
received NVA replacements in an attempt to regain control over northern 
Phu Thu District and to disrupt GovemmetTt. of VietnaJl! pacification efforts 
in this area. VCI activity increased significantly from two incidents in 
May to seven in June. 

(4) Phu Loc and Phong Dien Districts continued to show a high 
level of activity during June. Huong l'huy District incidents decreased 
from 39 reported during lI8J' to V during June. The primary rea90n for 
this decrea.e appeared to be a consolidation effort on the part of 
!hong Thuy cadre. 

c. 1-20 July witnessed a sharp increase in VCI activity in the 
lowlands. The reason for this increase was VCI preparation for the 
~eries of ground attacks in the lowlands during the period 15-17 July. 
After this July hi~h period of ~ activity, VCI incidents (statistics 
terminated 20 July) as well as contacts decreased sharply, returning 
t~ the approximate normal rate (25-30 incidents/week). 

(1) In addition to attacks on District Headquarters, agent reports. 
document readouts and PI( report. indicated IIDvement of 5th NVA Regiment 
elements across Qi,-l in the vicinity of FB Anzio (lD 9307) int.o Phu 
Thu District lowlands to collect rice. VCI activity and numerous 
contacts made the area near FB Anzio (lD 927073) the mst significant 
hot-spot in the lowlands. In the Phu Thu District lowlands VCI 
activity and contacts increAsed sharply indicating an enell\)T effort 
to regain control of this district. 

(2) These att.acks represented an attempt on the enemy's part 
to carry out the July phase of the ''Swmaer Offensive.. It is also 
the first time in se""n months that the 5th NVA Reg1JDent has operated 
in the lowlands in foree. 

(3) From 1-20 July 1969, 26 new VCI were identified and 21 
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eU&.nat ed, Of these 211 two were district-level cadre0 

(4) The fobbowtig is a table of KI incidents for the perlod l-20 
July by districtt 

Quang Men 

hong Rim 1 1 

vinh Lx 

Phu Vang 2 

Phu Thu 2 1 

Phu Ioc 7 4 3 

2 

8 

1 

4 8 

hong Tra 5 1 

Muong Thuy U 7 m 

Nan Hoa 

Thus Thien (P) 29 15 23 0 lo 7 8 (92) 

(4) During the perbd l-28 July, there were l%I contacts in the 
lowlands, Ill FM and 79 63NIo Resultat 178 NQ/VC RIA, 23 NV@lC PW, 
6 US KIA,md 35 tESWIA. This ticreasa can be attributed partiaUg 
to a lack of US forces in the lowlands, However, the primary reaz9one for 
this increase were2 the 5th WA RegJlment's attempt to operate in the 
lowlands, and increased eneqy activity aa part of the last phase of the 
eneqy*a %u.mer Offeneim9,n 

(5) F%u Lot and Huong Thuy Districts were the met active districts 
through 23 July tith 34 and 28 bzidents respectively, Phong Man 
District remained at approximately the high level of June with 3.l 
ticidents reported, Phu Thu Metrict also remained at approximately 
the June level with 11 ticidemts reported, Phu Thu Matiict also 
remained at approximately the tie level with f3.v~ VCI incidents 
reported* The heaviest VCI activity occurred prior ta the lowlands 
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eliminated. Of these 21, two were district-level cadre. 

(4) The following is a table of VCl incidents for the period 1-20 
July qy districtt 

DISTRICT FIN/:&:o PROPAGANDA INTElLIGFliCB SABgI'AGE KIDNAPPING TI!RIlOR ASSA'SS 

Phong Dien J 2 5 1 

Quang !)ien 

Huong Men 1 1 

ViM loc 2 

Phu Vang 2 1 

Phu Thu 2 1 2 

Phu loc 7 4 3 8 4 

Huong Tra 5 1 

Huong Thuy 11 7 10 

Nam Hoa 

!\Ie CitX 1 

Thua Thien (p) 29 15 23 0 10 7 

(4) During the period 1-28 July, there were l~ contacts in the 
lowlands, III FRI and 79 liNl. Results! 178 NVAjVC KIA, 23 NVA/VC PW, 
6 US KIA, and 35 US WIA. This increase can be attributed parti~ 

8 

8 (92) 

to a lack of US forces in the lowlands. Ibwever, the primary reallOM for 
this inerea.8e werel the 5th NVA Regiment's attempt to operate in the 
lowlands, and increased enSll\Y a.ctivity a.s part of the last phase of the 
enSll\Y's ~r Offensive." 

(5) Phu Ioc and Huong TIIuy J>istricts were the ..,st active districts 
through 23 July with 34 a.nd 28 incidents respective~. Phong Dien 
Di3trict remained a.t approxi:mate~ the high level of June with 11 
incidents reported. Phu Thu District also remained at approxi:mately 
the June level with 11 incidents reported. Phu Thu District also 
remined at approxi:mate~ the June level with five vcr incidents 
reported. The heaviest VCl activity occurred prior to the lowlands 
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attacks, of 15-17 July* After these attacka, HI1 activity decreased 
sharply as the VC withdrew to the canopied areas to regroup and 
reorganize. 

3* G2 Air Operations: 

a0 Relocation of the siaagery Interpretation (IS) Section, X&t 
lufllitary fntelligence Detachmenta The II Section fs in the process 
of relocating to Phu BaL This mve will enhance the Division% 
photo reconnaissance capabmty since facilities are available there 
for photo processing0 This capabilitywillallow Amy photo 
reconnaissance aircraft from the 245th SAC to lmd at Phu Bai, deliver 
the film directly to th8 II Section for ~ocessing, and prepare for 
another mission0 

b, Sensors3 

(1) On 29 June, the Mvision obtained excess Dusl Blade equipmnt 
from the 3d Marine Division to be employed with this Division% sensor 
assets, Equipment obtained included 2xpps-$ Radar Sets, $KT'VS-~, 
Night Observatim &vices, 3x& ton vehicles with munted search lights, 
and ZJCPRC-25 Radios* 

(2) G2 Afr has coordinated with the 3d Marine D&vision and received. 
four allocations to their sensor school starting 15 July 1%90 
Allocations for future courses have been requested and a tentative 
agreement has been obtained* 

(3) G2 Air has coordinated the receipt of in-flight readout reports 
of out-elf-country-sensor activations from an Air Force aerial mnitor. 

(4) During the reporting period unattended ground sensors were 
employed in the A Sfiau Vallery to monitor infiltrattin routes into the 
Division A0 o Acoustic, seismic, magnetic, and infra-red d8tiC8s 
were used0 snsors were emplaced by aerial delivery from a UH-Ill? 
and by hand emplacing in con junction with combat operations, ZWD% 
also have been used with patrols In the valley, Although no specific 
BJlA has been obtained, numerous activations have been registered and 
engaged by artillery, 

4* CoMbined Information Control Elementt 

80 Based on stat&t&al an&sis it wm determined that 15-Z% 
of au intelligence reporta fn the lowlands of l’hua Thien &ovince 
W8rB possibly true, but were not expbited by %ector FOrCes, pn‘*iv 
b=auae of the lack of mobility. E$, AWN and Sector Forcea were 
not utilizing all Intelligence available, as sufficient Coordination 
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attacks, of 15-17 July. After these attack", 'o'CI activity deerea ... d 
~harp~ as the V'C withdrew to the canopied areas to regroup and 
reorganize. 

J. G2 Air Operations: 

8. Relocation of the Imagery Interpretation (II) Section, lOlst 
Military Intelligence Detachment. The II Section is in the process 
of relocating to Phu Bai. This..,ve will enhance the Division '" 
pmto reconnaissance capability since facilities are available there 
for photo processing. This capability wUl allow Arm:! pmto 
reconnaissance aircraft from the 245th SJ.C to land at Phu Bai, deliver 
the film direct~ to the II Section for processing, and prepare for 
another mission. 

bo Sensors: 

(1) On 29 June, the Division obtained e~ess Dual Blade equi~t 
from t.he 3d Marine Division to be employed with this Division'" sensor 
as.ets. Equipment obtained included 2xPfS-5 Radar Sets, 3xTVS-2, 
Night Ob.servation Devices, .3x:k ton vehicles with ..,unted search lights, 
and 2xPRC-25 Radios. 

(2) G2 Air has coordinated with the 3d Marine Division and received · 
four allocations to their sensor school starting 15 July 1969. 
Allocations for future courses have been requested and a tentative 
agreement has been obtained. 

(3) G2 Air has coordinated the receipt of in-flight readout report. 
of out~f-country-sensor activations from an Air Force aerial monitor. 

(4) During the reporting period unattended ground .... nsor. were 
employed in the A Shau Valley to monitor infiltration routes into the 
Division AO. Acoustic, seismic, magnetic, and infra-red devices 
were used. Sensors were emplaced by aerial delivery from a UH-lH 
and by hand emp1aeing in conjunction with combat operations. psm' s 
also have been used with patrols in the valley. Although no specific 
BOA has been obtained, numerous activations have been registered and 
engaged by artillery. 

4. Combined Information Control Klement r 

a. Based on stati8tical anal,ysis it was determined that 15-20% 
of all intelligence report! in th .. lowland. of Thua ThifJII Province 
W81'8 possibly true, but were not e:zp101t8d by Sector Forces, prmril,y 
because of the lack of IIDbilit,.. US, ARVN and Sector Forces were 
not utilizing all intelligence aftilable, a9 sufficient coordination 
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to pass all intelligence to all agenciw was not extant0 

bo The k&ined Information Control Element @ICE) was established 
on 20 May to alleviate this problem, CXC'E is mnpsed of Government 
of Vietnam and IB personnel co-located with the Thua Thien %&or 
TCC. A Division liaison team is maintained at the CIC$to insure 
a close exchange of intellfgence information and coordinate aircraft 
requirements for CICE reaction for-offs. 

do To date, the Order of Rattle %&ion of the 1Olst Airborne 
Division has provided CICE with targeting lnformatian, to includar 
pattern analysis of target areas, black lists obtadned through 
coordjnation with the Phoenix Coxmnittee, and data base readouts0 

5 0 Weather: During the reporting period the following precimtion 
data was compiledQ 

a, Precipitation Data: 

(1) Cltitobgical: 

?%nthly Monthly 
Mid lflml 

kY Odi 303 

June 002 308 

Jds 003 2eo 

(2) Actuah 

Monthly Total 

hY 3066 

June 3.12 

JW 4.73 @quals Recardl 

lybnthly 24 Hour 

802 5.9 

16Q7 1101 

407 400 

24Hour- 

1,66 

1053 

3013 

bo Typhoon Tess; Typhoon Tess affected tip E&e on 11 Julp, 
The storms closest approach to Camp Eagle was 9 nautical miles and 
-winds near the center of the sturm at that tiars were 45-50 knots, 
Camp Eagle received 3.13 inches of rain from Tess. Greater r&fall 
amuds were received to the south of the AO. - w%nds observed 
in the area were 37 knots at FB Rervthtesgaden. Camp Eagle had 22 knots 
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to pas" all intelligence to all agencies Was not extant. 

b. The l!:oDi>ined Information I!:ontrol Element (ClCE) was established 
on 20 May to alleviate this problem. CICE is composed of Government 
of Vietnam and US personnel co-located with the Thua Thien Sector 
TOC. A Division liaison team is maintained at the ClCE to insure 
a close exchange of intelligence information and coordinate aircraft 
requirements for CICE reaction forces. 

d. To date, the Order of Battle Section of the 101st Airborne 
Division has provided CleE with targeting information, to include I 
pattern analysis of target areas, black lists obtained through 
coordination with the Phoenix ColllD1ttee, and data base readouts. 

5. Weather: During the reporting period the follorlng precip&tion 
data was compiled. 

a. Precipitation Data: 

(1) Climatological: 

Monthly MonthlY Monthl,y 24 !bur 
Minimum Mean Max1 mum Ka.ximum 

May 0.6 3.3 8.2 5.9 

June 0.2 ).8 16.7 11.1 

July 0.3 2.0 4.7 4.0 

(2) Actuall 

Monthl,y Total 24 !bur Maxinnrn 

May 3.66 1.66 

June 3.12 1.53 

July 4.73 (Equals Record) 3.13 

b. Typhoon Tessl Typhoon Tess affected Camp Eagle on 11 J~. 
The storms closest approach to Camp Eagle was 50 nautical miles and 
maxiM'''' winds near the center of the storm at that tiJae Were 45-50 knots. 
Camp Eagle received 3.13 inchee of rain fro. Tess. Greater rainfall 
amounts were received to the ""uth of thfl 1.0. MaxilIlum winds observed 
in the area were 37 knots at PB Berchteagaden. Camp Eagle had 22 knots 
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gusts0 This was the ffsst tropical storm to affect the area in 21 
~rears of records for Eke during the mnth of Jtiy* 

co Winds of Laos, During June and July strong winds occmed along 
the ridge&es i.n the western part of the AO, These winds affected 
the coa&d. plains on a few days in jUn%, and on five to eight Qay8 in 
July0 The winds are known as the ‘Winds of kos, *? When they occur 
mderate, occasionally sevare nrschanical turbulence is pr%s%nt 
especially over the muntainSo l&&mum speeds recorded along the 
ridgelines during July were in excess of 45 knots, and Camp Eagle 
30 knots* 

F, (U) PERSON=: 

1, During the mnth of May the Division sustained Increased 
casualties in operatians in the A %hsu Valley0 Aasi~ent prtirdties 
were rrr>dified emphasizing the operational missions of the infantry 
battasons, giving highest priortty to those units engaged in heaviest 
contact with the enemy, Increased replacement flow, close monitoring 
of assignments ef ll Series klB personnel, and a thorough evrc3luation 
of utilization of ll Series E personnel produced a significant 
improvement in the posturs of the infantry battalions by 31 July0 

2, karing the reporting period the Mtision experienced extensi~9 
personnel turbulence0 This was compounded by the casualties mentioned 
previously0 The infantry battalions averaged 86,9% of authorized 
strength on 1 May, and dropped to 81,5;% on 31 July0 One battalion 
dropped to 69% of authorized strength as a result of operations in 
the A Shau Valley, but by the end of the per%od it had recovered 
to 82%, Replacements were phased into units with heavy casualties 
to preclude Inducing a Zeros m. 

3* king the reporting period a new CTanmandhg &meral, Chief 
of Staff, Cl, G2, G&, and G5 were assigned, The three brigades, 
DEXOM and 160th Aviation Group along with eight of ten infantry 
battalions, all battalions of Mvision ArtiUery, the 326th &@.neer 
Battalion and the 5Olst Signal Battalion also had new commanders assigned, 

4* Replacement flow in the DivisJ,on munted to 32*2% of 
authorized strength, Qfficers and warrant officers accounted for 
30 ,O% and enlisted men 32*s of the Division’s authorized streng% 
In the critical XL Series MB, replacements arrived amunting 
to 3404% of the Mvisior~s authorized strength. Losses of 11 Series 
exceeded the gains by 297 m%nO Added to a cumulative 8krtag% in 
11. series framthe preceding quarter of 424 men, th% Divksion had a 
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gusts. This was the first tropical storm to affect the area in 21 
years of records for lile during the month of July. 

c. Winds of Laos, During June and July strong winds occurred along 
the ridgeline. in the western part of the AO, The.e winds affected 
the coastal plains on a f ..... dars in June, and on five to eight days in 
July. The winds are kno,m as the "Winds of laos," When they occur 
moderate, occasionally sevare mechanical turbulanee is present 
e specially over the muntains. Maximum speeds recorded along the 
ridgelines during July were in excess of 45 mots, and Camp Eagle 
JO Iolota, 

F, (U) PERSONNn: 

1. During the IIDnth of May the Division sustained increased 
casualties in operations in the A Shau Valley. Assignment priorities 
were IlDdified emphasizing the operational missions of the infantry 
battalions, giving highest priority to those units engaged in heaviest 
contact with the enemy, Increased replacement flow, close monitoring 
of assignments cf II Series Jom personnel, and a thorough evaluation 
of utilization of II Series I{)S personnel produced a significant 
improvement in the posture of the infantry battalions by 31 July. 

2. During the reporting period the l>ivision experienced extensive 
personnel turbulence. '!his was compounded by the casualties ,.,ntioned 
previously. The infantry battalions averaged 86.9% of authorized 
strength on 1 May, and dropped to 81.5% on 31 July. One battalion 
dropped to 69% of authorized strength as a result of operations in 
the A Shau Valley, but by the end of the period it had recovered 
to 8ZC. Replacements were phased into units with heavy casualties 
to preclude inducing a Deros HUmp. 

). During the reporting period a new Commanding General, Chief 
of Staff, G1, G2, G4, and G5 were assigned. The three brigades, 
DISCOI! and l60th Aviation Group along with eight of ten infantry 
battalions, all battalions of Division Artillery, the 326th IIbgineer 
Battalion and the 501st Signal Battalion also had new cOlllll8J'lders assigned. 

4. Replacement flo .. in the Di'f1"ion amounted to 32.2% of 
authorized strength. Officers and warrant officers accounted for 
30.0% and enlisted men 32.~ ot the Division's authorized strength. 
In the critical 11 Series IDS, replacements arrived amounting 
to 34.4% of the Divia:l.on's authorized strength. Losse" of 11 Serie" 
exceeded the gains by 2'11 men. Added to a cumulative shortage in 
II Series from the preceding quarter of 624 men, the Division had a 
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shortage of 921 Xl. Series mm on 31 July 1969 for the six months then 
ended, The Division was unable to relieve this shortage from Mm-nal 
resources by on the job training,, UWW Regulation 6CXXXXI protibits 
utilization of an individual as an infantrymn unless he has completed 
Infantry Advanced Individual Trzximing, 

50 king May, June, and July there were no significant trends 
noted in the Provost Marshal Office, The use of marijuana within 
the Division continues to be a fr8qUent offense although the number 
of marijuana offenders during June and July has dropped from the 
mnthly average of 30 to a mnthly total of 21 in each of the last 
two xmnths of th8 reporting period, Another fYequeti offense is irk 
traffic law enforcenmt, 

6* Ruring the reporting period the lolst Airborne Division APO 
continued to prWid8 postal services at a high rate of efficiency, 
The following- statistics are shown by mnth: 

I!mEY ORlxas 

Sales NuniberSld 

bY $1,172,0&.36 lWN7 

June $1,101,053035 17,021 

July $ 902,162,03 Alah4Q 

TOTAL $3,1?5,279.?4 48,758 

DOJUFt VALUE OF.STm WUI 

kY $24,275oo0 

JUlW $24,722&O 

JfiY g19.l81*00 

WUL $68,178.00 

F-IOWOFlUU& 

Cashed/)&W Number 

15?2/$108,294e74 

158l/$U6,808,36 

9j/$l02,683e36 

4648/$317,786e46 

June 

Incoiairrg - 

4f%4= lb8 98,288 Ibs 

376,323 IJm lO5,%9 lbs 
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shortage of 921 11 Series men on 31 July 1969 for the six months then 
ended. The Division was unable to relieve this shortage froll internal 
resources by on the job training. USARV Regulation 600-200 prohibits 
utilization 0 f an individual as an :Infantryman unless he has completed 
Infantry Advanced Individual Training. 

5. During May, June. and July there were no significant trends 
noted :In the Provost Marshal Office. The use of marijuana with:ln 
the Division cont:lnues to be a frequent offense although the number 
of marijuana offenders during June and July has dropped from the 
monthly average of 30 to a IlDnthly total of 21 :In each of the lest 
two months of the reporting period. Another frequent offense is :In 
traffic law enforcement. 

6. During the reporting period the 101st Airborne Division APO 
continued to provide postal services at a high rate of efficiency. 
The following statistics are shown by month: 

KlNEY ORDI!IiS 

~ Number Sold Number Cashed/Vel1!8 

May $1,172,064.36 l1?i,097 1572/$108,294.74 

June $1,101,053.35 17,021 1581/$106,808 .36 

July $ 'P2,1b2.03 13,640 14951$102,68;,36 

TOTAL $3,175,279.74 48,758 4648/$317,786.46 

DOWR VALl/B OF STAMPS SOlD 

May $24,275.00 

June $24,722.00 

July i 12.181.oo 

TafftL $68,178.00 

FlOW OF MAIL 

Incomipg OutgoinB 

May 480,401 1be 98,288 lbe 

June 376,323 lbe 105,989 lb. 

~ 
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Irlcominq - 

Juls 421,402 lbs X&.,026 lbs 

TOTAL 1,278,126 lbs 208,303 lb3 

70 &fng May, June, and July the &xgl8 Beach recreatkm am% was 
placed into full operation, This facility plays a large role! in 
=hhmg good mral8 of 1Olst personml, The therapeutic effect 
of the Salt water on the human body tends to heal jungle rot ;and clean 
cuts which ~8 difficult to cum in the jungle, It can aCcomnodate 
160 mu on stmddom, and a total of W personnel can be accoxmmdated 
on the beach d+ng the day0 

8, ki,ug the mnth of I&y the 1Olst hosted two Navy ?ml.ari.& research 
teams b order to I.&8 a comparison with th8 3d &Wine DiV'iSiOL &CbnSiVe 
Wilson-Meson Testing for &inary Chloroquine Metabolftes and inter- 
vimhg of all the subjects tested, revealed some inter8stkIg observations, 
Those companies in which anti-malarial tablets w8r8 distributed by platoon 
medics had a considerably higher percentage of regular users tkrrn those 
companies in which the tablets were distributed by squad 18aderso There- 
fore, it is advisable to have pbtoon medics distribute an&malarial 
tablets to platoon personnel, Those companies that had been given 
the Wilson-Meson test by battalion medics showed a higher percentage of 
regular users than those who have not been test8d regularly, Fkrscmnel 
who intentfonally do not take their anti-malarial pills am me0 
The mst commn reason for missing a pill is the fact that nobody 
administered pills to the individuals. These observations have been 
passed on to all those concerned0 

% king the months of May and June th8 number of aircraft accidents 
increased significantly; 16 durJng May, 17 during June. During the first 
30 days of July there wer8 seven accidents, and fkom U-31 July 
there w8rc thres accidents, A policy was established in June to have 
an officer in the Fade of major or higher investigate alf, ah-craft 
aCcid8nts, and to have all aircraft commanders involved in accidents 
interviewled by the Assistant Mvj,sion Commander (Operations), 

10 Gemral, 

80 Division Support Qxrmand continued normal logisticxl functions 
in suPPort of Mvision operations, 
b@ticaUy from a FSP 

Init- operations were supported 
established at BB Birmingham. This R% was 

operated bs the 26 Fsslf which al- Wtained a rear detachment in 
support of the Z3I Brigade base camp at u *a* 
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July 

TOTAL 

Incoming 

421.402 lb. 

1,278,126 Ibs 

Outgoing 

104.026 Ibs 

208,303 lbs 

7. During May, June, and July the Eagle Beach recreation area was 
placed into full operetion. This fMility pays a large role in 
maintaining good rorale of lOlst personnel. The therapeutic effect 
of the salt weter on the human body tends to heal jungle rot and clean 
cuts which are difficult to cure in the jungle. It can accolllllOdate 
160 men on standdown, and a total of 1000 personnel can be accoJIIiDdated 
on the beach d\ll'ing the day. 

8. During the ronth of May the 101st hosted two Nevy malaria research 
teams in order to make a comparison with the 3d Marine Division. Extensive 
Wilson-Edeson Testing for Urinary Chloroquine Metabolites and inter
viewing of all the subjects tested, revealed some interesting Observations. 
Toose companies in which anti-malarial tablets were distributed by platoon 
medics had a considerebly higher percentage of regular users than those 
companies in which the tablets were distributed by squad leaders. There
fore, it is advisable to hew platoon medics distribute anti-malarial 
tablets to pletoon personnel. Those companies thet had been given 
the Wilson-Edeson test by bettlOlion medics showed a higher percentage of 
regular users than those who have not been tested regularly. Personnel 
who intentionally do not take their anti-mala.rial pills are rare. 
The 1OO8t COlllJll)n reason for missing a pill is the fact that nobody 
administered pills to the individuals. These observations have been 
passed on to all those concerned. 

9. D1u-ing the months of May and June the number of aircraft accidents 
incr.esed significantly; 16 during May, 17 during June. During the first 
10 days of July there were seven accidents, and from 11-31 July 
there were three accidents. A policy was established in .Tune to ha .... 
an officer in the grede of major or higher investigate all eircraft 
accidents, and to have all aircraft commanders involved in accidents 
interviewed by the Assistent Div:j.sion Commander (Operations). 

G. (e) LOGISTICS: 

1. General. 

a. Division Support Comand continued normal logistical functions 
in support of Division operations. Initially operations were supported 
logistically from a F$P established at FSB Birmingham. This FSP was 
operated by the 2d !'SSE which aleo maintained a rear detachmomt in 
support of the 2d Brigade base camp at U Sally. At the beginning of 
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th8 reP.=ting period Unit!3 receiving support from m Sifiainm 
included ~rmal 2d Brigade units; B/GS divisional aviation, cavalry, 
and artilbxy units; and selscted corps artillery and engineer units,, 

bo on17 May 1969, Division%Ipport Gxnmnd supported extraction, 
rpovement and mrshalling of 1st Brigade combat battalions redeploy.-ing 
to Tam Ky to assist the America1 Division0 Ruring this redeployment, 
Ditision Support Commnd coordinated the marshalllng of company-sized 
units at Corregidor Hook Pad and Fhu Rai Airfield. The 1st F3SE roved 
with the brigade to continue to provide logistical support. 

cc Rel.bbary support for Montgomex-y Rendezvous was prrovided from 
FSB Biminghamand~oming Houk Pad, Near the end of the reporting 
period, Division Support Comand went ahead with plans for the 3d m 
to establish a FSP at FSB 3laze, YD 542030, The reascm for establishing 
the Fp at Blaze were to provide nmre responsive support to the 3ci 
Brig&e Forward CP and to reduce the distance between the forward fire 
support base and the supported units, thus affording savtigs in CH-47 
helicopter blade time, The realization of these goals is alnnst totally 
upon continued accessibility of the forward supply point by roads 
The opening of the FW at Blaze was closely coordinated with the 
closing of the FSP at FB Bi.rm%ngham, and on 20 July, full scab 
suppwt of Operation kntgomery Rendezvous from 83'R Blaze begane At 
the ckme of the reporting period a forward refueling area with a 
storage capacity of 1u),ooO galkms of JP-4 and a forward &%P 
Containing a two day dockage level of an re@ired anmnitim were 
in fill operation. Final plms were being made to co-locate a 
forward clearJng station from the MbdicslE@ttalion with the FSSl8 at 
ESB Blaze, 

do On ll Juu Mvisjlon Support Command elements reopened the FSSS 
faciIAties in the 1st Brigade area of @amp Eagle to provide logistical 
support to 2x3 Brigade u&s participating in -ration Campbell 
Stream9ro Corregidor Hook Pad once again became a center of reeuppb 
activity, as the 26 Z'S33 funneled supplies through Qmv@cbr to 
units deployed in the Bach Ma area on this operation, 

2. Transportation0 

a. The Division kvements Control mnitored the tit wvm& of 
the lat Brigade &on phu Bai Airfield and Tam w Ilamp via air and 
-alift toTamIIjtandChuLaf, The lift of the Bri 
With supporting eZl,ements ConaiSt8d of sixty-six (66 

ade together 
f C-130 aircraft 

sorties and one (1) DT, Tha lift was accomplished over a period of 
four days (15-18 May 1969)o 

‘lb fotiwingnumber ofpereomeland equipmentweremmsdon 
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the reporting period units receiving support from FSB Birmingham 
included normal 2d Brigade units; m/crs divisional aviation, cavalry, 
and artillery units; and selected corps artillery and engineer tmite. 

b. On 17 May 1969, Division Support CoIlllWld supported extraction, 
JlJ:)vement and marshalling of 1st Brigade combat battalions redepl.oying 
to Tam Ky to assist the Americal Division. During this redepl.oyment, 
Division Support Command coordinated the marshalling of cOlI;>any-s1zed 
units at Corregidor Hook Pad and Phu Bai Airfield. The 1st F'5SK JD:)ved 
with the brigade to continue to provide logistical support. 

c. Preliminary support for It>ntgomery Rendezvous was provided from 
FSB Birmingham and Wyoming Hook Pad. Near the end of the reporting 
period, Division Support Command went ahead with plans for the 3d FSS3 
to establish a FSP at FSB Blaze, YD 542030. The reason for establishing 
the FSP at Blaze Were to provide more responsive support to the 3d 
Brigade Forward CP and to reduce the distance between the forward fire 
support base and the supported units, thus affording savings in CII-47 
helicopter blade time. The realization of these goale is alDost total.ly 
upon continued accessibility of the forward supply point by road. 
The opening of the FSP at Blaze was closely coordin"ted with the 
dosing of the FSP at FB Birminghalll, and on 20 July, ruu scals 
support of Operation Kmtgomery Rendezvous from FSB Blaze began. At 
the close of the reporting period a forward refueling area with " 
storage capacity of 110,000 gallons of JP-4 and a forward J:!!{P 
containing a two day stockage level of all required SJIIIIIIUlition were 
in !'ull operation. Final plans Were being lIIBde to co-l.oe"te a 
forward clearing station from the Medical Ilattalion with the P'SSB at 
FS8 Blaze. 

d. On II July Division Support Co_d elEIIIsnte reopened the P'SSB 
fac illties in the 1st Brigade area of Camp Eagle to provide l.ogistical 
support to 2d Brigade tm:!L s participating in Operation Campbell 
Streamer. Corregidor Ibok Pad once again beeame a center ot reeuppq 
activity. a. the 2d FSSE funneled supplies through Corregidor to 
units depl.oyed in the Bach M!l. area on this operation. 

2. Transportation. 

a. The Division It>vements Control mnitored the unit IIOvement of 
the 1st Brigade from l'hu Bai Airfield and Tam Ky Ramp via air and 
SGalitt to Tam ~ and Chu Lai. The lift of the Brigade together 
Vith supporting elements consisted of sixty-six (66) C-l30 aircraft 
sorties and one (1) 1ST. The lift was accolI;>liahed over a period ot 
four days (15-18 Kay 1969). 

The following number of pereonnel and equipment were DOVed on 
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dates indicated: 

16 May 1969 

17 by 1969 

18 by 1969 

70 

224492 

I.01 151*8 

Air 

Air 

Daily C-323 Support (two f'rom Ph Bai to Tam Xy and one f'rom Tam 
@ to Phu Bai) was flown in support of 1st Brigade administrative 
requirements0 

b, The Division received approximately 23,ooO short tons of cargo 
through the Navy facilities at Tam &r and Hue Ramp0 

co Aircraft sorties flown im support of the DiviSiona 

mTH SORTIES pAx CARGO w.r) 

NY 2213 3-2032 6660 

JUne 2073 1m5 5517 

JUY 22zi 16963 

3. Aircraft Maintenance. 

a, The 5th Transportation Battalim is presently in the pOC8SS of 
adjuattig its Authorized Stockage I;rats (ASL%) to mbre adequately 
accommdate aircraft repair parts requisitions from the ~ustom*s~ 
Through the adjustments of the Requisitioning Objectives and Reorde 
point, the zero b&me of critical items can be reduced0 

bo in account with the Ingistics Go-d has been establirJh4 and 
confirmed for the procwwt of comon htiWar8 used in aimraft 
mafntenance, This consists of co-n non-aviation service item not 
stocked with any other supply activity in the kMsiono 
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dates indicated . 

DATE ~ EX! UIPMl!iNT (SIr) K)DE 

15 May 1969 695 78.4 Air 

15 May 1969 70 256.2 Sea 

16 May 1969 891 2244.2 Air 

17 Kay 1969 101 151.8 Air 

1.8 Kay 1969 34 41.9 Air 

Daily C-123 Support (two from Phu Bal to Tam Ifo> and one from Tam 
I(y to Phu Bai) was flown in support of 1st Brigade administrative 
requirements 6 

b. The Division received approximately 23,000 short tons of cargo 
through the Navy facilities at Tam Ifo> and Hue Ramp. 

c. Aircraft sorties flown in support of the Division. 

MaiTH SORTIES fA! C&!OO {St!l 
May 2213 12032 6640 

June 2073 1)035 5517 

July ~ 16963 .2Jli 

6611 42))0 18092 

3. Aircraft Maintenance. 

a. The 5th Transportation Battalion is presently in the process of 
adjusting its Authorized Stockage Lists (ASL's) to IIDrfl adequately 
accoDlDOdate aircraft repai.,. parts requisitions from the customers. 
Through the adjustaents of the Requisitioning Objectives and Reorder 
Point, the zero balance of critical items can be reduced. 

b. An account with the Logistics Coumand II&s been established and 
confirmed tor the procurl!llll!nt of cOlllllOn hardware used in aircraft 
maintenance. This consists of cOlllDDn non-aviation service items not 
stocked with any other supply activ! ty in the Division. 
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c. To more adequately meet the damandrr for aircraft engines the 
Battalion has been assigned the responsibility by MC to manage a 
prepasitfoned stuckage of aircraft engines to support organic aircraft 
of the Division, This has significantly reduced the previously excessi- 
NORS rate for engines0 

d, Commnicatiorm During the remding period the Battalion 
established an administrative artd logistics radio teletype (m) net 
between A Company, 5th Trans En (located at tip Ihgle), B Gcmpmy, 
5th Trans Bn (located at Phu Bai), Aviation Materi& finagafnant Center 
(AME@), Depot A (located at Saigon), ad AMHc Depot B (located at @i 
I&on). This net will enable the BattaUon to expedite requisitioning, 
fill, release, and issue of DP requisitions, 

so Turn in of aircraft, Turn in of crash dmged and combat loss 
aircraft has been a matter of great concern to the Division0 Any aircraft 
that becomes damaged beyond the reps& capabiUty of this Battalion mu& 
be turned in to the 34th General tipport Group and dropped from 
accountability0 The 'process of preparing aircraft for turn in is a 
lengthy and somenrhat complicated process involving 5nventories ard 
the preparatilon of required papermrkO The aircraft, although not 
flyabb and not repairable within the Division, remains an as-t of 
the Division during the turn in process and as such there is no 
authorization to requisition a new aircraft until the turn in can be 
completed, The turn in procedure may take a few dags or longer depending 
upon problems encountered in the inventory, paperwork, and/or the 
movement of the aircraft to the turn ti poi& The Battalion fa 

_ presently coordinating a system with the 34th GSG which will SubstantuaUy 
reduce the turn in tSme frame, St is anticipated that this new system 
will allau for faster requisttion of replacement aircraft and increase 
the IRivAsion's operational ready percentage of flyable aircraft, 

a0 On 20 July a Forward apply Potit was estab&ihd at Ffre &a80 
BLaze to reduce blade time required for resupply and to provide greater 
support flexibility during the co&n 
&point refuel pad for slicks (UH-Ul , 7 

mnsoonO The FSF includes ~v1 
cobras (AH-lW, and 1[DWs 

(OH-&) with a 60,QOO gallon JlD-4 storage capacity, In addition, a 
~,OOO gallon tank has been emplaced near the hook pad to provide 
refuel&g for chinooks and Cranes. m gallon collapaibla drprars 
are fiXLed from this tanko The hook pad itself is constructed with 
FS8hn.d canaccomdateover $0 loadsatcmetim. Adjacentto the 
hook pad is an amtmmitLon storage area constructed wfth sfx bernrS 
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c. To IIIOre adequately meet the demands for aircraft engines the 
Battalion has been assigned the responsibUit:r by AMMO to manage a 
prepositioned stockage 0 f aircraft engines to I'JUpport organic aircra.1't 
of the Division. This has significantly reduced the previously excessive 
~ rate for engines. 

d. CoJllllllnications. During the reporting period the Battalion 
established an administrative and logistics radio teletype (m) net 
between A Company, 5th Trans an (located at Camp Kagle), B Company, 
5th Trans Bn (located at Phu Bai), Aviation Material Managellellt Center 
(AMIC), Depot A (located at Saigon), and AMMC Depot B (located at ~i 
Nhon). This net will enable the Battalion to expedite requiBitioning, 
fill, release, and issue of EDP requisitions. 

e. Turn in of aircra.1't. Turn in of crash dallaged and combat 108s 
aircraft has been a matter of great concern to the Division. Artr aircraft 
that becomes damaged bey-and the repair capability of this Battalion IIII18t 
be turned in to the 34th General Support Group and dropped from 
accountability. The process of preparing aircraft for turn in is a 
lengthy and somewhat complicated process involving inventories and 
the preparation of required paperwork. The aircraft, although not 
flyable and not repairable within the Division, remains an asset of 
the Division during the turn in process and as such there ill no 
authorization to requisition a n .... aircraft until the turn in can be 
completed. The turn in procedure may take a few days or longer depending 
upon problEIIIs encountered in the inventory, papeM<Ork, and/or the 
IOOvement of the aircraft to the turn in po~t. The Battalion is 
presently coordinating a system with the 34th GSG which will substantually 
reduce the turn in time frame. It is anticipated that this nelf system 
lfUl allow for faster requisition of replacement aircraft and increase 
the Division's operational ready percentage of flyable aircraft. 

4. s.tpply. 

a. On 20 July a Forward Supply Point was establiBhed at Fire Base 
Blaze to reduce blade time required for resupp4' and to provide greater 
support flexibility during the coming monsoon. The FSP includes an 
a-point refuel pad for slicks (UH-lH), cobras (AH-lGO, and lOH' a . 
(OH-6A) with a 60,000 gallon JP-4 storage capacity. In addition, a 
50,000 gallon tank has been ~laced near the hook pad to prov1de 
refueling for Chinooks and Cranes. 500 gallon collapsible druIIa 
are filled from this tank. The hook pad itself is constructed with 
PSP and can accollllOdate 0""1' $) loads at one time. Adjacent to the 
hook pad is an ammunition storage area constructed .lfith six beJ'IIS 
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capable of storing 2 days of supply for all supported units or 255 tans 
0f ammunition0 A small Class I pad was erected for storage of C rations, 
m'a, and Sundaries and also a Class II and IV storage area* The 
Blaze waterpoint has a capacity for 1500 gallons per hour of purified 
water. This water is piped by &.2&h personnel into 500 gallon 
blivets and moved to the hook psd for sling out to forward unita* 

b, Rigging Operations, Campany 8, 426th S&3 Battalion, with 
riggers located at all Division Support Command pads and several 
forward locations, rigged and externally sling loaded approxzimately 
5,875 sorties of Classes I, II & IV, III and V supplies totelli.ng 
over 4,Oa, tons to combat elements of the 1Olst tibarna DM.sion 
on forward fire bases during the reporting p&.od, In addition, 33 
sorties of heavy engineer equiment were externally al&g loaded in 
support of S Navy Seabees at Vinh Lot Island, R.i&g support was 
also provided to units of the 1st ARVN Mviaion. Over !jo sorties 
were riggad and hooked from FE3 LaVsng in support of ARVN artillery 
units 0 

co Improvaents in Class III Supply Operations0 

(1) The Camp Eagle Cl ass III Yard was reopened for package product 
distribution on 1 May 1969, This yard serves all Divisional units 
3.n the Camp B&e-Phu Bai area and the 2d 3rigade m, In addition, the 
yard underwent considerable ixnprovemnt in June. Four slots were 
constructed to accammodate 10,000 gallon tanks0 The tanks are used to 
fill 500 gallon collapsible drums for hook out, Also added to the 
yard were three large bermed areas far filling and storing blivets, 
and two bermed areas for storing package products contained in 55 
gallon drums0 

(2) To prevent d la e y in-refueling in case Of a ptmtp malfuIEtiC¶n 
all Division helicopter refuel pads have been equipped with an 
anergsncy alternate refueling system utflieing 500 gallon blivets 
and100 GPMpumps, 

(3) All POL supply personnel have been given increased instructi~ 
on pump operations and maintenance and in eliminating of fire hazards. 
Fire extinguishers have been placed at eachpointtithlarger 
eW.nguishers placed strategically at each pad. Fire drills and fire 
trtig have been conducted at all refuel potits* 

do Project &rip, 

(1) A Project Stri p T em from USARV inspected the Division %ppw 
Office to determjne the effectivehess of the battalion in awting 
excess supplies fra atocka & alao to check the accurac$ of i.m~t~es 
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capable of storing 2 days of supply for &ll supported units or 255 tons 
of ammunition. A small Class I pad was erected for storage of C ratione, 
W' S , and Sundar1es and &lso a Class II and IV storage area, Th. 
Blaze waterpoint has a capacity for 1500 gallons per hour of purified 
water . This water is pumped by 426th personnel into 500 gaJ.lon 
bl1 vets and moved to the hook pad for sling out to forward units. 

b. Rigging Operations. Company B, 426th S&S Battslion, with 
riggers located at all Division Support Caamand pads and sever&l 
forward locations, rigged and external4' sling loaded approxiJDately 
5,875 sorties of Classes I, n «< IV, III and V supplies totaJ.ling 
over 4,000 tons to canbat elements of the lOlst Airborne Di vieion 
on forward fire bases during the reporting period, In addition, 35 
sorties of heavy I!Ilgineer equilJllent were externaJ.ly sling loaded in 
support of LS Navy Seabees at Vinh IDe Island. Rigging support was 
also provided to units of the 1st ARVN Division. Over 500 sorties 
wre rigged and hooked fran FB LaVang in support of ARVN artillery 
units . 

c. Improvements in Class III Supp4' Operations. 

(1) The Camp Eagle Class III Yard was reopened for package product 
distribution on 1 May 1969. This yard serves all Divisional units 
in th8 Camp Eagl&-Phu Bai area and the 2d Brigede!'SSE. In addition, the 
yard underwent considerable improvanent in Jtme. Four slote w"r .. 
constructed to aeeamnodate 10,000 gallon tanks . The tanks are used to 
fill 500 gallon collapsible drums for hook out. Also edded to the 
yard were tlu-ee large bemed areas for filling and storing bl1 vets, 
and two bermed areas far storing paekage products contained in 55 
gallon drllllS. 

(2) To prevent delay in· refueling in case of a PIIIIP malfunetion 
all Division helicopter refuel pads have been equipped with an 
emergeney alternate refueling system utilizing 500 gallon blivets 
and 100 GPM pumps. 

(3) All POL supply persOIUlel have been given increased instruetion 
on pump operations and maintenanee and in eliminating of fire hazards, 
Fire mingui shers have been plaeed at each point with lar gar 
extinguishers plaeed strategieally at each pad . Fire drills and fire 
training have been eonducted at all refuel points, 

d. Project Strip. 

(1) A Project Strip Team frem LSARV inspeeted the Division Supply 
Office to determine the effeeti veness of the battalim in eliminating 
exeess supplies frCIII stocks and &leo to check the aceuraey of inventories . 
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and locatim surveys0 In addition, the team checked stock control records 
to determine whether: 

(4 &es out have been established with balances on hand, 

(b) Requisitions are cancelled when not required, 

(c) Appropriate foIlow-=up action has been initiated0 

(d) Requisitioning objections have been proper* Computed0 

(2) The results of the Project Strip Team pointed out that the 426th 
%ia Battalion: 

(a) Had the best sturage of supplies and locator system of any of 
five divisions fnspeoted, 

(b) Had the smallest value of excess identified in any division S&6 
or s$cr battalion to date* ' 

(c) Was the only unit inspected to have achieved a perfect score 
on a check of items listed above0 

(3) In conjunction with the USARV Project Strip Program the 426th 
S&B Battalion has identified as ex.cess and evacuated approxbutely 

'l+OO tons of supplies, totnlg 3*5 million do7s in value during 
the reporting period0 

e. Major items0 During the present reporting period, a number of 
major items shortages within the Division have been resolved0 The 
shortages of major ftems are prtiily a result of the conversion of 
the Division from the airborne to the ajrIxM.le TO&E, Amrrrnng the 
more notable of major items received against initial shortages aret 

20- 6,000 lb rough terrain forklif?ts 

9 - 5 ton dump trucks 

Bk - 4 ton jeeps 

15 - 5 ton l?Bit8S 

22- 9oMM Recoilless Rifles 

33- BlMMbrtars 

99- M&Machine guns 
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and location surveys. In addition, the Wam cheeked stock control records 
to determine whether: 

(a) Dues out have been established with balances on hand. 

(b) Requisitions are cancelled .men not required. 

(c) Appropriate follow-up action has been initiated. 

(d) Requisitioning objections haw been properl,y co~ted. 

(2) The results of the Project Strip Team pointed out that the 426th 
S&S Battalion: 

(a) Had the best storage of supplies and locator system of any of 
five divisions inspected. 

(b) Had the smallest value of exceS8 identified in any division S&S 
or S8Il' battalion to iiate • . 

(c) Was the onl,y unit inspected to have achieved a perfect score 
on a check of items listed above. 

(3) In conjunction w1th the USARV Project Strip Program the 426th 
S&rS Battalion has identified as excess am evacuated approxilllatel,y 

. JIYJ tons of suppliee, totalling 3.5 lll:illion dollars in value during 
the reporting period. 

e. Major items. During the present reporting period, a number of 
major items shortages within the Division have been resolved. The 
shortages of major items are primarily a result of the conversion of 
the Division from the airborne to the airloobile TO&E. AlmDng the 
more notable of major items received against in ... l.tial shortages &ret 

20 - 6,000 lb rough terrain forklifts 

9 - 5 ton dump trucks 

84 - ~ ton jeeps 

1'57 - ~ ton lIl1les 

22 - 9:>* Recoilless R1!lea 

33 - 8lMH Mortars 

99 - M60 Machine guns 
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17 - jCXW Generator 

5 - 3 ton cranes 

102 - RG 292 antennas 

lo6 - Night vision sQ!Jlt,AN/Pvs-3 

9r, - TA 312 telephones 

f. Project I&lit Challenge0 &oj~t ISdit/Chall.enge, another WARV DXJ 
improvement program which tistitutes the challenge of high priority 
requests and requests for inordinate quantities of nice-to-have item, 
continues with an average of aeven percent of all requests receiti 
being rejected as a result of Edit/Challenge procedureso 

go AS - Dad Satisfaction0 The Division Supply Office mintained 
an extremely small authorized stockage list which averaged about 450 items, 
In spite of this notably small m and the fact that major items can not 
be carried on S, the Division Supply Office has been able to maintain 
an average demand accommodation of 49% The demand satisfaction however, 
averages-at an extremely high %k&, 

& Ground Maintenance0 

a0 Xmnediate action on the infomation provided by the weekly 2406 
input from divisional units has resulted in significant reduction of 
vehicular deadline rates, A Ust contatiing all deadline organizational 
repair parts is compiled and circulated to all MB's and selected members 
of the Materiel Section, A search is made of all available repair parts 
sources and any parts thus obtained are personally delivered to the unit 
requtiing them, 

bo The Materiel Section has increased the frequency and magnitude 
of technical assistance vi&s to customer units0 These TAV*s are directed 
towad solution of a specific problem that the customer haso 

co The Technicaltipply Platoon has continued the program of retr* 
grading exess repair parts to Da Nmg Depot, This prevents the 
accumulation of items not required by the Division and makes them 
available for requisition by other depot customers~ This 3.8 eSPeChu 
important in the area of high do&r value item& 

do The Stock Accounting ktfon of the Technical%upp&y Platcmn 
has b&=Aat~ a cyclic inventory md qparter3y review program0 In this 
propam, the entire ASL is compbtely hventoried once each quarter and 
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17 - 30KW Generator 

5 - 3 ton cranes 

102 - RC 292 antennas 

106 - Night vision sight, II/PVS-3 

9:l - TA 312 telephones 

(u) 

f. Project Edit Challenge. Project Edit/Challenge, another USARV DSU 
improvement program which institutes the challenge of high priority 
requests and requests for inordinate quantities of nice-to-have items, 
continues with an average of seven percent of all requests received 
being rejected as a result of Edit/Challenge procedures. 

g. ASL - Demand Satisfaction. The Division Supp~ Office maintained 
an extrame~ small authorized stockage list which averaged about 450 items. 
In spite of this notab~ small AISIL and the fact that major items can not 
be carried on ASL, the Division Supp~ Office has been able to maintain 
an average demand accolllllOdstion of 49%. The denand satisfaction however, 
averages at an extremely high 84.1$. 

5. Ground Maintenance. 

a. Imnediate action on the infonnation provided by the wee~ 2406 
input from divisional units has resulted in significant reduction of 
vehicular deadline rates. A list containing all deadline organizational 
repair parts is compiled and circulated to all MRI!:I s and selected members 
of the Materiel Section. A search is made of all available repair parts 
sources and any parts thus obtained are personally delivered to the unit 
requiring them. 

b. The Materiel Section has increased the frequency and magnitude 
of technical assistance visits to customer units. These TAVIS are directed 
toward solution of a specific problem that the customer has. 

c. The Technical Supp~ Platoon has continued the program of retro
grading eXlless repair parts to Da Nang Depot. This prevents the 
accumulation of items not required by the Division and makes them 
available for reqUisition by other depot customers. This i8 especially 
important in the area of high dollar value items. 

d. The Stock Accounting Section of the Technical Supp~ Platoon 
has initiated a cyclic inventory and quarter~ review program. In this 
program, the entire ASL i. completely inventoried once each quarter and 
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all adjustments are made to stock accounting recordso The update net 
asset position contributes t6 mre effective management of stocks for 
better serd~ to the cuskxner, 

e. The 8olst M.ntenance Battalion established vehicle wash paints 
at Camp Evans and two at Camp Eagle, one in the 1st Ekigada area and one 
in the base camp area0 This has caused an improvement In divisiun vehicle 
appearance and maintenance as evidarmxi by the number of vehiclea receiving 
a satisfactory rating on Road Side Spz& Check Impactions when compared 
to 1st Quarter results0 

f, USARV Materiel Readiness Assistance Team visited the Ditision and 
provided instructions on the preparation and dispostion of TAERS forms, 
Classes were conducted on the preparation of DA Form 2/&b (Material 
Readiness Report) with a total of I.29 Division personnel attendtig. 

go Russian vehicles captured in the A Shau Valley were turned over to 
the Battalion, through (25, for rehabilitation0 A comand car arid three 
tmtcks were rebuilt by the Mechanical ISaintenance Platoon and Service 
Section and turned back to G5 for distributkon to the Province Chief 
as a part of the pacification program, The Commnd car was presented 
to the President of the Republic of Vietnam, 

h, LTC Furrier of WJZCM viai.ted the battaU.m to discuss art33.l~ 
weapons problems0 &!J informed the Armammt Platcmn that t0ata are being 
conduoted to correct the low Life-span of the present recoil system of 
the l.O5mm, Ml02 %witzera Hs also stated that the rear sight assembly 
for the M-79 Grenade Launcher will be issued as a unit instead of 22 
separate parts0 

i, Mr. McKay of CANIDAIR LIKCTB), the producer of the XM571, 
visited the battaUon to discuss supply and maintenance problem and 
procedures0 He received a comprehensive report Prom the units and 
the Mechanical Maintmance Platoon and informed us that all problmns 
would be reported to TACO% 

1, During this reporting period, Divfsion pacificatim efforts 
continued to rap beneficial results within Thus Thietn Provincea While 
tactical operatims were conducted in the highlands, pacification efforts 
were concentrated in the mre populated lowlands. RP/PF force8 have' 
efficimtly and effectively assumed the majority of the security 
responsibilities in the 1cmlaxxis to restore the confIdmce of the 
population in their abilU.ty to providatheir own eecmityo This 
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all adjustments are made to stock accounting records. The update net 
asset position contributes to more effective mana~ent of stocks for 
better service to the customer. 

e. The SOlst Maintenance Battalion established vehicle wash points 
at Camp Evans and two at Camp Eagle, one in the 1st Brigade ar"" and one 

(u) 

in the base camp area. This has caused an improvement in division vehicle 
appearance and maintenance as evidenced by the number of vehicles receiving 
a satisfactory rating on Road Side Spot Check Inspections when compared 
to 1st Quarter results. 

f. t6ARV Materiel Readiness Assistance Team visited the Division and 
provided instructions on the preparation and dispostion of TAR forms. 
Clasees were conducted on the preparation of DA Form 2¥J6 (Materiel 
Readiness Report) with a total of 129 Division peroonnel attending. 

g. Russian vehicles captured in the A Shau Valley were turned over to 
the Battalion, through G5, for rehabilitation. A collllWld car B1'rl three 
trucks were rebuilt by the Mechanical Maintenance Platoon and Service 
Section and turned back to G5 for distribution to the Province Chief 
as a part of the pacification program. The CollllW1d car was preeented 
to the President of the Republic of Vietnam. 

h. LTC Furrier of Wl'lXI! viaited the battalion to di""uss artillery 
weapons problems. He informed the Armament Pl£toon that tests are being 
conducted to correct the low- life-span of the present recoil system of 
the 105mm, Ml02 fbw1tzer. He also stated that the rear sight assembly 
for the 14-79 Grenade LaunchOIl' will be issued as a unit instead of 22 
separate parts. 

i. Mr. McKay of CANIllAIR LOOTED, the producer of the 1M:571, 
visited the battalion to discues supply and maintenance problema and 
procedures. lie received a comprehensive report from the units and 
the Mechanical Maintenance Platoon and informed us that all probl ..... 
would be reported to TACOM. 

H. (C) CIVIL AFFAl!iSs 

1. During this reporting period, Division pacification efforts 
continued to reap beneficial results within ThUA Thien Province. While 
tactical operations were conducted in the highlands, pacification efforts 
were concentrated in the more populated lo"lands. RF /PF forcee have 
efficiently and effectively asllUlll8d the IIBjority of the security 
responsibilities in the lOW'lands to restore the confidence of the 
population in their ability to provide their own security. This 
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confidence has increased local htslligence Sources and has enhanced 
the refugee resettlaent PWFa tith 39,220 refugees retmng to 
their fox'%m homesv Division trucks and helicqAers assist& i.n the 
~ovemnt of the refugees and their household goods. 

2, A survey, conducted of all districta withIn the pFo&xe, 
revealed that approximately 3,Oa school desks and benches me required 
for all schools in the Province. 3.n ztn effort to supply these desks 
and benches, five Vietnamese carpenters have been employed by the G5 
Section, Also, DIVABTY and 2/1?th Cav are supporting this project 
with voluntary troop bbcm 

3* MEDCAP Support0 Medical assistance and support were provided 
thoughout the Province by both divisional and non-divisional units 
with a h&J. of 236 MIDCAPs conducted. Twenty-five thousand sfx 
hundred and twelve (25,612) medical patients rulid 1,053 dental patients 
were treated. In May MAG36 began a weekly training session with 
Government of Vietnam medical workers. Similar training sessions 
during MnrcAF' activities are conducted by other MEDCAP teams as well. 
These training sessions will expand as more Vietnamese medical 
facilities and personnel beccme available. Classes on sanitation and 
child care for young women in Phong Dien District were begun in 
June by Third Brigade Civic Action personnel. Results will be 
evaluatd for possible expansion to other districts. 

ho Coordination with Civil Officials. 

a1 On 28 May, the citizens of Con Son Village were recognized for 
an ingenious utilization of empty @mm ammnition containers, A heating 
and cooking unit was fabricated from the empty containers with rice 
chaff utilized as fuel. The unit is capable rjf 10 to 12 hours of 
burning time before recharging is necessary, 

b. On 30 May, Major General. Wright, Commanding General, 1Olst 
Airborned Division and Colonel Tbh, Thus TMen Province Chief, attended 
the dedication of the Dong Khanh Primary School, 

CO Eight additional Soviet made GAZ-63 13 ton trucks were delimrsd 
to Colonel Thanh, Province Chief, in early June. These trucks were for US8 
83 spare parts for three ~ehj.ci~~ d&,vered ear&z for civic action work. 

dO &uoc Hoc High School held its dedication ceremony for the n-v 
reconstructed library on 14 JUT. MG wright, Commanding G-al, Wst 
h+ame Division; Mr. Q, He&star of the school; and members of the 
official party toured the librm after it was officially opened with 
a ribbon cutting. MG Wright presented the school with 2% new* PurC~s~ 
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confidence has increased local intelligence sources and has enhanced 
the refugee resettlement program with 39,220 refugees returning to 
their former homes. Division trucks and helicopters assisted in the 
movement of the refugees and their household goods. 

2. A survey, conducted of all districts within the Province, 
revealed that approximately 3,000 school desks and benches are required 
for all schools in the Province. In an effort to suppl;y these desks 
and benches, fi va Vietnamese carpenters have been employed by the G5 
Section. Also, DrVAHTY and 2/17th Cav are supporting this project 
with voluntary troop labor. 

3. MElJCAP Support. Medical assistance and support were provided 
throughout the Province by both divisional and non-divisional units 
with a total of 236 HEIlCAPs conducted. Twenty-five thousand six 
hundred and twelve (25,612) medical patients and 1,053 dental patients 
were treated. In May MAG-36 began a weekl;y training session with 
Government of Vietnam medical workers. Similar training sessions 
during MElJCAP activities are conducted by other MEDCAP teams as well. 
These training sessions will expand as more Vietnamese medical 
facilities and personnel become available. Classes on sanitation and 
child care for young women in Phong Dien District were begun in 
June by Third Brigade Oi vic Action personnel. Results will be 
evaluated for possible expanSion to other districts. 

4. Coordination with Civil Officials. 

a. On 28 May, the citizens of Con Son Village were recognized for 
an ingenious utilization of Empty 40mm aDIItunition containers. A heating 
and cooking unit WaS fabricated from the empty containers with rice 
chaff utilized as fuel. The unit is capable gf 10 to 1:2 hours of 
burning time before recharging is necessary. 

b. On 30 May, Major General Wright, Commanding General. 101st 
Airborned DiviSion and Colonel Thanh, Thua Thien Province Chief, attended 
the dedication of the Dong Khanh Primary School. 

c. Eight additional Soviet made GAZ-63 1 ~ ton trucks were delivered 
to Colonel Thanh, Province Chief, in early June. These trucks were for use 
as spare part. for three vehiC1.9S delivered earlier for civic action work. 

d. Quoc mc High School held its dedication ceremony for the newl;y 
r:constructed library on 14 June. MG Wright, Commanding General, 101st 
Airborne Division; Mr. ~, Headmaster of the school; and members of the 
official party toured the library after it waS officiall;y opened with 
a ribbon cutting. MG Wright presented the school with 250 newl;y purchased 
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book9 on behalf of kUG-36 amd scbbol children of Cheshire, Conneticut, 
who donated the mmeyo 

a,, The G5 Section assisted Hoi Phuc Thien Bao Stih Orphanage ti 
establishing a sewing school in June. Twenty young women from all 
di.strfcts of the Provk~~~ mde up the first cXassO Since olrly four 
sewing mmhines were available, a used machine was purchased and 
loaded to the orphanage, 

f, On 23 June, a cultural drama team visited FB Roy in recognition of 
Foreign Forces Day in Vietnam, Followiq introductions by the Province 
S5, local girls from EBong Xhanh Hi& Seh6ol spoke and resented flowers 
to the Comanding General, 1Olst Airborne Division. They also presented 
a -minute music and magio program to the audience0 

go On 9 July, fire destroyed 261. homes in Con %n Village and left 
approtitefy 1,300 individuals hoIIbelessO The ThimI Brigade and Division 
G5 delivered 8,600 pounds of food to the tillagu on the same day0 G5 
also furnished 54 salvaged Cp medium-tents to CORD3 for use by the 
victim of the fire0 

!jO Major projects contiplcted durtig the reporting periodr 

a, YAX Dia Dispensary (YD 9'72062) (Phu tic), 

bo zoc ~ai l&t-k& Place (AT 889964) (Phu kdo 

ce Huong Tra District Road Repair (YD 72723'7 - YD 699225) (bong Tra)* 

do An Cuu School Rebuilt (m 784Z04) (ha), 

e. &an Hoa Prlmarg School Rebuilt (m ?73=5) (Hue), 

f, Pang Xhanh School Addition (YD 7&32&O) (Hue), 

g, Nine (9) phu Thu District Welti (YD 8f+O203 - YI3 894.213) (P'hu Thu)o 

ho QUOC Hoc Library Pedication (YD 76&U.) (Hu& 

6, Rejects initiated prior and completed during the period included 
13 schools, 3 village headquarters, 2 marketplaces, 3 dispansariea, and 
8 other significant projects for a total of 29 projectso 

70 Projects initi t d a e and completed during the period fncluded 
2 schools, 3 village haodqu-ters, 4 dispensaries, and 33 otbr ma&r 
projects for a total of 4.2 projects. 
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books on behalf of MAG-36 and school children of Cheshire, Conneticut., 
..mo donated the 1OOney. 

e. The G5 Section assisted fbi Phuc Thien Bao 5:1nh Orphanage in 
eetablishing a sew:lng school in June. Twenty young 1«;lmen frOIl all 
districts of the Province made up the first class. 5ince only four 
se .... ing machines were available, a used machine was purchased and 
loaded to the orphanage. 

f. On 23 June, a cultural drama team visited FE Roy in recognition of 
Foreign Forces Day in Vietnam. Following introductions by the Province 
55, local girls from Dong Khanh High School spoke and presented. flowers 
to the Comnanding General, lOlst Airborne Division. They alllo presented 
a 9O-minute music and magic program to the audience. 

g. On 9 July, fire destroyed 261 homes in Con ~n Village and left 
approximately 1,300 individuals homeless. The Third Brigade and Division 
G5 delivered 8,600 pounds of food to the village on the same day. G5 
also furnished 54 sahaged GP medium tents to CORllS for use by the 
victims of the fire. 

5. Major projects completed during the reporting period: 

a. Lac Ilien Dispensary (m 972062) (Phu Lac). 

b. l.oc Hai Market Place (AT 889964) (Phu Lac). 

c. fhlong Tra r>istrict Road Repair (m 7Z7237 - m 699225) (lbong Tra). 

d. An Cuu School Rebuilt (m 784204) (Hue). 

e. Xuan Hoa Primary School Rel:uilt (m 77321.5) (Hue). 

f. Dong Khanh School Addition (m 78821,0) (Hue). 

g. Nine (9) Phu Thu District Wells (YD 81,0203 - YD 894213) (Phu Thu). 

h. Quoc Ibc Library Dedication (m 764211) (Hue). 

6. Projects initiated prior and completed during the period included 
13 schools, 3 village headquarters, 2 marketplaces, 3 dispensaries, and 
8 other significant projects for a total of 29 projects. 

7. Projects initiated and completed during the period included 
2 schools, 3 village headquarters, 4 dispensaries, and 33 other major 
projects for a total of 42 projects. 
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8, Current Projects: 

a0 QP% of I+oject: Schools - 26; village headquartsm - 6; 
dispenswias - 3; mrketplsces - 3; orphanages - 6; others - 8; 
Total - 520 

b. bjects w Districts: Huong Dien - 2; Phong Dim - 6; 
Quang Dien - 2; Huong Tra - 6; Phu Vang - 10; Husng Thw - 8; 
Mm %a - 3; Phu Thu - 1; Vinh xloc - 2; Phu I.oc - 6; Efuc - 6; 
Total - 52, 

Y. Commodities issued during the repartiing period: 

Masonite/Plywood/Asbestos 394 Sheets 

TiXl 

Paint 

Rebar 

Cement 

Gravel 

Construction Lumber 

Scrap Lumber 

Food 

Cl&h& 

Vocational Kits 

SSP 

Water Puprps 

Am0 Boxes 

Engineer Stokes 

School Iuts 

WCLASSIFIED 

329 Sheets 

30 Gab 

1,487 M3tars 

1,678 Bags 

234 Cubic Meters 

154 Cubic Meters 

7,236 Board Feet 

135,5&I Ebrd l?e%t 

138,616 lbs 

3,906 lb3 

33 kits 

1,394 lb 

13pv 

3,m9Boxes 

745 bus 

1,4m kits 
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8. Current Projects. 

a. Type of Project. Scmols - 26; village headquarters - 6; 
dispensaries - 3; marketplaces - 3; orphanages - 6; others - 8; 
Total - 52. 

b. Projects by Districts: Huong Dien - 2; Phong Dien - 6; 
Quang Dien - 2; Huong Tra - 6; Phu Yang - 10; Huong Thu;y - 8; 
Nam fba - 3; Phu Thu - 1; Vinh Loc - 2; Phu Loc - 6; Hue - 6; 
Total - 52 • . 

9. Co.,..,ditie8 issued during the reporting period, 

Masonite/Plywood/Asbestos 

Tin 

Paint 

Rebar 

Cement 

Gravel 

Construction Lumber 

Scrap Lumber 

Food 

Clothing 

Vocational Kits 

Soap 

Water Pumps 

A.IIIID Boxes 

Engineer Stakes 

School fits 

J4 

394 Sheets 

329 Sheets 

30 Gala 

1,487 Meters 

1,678 Bag. 

234 CUbic Meters 

154 Cubic Meters 

7,236 Board Feet 

135.560 Board Feet 

138,616 Ib" 

3,<;n6 Ibs 

33 kits 

1,394 Ibs 

13PUIIIpII 

3, '109 Boxes 

745 Stakes 

1,4'10 kits 
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FUIDirt 352 Cubic Meters 

470 Planks 

Concerttir W3.195 86 Roll3 

1, ( u) lSYcH3IIDGICU OPERATIONS: 

1, statistics, Type and quantity of propaganda medfa emplayed 

a0 Leaflots Disseminatedx 72,364,&C 

be budspeaker Broadcasts: 928too 

co Movies shbwn: 123 

dcl TV Programs Conducted: 4 

ee Quick-Reaction Leafletsr 2C,C(IC 

f* PYSOPbbileTeamst 42 

2* Dur3ng this quart- aerial. broadcasts, standard tapea, and leaflets 
were employed to the maximum, along with sevmral new ones developed by 
J1pjpA0, the 7th PSYOP Battalion, and witthin the Division. Our major 
PSYOP effort was targeted against known and suspected NVA add VC positions 
as wall as against populated areas with known or suspected enemy 
sympathizers in an effort to deny tham freedom of mvument and the 
support that is necessarg to thefr survi~L -lets and posters 
were also dissated, and ground broadcasts conducted in Government 
of Vietnam controlled populated areas i% an effort to retain and 
strengthen the poptitian's support of the Government of Vietnam, keep 
8 wedge between tha and the eneq, and to informthemof the Vxp 
and medical programs available to theanO 

3. In canplianca with JWAO poMcies, propaganda was developed within 
the Divisfon to exploit NVA/VC military defeats, and stress RVNAF 
victories, and the growing strength of the FFmso This propaganda 
was usu&y In the form of qtick-reaction leaflets and live broadcasts 
by Hoi chanha or &her Government of Vietnam PSYOP personnel* 

4* A total of Zr, fbi Chanhs rallied to the Government of VM.m&m 
Withb the Mvlsion A0 dura thigl reporting period, This low figure 
can be attributed to a concentrated push in the area of operations 
agaimt the enealy, and the resulting movement of the en- deep Vito 
the lm3untains + With the en- deserting th8 eoasm plains, and 
piedmont areas, many pdxntial IM Chanhs are being denied the 
oppcwtunityt0rall.y. 
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Fill D1rt :3 52 Cubic Meters 

Concertinf. Wire 

470 Planks 

86 Rolls 

I. (U) PSYClDlOGICAL OPmATIONS: 

1. statistics. Type and quantity of propaganda media 

a. Leaflets Disseminated: 72,364,840 

b. loudspeaker Broadcasts. 928:00 

c. Movie. Shown: 123 

d. TV Programs Conducted: 14 

e. Quick-Reaction Leafletsl aJ,OOO 

f. PYSOP MobUe Teams: 42 

e..,loyed. 

( u) 

2. During this quarter aerial broadcaots, standard tapes, and leaflets 
were employed to the maximum, along with se .... ral n .... ones developed by 
JUSPAO, the 7th mop Battalion, and within the Division. Our .... jor 
mop effort ..... targeted against kno>m and suspected NVA and VO positions 
a. well a. against popu1Jlted areas with known or suspected enell\Y 
sympathizers in an effort to den;)' them freedan of movement and the 
support that is necessary to their survival. Leaflets and posters 
were also dissElllinated, and ground broadcast. conducted in GoVertUllllnt 
of Vietnam controlled populated area. in an effort to retain and 
strengthen the population I e .upport of the Government of Vietnam, keep 
a wedge between them and the enell\Y, and to inform them of the VIP 
and medical programs available to them. 

J. In canpliance with JUSPAO policies, propagarna wae developed within 
the Division to exploit NVA/VC military defeats, and strese RVNAF 
victorie., and the growing strength of the PF /RFs. This propagarna 
was usually in the form of quick-reaction leaflets and live broadca.t. 
by Moi OhsnhB or other Government of Vietnam PSYOP personnel. 

4. A total of 24 Moi Chsnhs rallied to the Government of Vietnam 
Wi thin the Division AO during tid .. reporting period. This law figure 
can be attributed to a concentrated push in the area of operations 
against the en~, and the resulting mov<ment of the en~ deep into 
the JMuntains. With the en~ deserting the coastal plain., and 
Piedmont areaB, many potential Mo1 Chanhs are being denied the 
opportuni ty to rally. 
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5* During the reporting period, continued support was protided 
during cordon operations to include ground loudspeaker and movie teams, 
aerial loudspeaker broadcasts and leaflet drops, armed vupaganda team 
activity, and cultural drama team performance% 

6, The Ritisson POF printing capability has continued to be 
used to the Irs;udmum for producing quick-reaction leaflets on Hoi 
Chanh and all importan; exploitable MOP situations that arise0 
The printing capabiuty was also utilized to print VCI leaflets 
for use during PSYOP &bile Team operations, and to print standard 
leaflets when they were needed for an Mediate situation and were 
not available0 

a0 Surrender or Me (Forces in the A Shau Valhy) 

bo Chieu Hoi Quick-Reaction leaflets were prepared on rtiers 
on the Division PSYOP printing capability for exploitation of these 
ralliers in their form& base areaa This was done b interviewing 
ralliers as soon as possible after they came in, If they could be 
exploited, a picture was taken and written statements were obtained@ 
These would then be transferred to a quantity of leaflets suitable 
for aerial or ground dissesnination in the base areas of the rallier% 
former unit. All leaflets of this type were general3y a Chieu fbi 
appeal with the IIoi Chanh's written statement concerning the treatment 
he was receivbg and expounding the merit of the Chieu Hoi Program, 

co Pro-GVN and pro-RF/PF leaflets were produced after tictories 
by the ARVN, and Popular and Regional Forces. Also mentioned and 
praised were the National Policea 

y. Leaflets, tapes o and live' broadcasts directed at MIA un%ts are 
being used in the Divisionis current operations in the A s&u Valley, 
and surrounding areas0 Daily aerial broadcasts and leaflet drops are 
being made in support of these operations. 

8, The Division is conducting an operation aimed at the Montagnard 
tribesman in the A Shau Valley and the surrounding areas0 The purpose 
of the operation is to persuade them to Chieu W. and resettle to 
Mantagnard Villages in GVN contralled arease Since there is no written 
language for the Montagnards, picture leaflets were directed at them 
with a theme encouraging tit- to Weu W., 

9@ The use of mOF Mobile Teams in the Division A0 is steadily 
increasing0 This is due primwIly to the excellent working relationship 
between the Mtision EYOP %ction and the Revolutionary Develiomnt 
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5. During the reporting period, continued support was provided 
during cordon operations to incl1¥ie ground loudspeaker and lOOvie teams, 
aerial loudspeaker broadcasts and leaflet drops, armed propaganda team 
activity, and cultural drama team performances. 

6. The Division PSYOF printing capability has continued to be 
used to the maximum for producing quick-reaction leaflets on Hoi 
Chanh and all importano exploitable PSYOP situations that arise. 
The printing capability was also utilized to print VCI leaflets 
for use during PSYOP lI.obile Team operations, and to print standard 
leaflets when they were needed for an immediate situation and were 
not available. 

a. Surrender or Die (Forces in the A Shau Valley) 

b. Chieu fbi Quick...:aeaction leaflets were prepared on ralliers 
on the Division PSYOP printing capability for exploitation of these 
ralliers in their former base areas. This was done by interviewing 
ralliers as scon as possible after they came in. If they could be 
exploited, a picture was taken and written statements were obtained. 
These >IOuld then be tranaferred to a quantity of leaflets suitable 
for aerial or ground dissemination in the base areas of the rallier' s 
former unit. All leaflets of this type were genera~ a Chieu fbi 
appeal with the fbi Chanh's written statement concerning the treatment 
he was receiving and expounding the merit of the Chieu fbi Program. 

c. Pro-GVN and pro-RF!PF leaflets were produced after victories 
by the ARVN, and Popular and Regional Forces. Also mentioned and 
praised were the National Police. 

7. Leaflets, tapes, and live broadcasts directed at NVA units are 
being used in the Division's current operations in the A Shau Valley, 
and surrounding areas. Dai~ aerial broadcasts and leaflet drops are 
being made in support of these operations. 

8. The Division is conducting an operation aimed at the Montagnard 
tribesman in the A Shau Valley &lid the surrounding areas. The purpose 
of the operation is to persuade them to Chieu fbi and resettle to 
Montagnard Villages in GVN controlled areas. Since there is no written 
language for the Montagnards, picture leaflets were directed at them 
with a theme encouraging them to Chieu fbi. 

9. The use of PSYOP Mobile Teams in the Division AO is steadi~ 
increasing. This is due primari~ to the excellent working relationship 
between the Division FSYOP Section and the Revolutionary Development 
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Center 0 A PSYOP Mobil8 T 
and/or a movie team, 

8aDl COnSiStS Of 8 MEDCAP, hound btispeak~ 
depending on the SitUatiOn, a Cultural drama 

team, armed propaganda squad, and Revolutionary Development Team 
speakers0 The team is usually sent into v'iuages that intelk!.genca 
30~~~83 indicate have enemy f&li88/sympathizers or active enemy 
political cadre0 

loo All ralliers and PWs within the mvision A0 have reported that 
they have been subjected to many Allied broadcasts and leaflet drops* 
Most of them stated that th8y ustaned to the broadcasts, read the 
leaflets and believed what they heard and saw0 They also indicated 
that many of their comrades wished to raw, but could not aa t&y 
had no opportunity because they were being closely watched by their 
cadre, and did not have any chance to get fnti the lowlands, 

llo The Ditision PSYOP %&ion has just completed a cohesive 
effort utilZeing all the assets and resource3 which are available, 
to persuade the 4th NVA Regiment to rally to the GVN by persuading 
its memb8rs that they have been deceived and exploited by the 
Government of North Vietnam and it3 Communist allies to support 
an immoral, unpopular, and futile cause, and to convince them that 
their only means of avoiding death and burial in a lonely unmarked 
grave is to Chia7.1 Hoi, to the Government of South Vietnam, The 
operation was'initiated on 30 April 1969, and ended 31 July L9694 
An after action report will be submitted0 

1, During the reporting period, the 326th Medical Battalion continued 
medical support of all 8s3igned and attached units of the lOlst Airborne 
Mvisiono Division operations received first priority and l4E!JXAp 
support and special projects were continued in accordance with our 
manpower, eqtipnn8nt, and supplies availability, The clearing phtion, 
C Company, 326th &iical Battalion was deployed twice during the 
reporting period in conjunction with Operation APACHE =OW, Al30 
deployed during the p8riod was the clearing platoon of A Company to 
Tam IQ in support of the 1st Brigade in conjunction with an operation 
with the America1 Division0 The movement of the Headquarters & support 
Company from Bien Hoa to the area behind Division Support Command 
at Camp Eagle was completed on 17 May 1969. This move wag initiated 
on 1 May 19690 The mission of R8adquarters & Support Company at 
the present time is to provide division-level medical service and unit- 
level medical sertice, a9 requir8d, on an area basis to divi&ioml tit3 
operating in the ditision base area. These units include HHc mist 
Airborne Division, lOlst MP Compaxrv, lOth Chemical Platoon, lOlst 
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Center. A PSYOP Mobile Team consists of a MEDCAP, ground loudspeaker 
and/or a movie team, depending on the situation, a cultural drama 
team, armed propaganda squad, and Revolutionary Development Team 
speakers. The team is usually sent into villages that intelligence 
sources indicate have enemy familiee/sympathizers or active enemy 
political cadre. 

10. All ralliers and PWs within the Division AO have reported that 
they have been subjected to many Allied broadcasts and leaflet drops. 
Most of them stated that they listened to the broadcasts, read the 
leaflets and believed .,hat they heard and saw, They also indicated 
that many of their comrades wished to rally, but could not ae they 
had no opportunity because they were being closely watched by their 
cadre, and did not have any chance to get into the lowlands. 

llo The Division PSYOP Section has just completed a cohesive 
effort utilizing all the assets and resources which are available, 
to persuade the 4th NVA Regiment to rally to the GVN by persuading 
its members that they have been deceived and exploited by the 
Government of No..-th Vietnam and its COllDllunist allies to support 
an immoral, unpopular, and futile cause, and to convince them that 
their only means of avoiding death and burial in a lonely unmarked 
grave is to Chieu fui to the Goverranent of South Vietnam. The 
operation was· initiated on 30 April 1969, and ended 31 July 1969. 
An after action report Will be submitted. 

J. (U) MEDICAL: 

1. During the reporting period, the 326th Medical Battalion continued 
medical support of all assigned and attached units of the 101st Airborne 
Division. Division operations received first priority and MEDCAP 
support and special projects were continued in accordance with our 
manpower, equipment. and supplies availability, The clearing platoon, 
C Gompany, 326th Medical Battalion was deployed twice during the 
reporting period in conjunction with Operation APACHE SNOW. Also 
deployed during the period was the clearing platoon of A Company to 
Tam BY in support of the 1st Brigade in conjunction with an operation 
with the Americal Division. The movement of the Headquarters & Support 
Company from Bien fua to the area behind Division Support CollDlland 
at Camp Eagle was completed on 17 May 1969. This move was initiated 
on 1 May 1969. The mission of Headquarters & Support Company at 
the present time is to provide division-level medical service and unit
level medical service, as required, on an area basis to divisional unite 
operating in the division base area. These units include RHO 101st 
Airborne Division, 101st MP Company, 10th Chemical Platoon, 101st 
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MI Detachment, HHC & Band 1Olst Airborne Division Support CommmI, 
426th Supp3y & &mice, 265th RRC, slat Signal, and 5th Transportation 
Battalion, Total population supported is approximately 25X0, On 24 
July 1969, the Air Ambulance Platoon (Eagle Dust-Off) acq&ml one (1) 
U)HdA heucopter to use on an exp8tiemtd basis0 It is the contention 
that the IQH can be uti&xci to make aercmmiical evacuation pixk-ups in 
areas too small to fly the UH-1H to the ground, necessitating the WC) 
of the hoist with jungle penetrator or stokes litter, It is anticipated 
that a 30 day period will give u9 mough statistics upon which to 
determine the value of the IL)H a3 an aeraedical evacuation helicopter, 

20 As in previous quarters, the 326th Medical Battalion ha3 
continued the allocation of its ass&s in order to provide med.ica.l 
service to the lOlst Airborne Division throughout the ent%re area of 
operation, In addition, the clearing platoon, A Company, was deployed 
with the 1st Brigade to Tm iQO Eagle Dust-Off operation3 have continued 
their aercmdical evacuation support of the Division, to include the 
support of operations of the lst Brigade at Tam II& The results of 
using a LN-6A helicopter for medevac missions will. be cuupil8d and 
reported in the n& quarterly On, Duringthe report periodJl.~ 
missions were flown, evacuating 340lpatients (includes 36 KIAs), 
The number of hoist missions pulled was a2 with &'?I. patients being 
evacuated0 Also, 3 5 POWs were taken by Dust-Off to medical faciUtieso 

3,, The following are the medical statistics for 326th Medical 
Battalion for the ptiod 1May though 31 July 1969; 

Total patients seen a% clearing s~tiono.OO.OObO~~*.**~~*~ 8,915 

Total dental patients 0@004000***0000000000Q000000Q~QQ00e00 2,353 

Total admissions 0oe0~090000o0o00e0*0Qo*ooo~oe*oeo*Qoooo~*0 629 

Total transferred Q000000000o00*00o0**eo*oooooQeoo*eQooeooo 812 

IRHA 0Q0e0000009000000000oooo~Qoo~oQ*~~**oeQ*ooo~oo~oooo~oo 204 

464 

Malaria 0000*Q000000000.*0.0*0.*Q**~~QQ~~~***~*Q.***.~0~880 66 
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HI Detachment, HHC & Band lO~t Airborne Division Support Commani, 
426th Supply & Service, 265th RRC, SOlst Signal, and 5th Transportation 
Battalion. Total population supported is apprOximately 2500. On 24 
July 1969, the Air Ambulance Platoon (Eagle I>ust-orr) acquired one (1) 
1.OH-6A helicopter to use on an experimental basis. It is the contention 
that the l.OH can be utilized to make a.eromedical evacuation pick-ups in 
areas too small to fly the UH-1H to the ground, necessitating the use 
of the hoist with jungle penetrator or stokes litter. It i8 anticipated 
that a 30 day period will give us SlOugh statistics upon which to 
determine the value of the l.OH as an aeromedical evacuation helicopter. 

2. As in previoW! quarters, the 326th Medical Battalion has 
continued the allocation of its assets in order to provide medical 
service to the Wlst Airborne Division tm-oughout the entire area of 
operation. In addition, the clearing platoon, A Compa.n.y, was depioyed 
with the 1st Brigade to Tam Irir. Fagl" I>ust-{)ff operations have continued 
their aeromedical evacuation support of the Division, to inclwie the 
support of operations of the 1st Brigade at Tam Irir. The results of 
using a 1.OH-6A helicopter for medevac missions will be compiled and 
reported in the next quarterly ORU.. During the report period, 2137 
missions were flown, evacuating 3401 patients (includes 36 KIAs). 
The number of hOist missions pulled was 242 with 471 patients being 
evacuated. Also, 35 PeWs were taken by I>ust-{)ff to medical facilities. 

3. The following are the medical statistics for 326th Medical 
Battalion for the period 1 May through 31 July 19691 

Total patients seen at clearing station ••••• oo ••• o •••••••• 8.915 

RFX:APITUI.A TION 

NBc....................................................... 464 
MEDICAL DISEASE? 
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(AiITIlObile) 
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for Period Ending 31 July 1969, Ra WOR-65 (RI) (U) 

Diarrhea o,*9et..Oe~*eoeee~Qoooe...~....ooeee~e.~*o.~e~oe~o 596 

Skin M seases *~00*~.....0.....ooeee.ooeoe~~oeoooeoooo..~~o~ 1,007 

N/F O~*6*o4*00*6..o.0d.0ooo.eoooeooooeoo..o.~.oo~~oeoe..ooo 368 

Gastroenteritis o..e*..Ob* . . . . . . . . ..0...0.ooe.o.o*.eo.o*.o* 324 

Foot Problems . . . . ..*.e....oo.e.0.ee*e.o.*....e..~o.o..~oo. 432 

Heat Injuries vQoOO...*.OQ.....OOO*..*~~ooo~eoo.eoe.~~.~~~o 3Q3 

VD Oo*00.0~Q6,~**.00....o~.*..~...o.*.*..~...ooo.~oo~o.o*oo 295 

Med Evac Missions 0.0~0000*...0.000..0e.....o.....*o.*~.o~* 1,099 

Med Cap IX Total Number of Persons Treated........,....,,. 483 

MedIcal %~ppIi.y: L&W+ line items shipped at approdtely 26JlfI pounds0 

K, (u) sKwL: 

The WI.& Signal Battalion continued to provide comun3xations 
support for Division Operations Kentucky Jumper, Apache Snow, 
Campbell Streamer, and to Operation lma~ Plain conductti by 
the 1st Brigade attached to the America1 Mvision. It operated 
L+-charmel VHF systems at FB's ROY, BESTOW, BlRKNGHAM, mm, 
Bl!Z?CmGADa, l3AGLE3 NEW, CURFtAHEEi, BLAZE,RAKKASAK, and to 
Lz sAz&;y, cllMp mms, and mm BEACH, In th8 America1 Mvisicm AD, 
it operated &-channel systems between F%'s KAU DOC, PRQFmIONAXI, 
and the 1st Brigade Base Camp at Tam Q0 The BattakLon also 
operated stations in the Mvision Admin/Ug Net (HF/m/R'T'T) and 
the M-vision O&I Net (HF/m/RTT) from Tam Q to Camp E&e0 
In support of plans for the deployment of a Mvision TAC Cod 
Post the Battalion formulated plans for the Installation of five 
RT-524% and one GRC4D6 in a CONEX cont&ner, and the installation 
of a dismounted AN/KG18 in another CONEX container to allm 
rapidly deployable and responsive commtications, Duringthis 
period, the Battalion filled 52 requests for public address 
systems, completed 291 work order for orgnnizational electronics 
repair, and 331 work orders for direct support maintenance of 
crypt0 equipment9 

1, During the reporting period, engineer assets were heatil;y 
committed to firs base constructfon and improve3nent in support of 
the Mvision's Operation Kentucb Jmper. Nine mw fire bases wme 
constructed, ranging from F%3 DAVIS in northern Thus Thien Province 
to Z's m atop Bach Ma MountaS; in the south, Additionally, the 
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Diarrheao ••••••••••••••• eo •••••••••••••••••••••••••• • o ••• o 596 

Sk:i.n Diseases •• ooo ...... .. ........... . .............. . ... . .. ., 1,007 

Gastroenteritis ........ . ................................ '0' 324 

Foot Problems •..... " ...... .. ............................ 0.. 432 

VD ...... ... . . . .. .... . .. . ..... . .... . ..... . .... . ............... . 0 . 0 295 

Mad Cap II Total Number of Persons Treated . . . ........ .. ... 483 

Medieal Supply: 4994 line items shipped at approximately 26,710 pounds. 

K. (U) SIGNAL: 

The 50lst Signal Battalion continued to provide eommuntcations 
support for Division Operations Kentucky Jumper, Apache Snow, 
Campbell Streamer, and to Operation Lamar Plain eonducted by 
the 1st Brigade attached to the Americal Division. It operated 
4-channel VHF systems at FB's ROY, BASTOGNE, BIRMINGHAM, AIROORNE, 
BFRCHTISGADEN, EAGLES N:EST, CIJRRAIIEE, BLAZE, RAKKASAN, and to 
LZ SAU.Y, CAMP EVANS, a.ro EAClLE BEACH. In the Americal Division NJ, 
it operated 4-channel systems between FSB's HAU DOC, PROFESSIONAL, 
and the 1s t Brigade Base Camp at Tam IriY, The Battalion also 
operated stations in the D:I. vision Admin/Log Net (HF /SSB/RTT) and 
the Division O&I Net (HF/SSB/RTT) from Tam IriY to Camp ~le. 
In support of plans for the deplorment of a Division TAC Command 
Post the Battalion formulated plans for the installation of five 
RT-524' s and one GRC-106 in a CONEX container, and the installation 
of a dismounted AN/MTC-lO in another CONEX container to allow 
rapi~ deployable and responsive communications. During this 
period, the Battalion filled 52 requests for public address 
systems, completed 291 work order for organizational electronics 
repair, and 331 work orders for direet support maintenance of 
crypt-o equipment 0 

L. ( U) »IGINEI!Ih 

1. During the reporting period, engineer assets were heaviq 
eollllllitted to fire base construction and improvement in support of 
the Division's Operation KentuclQ- Jumper. Nine new fire bases were 
constructed, ranging from FSB DAVIS in northern Thua Thien Province 
to FSB SLEDGE atop Bach Ma Mountair. in the south. Additionally, the 
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battalion was responsible for the construction of over 90 landing 
zones and a C7A Caribou pioneer airstrip on the floor of the A Shau 
Valley. At the brigade and Division base camps, engineers accomplished 
numerous base improvement missions including ToC's, FDC*s, helipads, 
bunkers, billets, and interior road maintenance0 In July, elements 
of the 326th &gineer B&t&on constructed a seven kilometer road 
betW8en Camp Eagle and FSB PANTHEIl III, 

20 Headquarters and Headquarters Company, 326th Engineer 
Battalion, was in general support of the battalion3 thresline 
companies for the duration of the reporting period, In that the 
equipment platoons are organic to the Headquarters Corn-, tksy 
were directly concerned with all eqtiment support in the Ditisionls 
area of operations, From 1 May through 31 July, the following 
equipxnent support was provided to the battalion% line companies 
and Divisional organizations: 

D5A Bulldozer d 2221 hours 

&!a - 4722 hours 

Cat ll2P Grader - U,lOhours 

Front Loader - U.66 hours 

3w4Bmkhoe - 787hours 

5 T Dump Truck: - 4091 hours 

2$ T Dump Truck - 2202 hours 

ap Providing the above supprt in the Mtisid s area of operations 
required ucl, "Chinookti (C?W$') and 192 %raneW (C&=54) sorties, These 
sorties constituted an overall. 30% increase over the previous quarter% 
requirements0 The equipment support rendered by Headquarters Company 
was utiUzed on more than 16 fire bases tith approximately 65 percent 
of the quarter's total effort devoted to assist in the construction of 
nine new fire bases@ 

bo In early June, Headquarters Cs*s trabing of pe~so~d. 
j.n techniques of secthonalhbg its heavy equipmnt for air movement 
paId off, The end result wa8 the ten day construction of a C';lrr 
Caribou p$aneer airstrip on the floor of the A 3hau Valley. &uipment, 
includbg four D5A bulldozers, two M450 bulldozers, two TL6 
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battalion was responsible for the construction of over 90 landing 
:!.Ones and a Cn Caribou pioneer airstrip on the floor of the A Shau 
Valley. At the brigade and Division base camps, engineers accompli"hed 
numerous base improvement missions including TOC's, FOO's, helipacis, 
bunker", billets, and interior road maintenance. In July, elements 
of the 326th Engineer Battalion constructed a seven kilometer road 
between Camp Eagle and FSB PANTI!I!R III. 

2. Headquarters and Headquarters CompaI\Y, 326th Engineer 
B .. ttalion, was in general support of the battalion's threeline 
companies for the duration of the reporting period. In that the 
equipment platoons are organic to the Headquarters Company, they 
were directly concerned with all equipnent support in the Division's 
area of operations. From 1 ~ through 31 July, the following 
equipment support "'as provided to the battalion's line companies 
and Divisional organizations: 

D5A Bulldozer - 2221 hours 

M450 - 4722 hours 
r,; 

Cat ll2F Grader - 1410 hour" 

Front loader - 1166 hours 

3414 Backhoe 587 hours 

MllS-lOO 590 hours 

5 T Dump Truck - 4091 hours 

~ T Dump Truck - 2202 hours 

a. Providing the above support in the Division's area of operations 
required l44 "Chinook" (CII-47) and 192 "Crane" (CM-54) sorties. These 
sorties constituted an overall 30% increase over the previous quarter's 
requirements. The equipment support rendered by Headquarters Company 
"'as utilized on more than 16 fire bases wi th approx!.mate~ 65 percent 
of the quarter's total effort devoted to assist in the construction of 
nine new fire bases. 

b. In ear~ June, Headquarters Company's training of personnel 
in techniques of sectionalizing its heavy equipaent for air movement 
paid of!. The end result _s the ten day construction of a C7A 
Caribou pioneer airetrip on the floor of the A Shau Valley. Equipnent. 
including four D5A bulldozers, two M450 bulldozers, tltO TD-6 
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bulldozers (Seabees), two MRS-lOO%, four graders, two backhoes, 
five j/4 ton dump trucks, three sheepsfoot rollers, two Vibrapacs, 
and one l>whesl roller was staged from Camp Eagle to FSB BLAZE on 
5 June and from FSB BLAZE to LZ FOW on 6 June. C Company's 
1st Platoon received the mission of initial land clesring of the 
runway, approaches, and clear zones and was inserted with the 
infantry security on 5 June, 

Initially, the min concern centered around the problem of standing 
water* The water table in the valley was N&!IR~~ high and had to be 
lowered in order to dry out the soil, cMaf4 of clay silt compoaitiono 
In addition, bomb and shell craters in the area varied from ten to 
thirty feet in diameter and were filled with watera After rough 
clearing and stripping had been accomplished, parallel drainage 
ditches were cut to petit the water to dra+ As the runway dried, 
the remaining organic silty material on top was stripped and dumped 
outside the ditch lineso At station 'l.O+OO (l,Oa, fed) a 36 inch 
diameter culvert, 90 feet long, was placed under the runway0 The 
culvert,pceassembled at Camp Eagle, was airlifted to 32 FOXY in 
four sections a.114 installed tithout difficulty. The remainder of the 
construction effort was devoted to building up the runway surfaces 
and compaction to obtain the desired CBR, 

On 13 June, runway marl&g panels were placed and the strip 
was checked by Air Force representatives0 A WA CarUmu, 
"Flying Virginia, n landed at I2 FOXlY at 1520 hours0 It off-loaded 
supples and departed, The aircraft utilized approximately 700 
feet of the rumvays 1!500 feet on both landing and take-off, 
Following the Caribou*s departure, equipment was dismantled for 
airlift to Camp E&gle the following morning. Actual construction 
time was 54 hours0 

co Five kilometers south of Camp Xagla was the locatfon'of a 
deserted FSB, designated Panther IL1 (Later redesignated F'SB Arsenal.)+ 
Xn the area surrounding thzLs FSB and south in the mountain regions, 
the enesrry launches most of their 122mm rocket attacks against Camp 
Eagle and Phu Bai miUtary complexes. In order to cover this area 
with artillery fire it was decided to reopen Panther III0 The 
reopening was to have a secondary function also; it was to be 
constructed in a very deliberate manner; for use as a training 
model as well as a functional m. Due to its close proldmity 
t.= Camp Eagle, it was decided to resupply the F$B by road rather 
thanair, Thus, on 4 July, IIHC 326th E@ineer Batttion mmbmd 
the responsibility for constructing a road to m Arsenal0 w 
different recons were required prior to tMs date i.n selecting 
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bulldozers (Seabeea), two MRS-1OO's, four graders, two backhoes, 
five 3/4 ton dump trucks, three sheepsfoot rollers, two Vibrapac8, 
and one 13-wheel roller was staged from Camp Eagle to FSB BLAZE on 
5 June and from FSB BLAZE to LZ FOXY on 6 June. C Company's 
1st Platoon received the mission of initial land clearing of the 
runw~, approaches, and clear zoneS and was inserted with the 
infantry security on 5 June. 

lnitial~, the main concern centered around the problem of standing 
water. The water table in the valley was extreme~ high and had to be 
lowered in order to dry out the soil, chief~ of clay silt composition. 
In addition, bomb and shell craters in the area varied from ten to 
thirty feet in diameter and were filled with water. After rough 
clearing and stripping had been accomplished, parallel drainage 
ditches were cut to permit the water to drain. As the runway dried, 
the ~emaining organic silty material on top was stripped and dumped 
outside the ditch lines. At station 1.0+00 (1,000 fest) a 36 inch 
diamet.". culvert, 90 feet long, was placed under the runwrq. The 
eul vert, J2'eassembled at Camp Eagle, was air lifted to LZ FOXY in 
four sections an<l. installed without difficulty. The remainder of the 
construction effort was devoted to building up the r~ surfaces 
and compaction to obtain the desired CBR. 

On 13 June, runway marking panels were placed and the strip 
WaS checked by Air Force representatives. A C7A Caribou. 
"Flying Virginia,· landed at LZ FOXY at 1520 hours. It off-loaded 
supplies and departed. The aircraft utilized approximate~ 700 
feet of the runways 1500 feet on both landing and take-off. 
Following the Caribou's departure, equipnent Was dismantled for 
airlift to Camp Eagle the following morning. Actual construction 
time was 54 hours. 

c. Five kilometers south of Camp Eagle was the location' of a 
deserted FSB, designated Panther III (later redesignated FSB Arsenal). 
In the area surrounding this FSB and south in the mountain regions, 
the enemy launches most of their 122mm rocket attack~ against Camp 
Eagle and Phu Bai military complexes. In order to cover this area 
with artillery fire it was decided to reopen Panther III. The 
reopening was to have a secondary function also; it was to be 
constructed in a very deliberate manner; for use as a training 
model as well as a functional FSB. Due to its close proximity 
to Camp Eagle, it was decided to resupp~ the FSB by road rather 
than air. Thus, on 4 J~, IIHC 326th Engineer Battalion received 
the responsibility for constructing a road to FSB Arsenal. Man;y 
different recons were required prior to this date in selecting 
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the final trace@ The road started to follow one ridgeline, but when the 
~lope3 became prohibitive, &de hill cuta were requited, The hl11 w 
which PSB Arsenal ia losatc+d is very steep ati peat care had to be 
exercised in mking these side hill CU~ZI~ 'TWO main &X~SUTU!I ~61'~ 
encountered and in each one were placed 2-60" ~-V&X of 9' length, 
Two other areas had culverts emplaced of 2-36” in diameter ad 30' 
in len,$h, Construction of the road to Panther XIX protided 
support to the Division wkile concurrently providing training 
md experience to the engineers, The emplacanent and construction 
of ttTems Fords" was a first for the battaUonn The topography of 
the trace of the road was such that valuable experience in making 
side Nil cuts and stage method techniques wa8 gained, 

d, The Headquarters Company also had the re~~nsibiJ.ity of 
providing tactical potable water for the Mtision* TO do thi8 
there were water points at An IO Bridge, FSB CURRAm, FSB 
BI.KWXAM, Tam Ky, Eagle Bemzh, and Camp k&e, Wng the 
quarter 6,342,x1 gallons of potable water were produced and 
distrjbuted by these water potits, Other operationa successfully 
accmpUshed by the Headquarters Company included dust auppressim 
at the four principle brigade and Dltision base camps; rec0nnai8aance 
mi&ona of tactical bridges and lines of c-cations, btmkarb, 
md towers, Additionally, the cosrpan(y provided equipenk atzpport 
of the 1st Brigade’s reinforcennent of the Amex%al Mtisione 

3 O In support of the 45th Fhgineer Group1 s construction of 
Route 547 from FSi3 BASDGm to the A Shau Vallw, cleraants of the 
326th tiginear Battalion cleared five security l&ng wnea ticated 
along the routea Marty of these Lan&Lng 2ones M to be rappelled 
into due to the thick jungle terrz&n* 

1, The mission of the 160th Aviation Group A.8 to protide 
aviation support to the Mtierion and aviation special staff persomml 
to the Division Headquartera. 

a0 During the 92 day period 1 May 1969 through 31 July 19k9, 
the 160th Aviation &oup provided continuous aviation suppofi to 
the combat operationer of the 1Olst Airborne Mvf.siono w 
support involve the Vbmtu~~ JUIR~" CUUW~~ of wMch the last 
pbasa of "Massachus&ts Strikurv was the m&r opera&m 8wed0 
Additioncil, operations supported durbg “Kentucky Jumper’” inebied 
the h8t ten day8 Of “&i8bl k&8,” the initial assatit of 
“Apache %owtt into the A Shau Valley, eontIming slrppcwt of 
operation nCnmpbeU Stream=" which began on Il.3 July and continue# 
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the final trace. The road started to follow one ridgeline, but when the 
'lopes became prohibitive, .ide hill cuts were required. The hill upon 
;:hich PSB Arsenal is located is very steep and great care had to be 
exercised in making theee side hill cuts. Two main streaul were 
encoWltered and in each one were placed 2-W" culverts of 50' length. 
Two other area. had culverts emplaced of 2-36" in diameter and 30' 
in length. Construction of the road to Panther III provided 
"upport to the Division while concurrent~ providing training 
",>d experience to the engineers. The emplacement and construction 
of "Texas Forde" was a first for the battalion. The topography at 
the tr~ce of the road was such that valuable experience in making 
side hill cuts and stage method techniques was gained. 

d. The Headquarters Company also had the responsibility of 
providing tactical potable water for the Division. To do this 
there were water point' at An u, Bridge, FSB CURRAHEE, FSB 
BlcMIIIGHAM, Tam Ky, Eagle Be8.ch, and Camp Eagle. During the 
quart.,. 6,J42,301 gallon. of potable water were produced and 
113trjbuted by these water points. Other operations succeasful~ 
accomplished by the Headquarters Company included du~t suppression 
,t the four principle brigade and Division base camps; reconnaissance 
mission. of tactical bridges and lines of communications, bunkers, 
and towers. Additional~, the company provided equipnent support 
of the 1st Brigade's reinforcement ot the Americal Division. 

3. In support of the 45th Engineer Group'. construction ot 
Route 547 from FSB BASTOGNE to the A Shau Valle;y, elements of the 
J26th Engineer Battalion cleared five security landing zonae located 
along the route, Many of these landing zones had to be rappelled 
into due to the thick jWlgle terrain. 

M. (C) ARMY AVIATIONI 

1. The mission of the l60th Aviation Group is to provide 
aviation support to the Division and aviation special staff personnel 
to the Division Headquarters. 

, 
a. During the 92 day period 1 May 1969 through 31 July 1969, 

the l60th Aviation Group provided continuous aviation support to 
the combat operations of the lOlst Airborne Division. Primar)' 
support involVed the "Kentucky Jumper" campaign of which the lut 
phase of "Massachusetts Striker" was the major operation supported. 
Additional operations supported during "Kentucky JUIIp8I'" 1neluded 
the last ten days of "Bristol Boote, n the initial assault ot 
"Apache Snow" into the A Shau Valle;y, continuing support ot 
operation "Campbell Streamer" which began on 13 July and continues 
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1Olst AHB has also provided an attack 
support Alpha and Bravo compani83 located 
of the 1st Brigade during operation %amar 

b, Concurrent operations supported throughout the reporting 
period involved the USXC, Special Forces FOB, CCN and tha nonma 
five minute standby for dust-ff escort and other txmrgencias. 

20 The following statistical data is provided for the reporting 
periodr 

JtXRCRAFT 
UNXT HRS mwJ fsfm!IEB, FJg ,lxms CARCO REfxnmu* 

101 AHB 14,866 @Pm 46,032 2,701 

1% AH6 u,7J.4 51,116 74,13G 2,427 

159 AsJB 10,131 z&Q13 64,539 51, a.8 U6 

163 Arm Co (S) 242 12,106 10,936 

3. Ehnanta of the 160th Aviation Group participeted in over 
488 combat assaults, 

4* 75 incidents of ground fjsa was record& Identification of 
incidents by mission Is as follows; 

Jt!iilJ AH-1C CH-4~ G&-54 

Armed Escort 1 

hed Helicopter Close Suppcsrt 1 

Troop Helicoptar Operations 19 1 

Ingistical Resupply 30 6 1 

Other (FOB, CCN, sniffer, 16 
Flare, etc.) 

5. Aircraft loasea incurred during opuratfons are as Potit 

DAMAGED DEsmm !2z& 

combat 6 4 10 

Non-combat 22 8 30 

43 
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as of this date. The 101st AHB has al60 pronded an attack 
helicopter platoon to .upport Alpha and Bravo companies located 
at Chu Lai in support of the 1st Brigade during operation "Lamar 
Plain .. " 

b. Concurrent operations supported througbout the reporting 
period involved the t5MC, Special Forces FOB, CON and the normal 
five minute standby for dust-off escort and other <IIIergencies. 

2. The following statistical data is provided for the reporting 
period, 

AIRCIlAF'l' 
.!!!!IT !iRS FLOWN SORTIl!S EM TONSC~OO RJ!XX)v:mr~ 

101 AHB 14,866 42,500 46,032 2,701 

158 AHB 18,714 51,116 74,1)0 2,427 

159 ASHB 10,151 29,013 64,539 51,218 

163 Avn Co (1lS) 2,412 12,106 10,586 

3. El<lllents of the 160th Aviation Group participated in oYer 
488 combat assaults. 

4. 75 incident. of ground fire "a8 recorded. Identification of 
incidente by mission is as follows. 

UH-1H AH-1G Q!l::it1 

AnledEscort 1 

Armed Helicopter Close Support 1 

Troop Helicopter Operations 19 1 

Logistical Resupply 30 6 1 

Other (FOB, CON, Sniffer, 
Flare, etc.) 

16 

5. Aircraft 10sse. incurred during operations are as follows. 

DAMAGI!D DESTROYED roT,u. 

Combat 6 4 10 

Non-Combat 22 8 30 

43 
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DAMAGEiD TOTAL 

TQtdJ3 28 12 tco 

N, (u) INFORMATION: 

The Division Information Office during the reporting period 
submitted 1879 hometown news r&eases to the hometown center in 
Kamas city* In addition, this office published smm editions 
of the Division newspaper, ItThe &reaming &g&,n one edition of 
the Mtision magazine, Rendezvous With D&Am, and thaflrst 
edition of the Division publication, Pictorial Yearbook, 196& ' 

Coverage has been provided for 22 visiting general officers 
or equivalent and support has been provided to 63 correspondentso 
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Totals 

N. (U) INFORMATION: 

DESTROYED 

12 

The D1 viaion Information Office during the reporting period 
submitted 1.879 hanetown new. releases to the hometown center in 
Kan ... s City . In addition, this office published seven editions 
of the D1 vision n .... spaper, "The Screaming Eagle,' one edition of 
the D1 vision magazine, Rendenow With DestW, and thefl.ret 
edition ot the Division publication, Pictorial Yearbook. 1968. 

Coverage has been provided for 22 visiting gen .... al of tie ..... 
or equivalent and support has been provided to 63 correspondent •• 
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10 Use of Light Observation Helicopter @OH) 

a. Observation: Wring recent vations the OH-6A has been 
particularly valuable in the evacuation of wounded frou~ forward areas 
and for delivery of munition and other essential supplies to elements 

in contact, 

&ziLuation: DuPing periods of hea 
7 

close contact UH-Ui 
he.l$&ers (resupply and mecUcal evacuation were not able to land 
in the vicinity of troops wlthout receiving heavy ground fire* The 
OH-& with its great maneuverability and speed was able to get in 
and out of small forward landing zones with little difficulty. There=- 
fore, casualties were extracted frown the forward 12, by OH-& to a 
larger secure I2 away fran the contact area0 F'rm U@?e thag were 
further evacuated by the UH-1H MEDEVAC aircrai% munition, medical 
supplies and water were likewise shuttled by I#H from the secupe IZ 
to the forward positton, relieving the cnmmnnder of troops of the 
responsibility of carrying these men and supplies over a long 
distance, This use of the OH-6A helicopter has become standing 
operating procedure in this Division. With contact inm&nent a 
SIEU U is cleared to the rear of the attacking troops* The LOH 
will provide not only XEDVAC capability, but will keep the troops 
supplied with munition and other combat es~entiaUO 

co Reoonrmandation: That this use of the OH-6A (LDH) be test& 
to see if it is feasible in other areas or only pectiar to this 
theater, 

20 Target Making Methods for C-47 h’dips 

a0 Observation: During C~OUQ or misty nights it has been difficult 
to accurately direct the fires of the C-47 gunship& The aerial flare8 
are not sufficient to Ught up a target, particularly when the wind 
curies the flare out of the target area0 

bo E3mluation: A more accurate means of target indication is 
necOs~o The Blrmn mortar is an effective syrsteQI of xearking targets 
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II. Section 2. Lessons- I.arn«i! 9s-nn'nder's ObssryatiOJ!l!. Eyal.!!&= 
tions and RecQlllllsndations. 

None 

B. (C) OPmATIONS: 

1, Use of Light Observation Helicopter (1OH) 

a, Obs&rvation: During recent operat1ODsthe OH-6A has been 
particularly valuable in the evacuation of wounded from forward areas 
and for delivery of ammunition and other essential supplies to elements 
in contact, -

b, Evaluation: During periods of heav:y close contact UH-1H 
helicopters (resupply and medical evacuation) were not able to land 
in the vicinity of troops without receiving heavy g!'Ound fire. The 
OH-6A with its great maneuverability and speed was able to get in 
and out of Sll&ll forward landing zones with little dif'f1culty. There
fore, casualties were extracted trom the torward IZ, by OH-6A to a 
larger secure IZ away tran the contact area. From there they were 
further evacuated by the UH-1H MEDE'lAC aircraft. AzIInun1tion, medical 
supplies and water were likewise shuttled by 10H trom the "ecure IZ 
to the forw-ard position, relieving the commander ot troops of the 
responsibility of carrying these men and supplies over a long 
di stance. This use of the OH-6A helicopter has become standing 
operating procedure in this D1 vision, With contact imminent a 
amall IZ is cleared to the rear of the attacking troops. The LOH 
will Ir0vide not only MEDE'lAC capability, but will keep the troops 
supplied with ammunition and ot.her combat essentials. 

c. R8COlII!lsndation: That this use of the OH-6A (1OH) be tested 
to see if it is feasible i n other areas or only peculiar to this 
theater. 

2. Target Marking Methods for C-47 Gunships 

a. Observation: During cloudy or misty nights it has been dif'ficult 
to accurately direct the fires of the C-47 gunships. Tha aerial flares 
are not sufficient to light up a target, particularly when the wind 
carries the flare out of the target area. 

b. lI:val.uation: A more accurate means ot target indication is 
necessary. The 8lJ1m lIlortar is an effective system or marking targets 
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for the gunships. The mortar is laid on the target and an illumination 
round is fired and fuzed SO that it ignites just before impact and 
continues to burn upon hitting the ground. III this manner, the gunship, 
while illuminating a general area with its flares, is also aware of the 
specific target0 

co Recommendatian: Recammend targets for C-4? gunships, during 
conditions of adverse visibility, be marked with Blmm illumination 
rounds0 

3e Sapper Attacks 

a0 Observation? Elements of this Division suffered four well-planned 
and well-executed sapper attacks during the reporting period. Only one 
of these attacks was detected prior to the enefx~~ force penetrating: the 
defensive perimeter, and this was due to an ale& sold&& rather &an a 
sophisticated device, 

bo Evaluation: A defensive position manned & alert soldiers 
with good observation and fields of fire cannot be breachad by stealth, 
Reconnaissance by fire and H and I fires will merely delay an aq of 
this type, Trip flares and other early warning devices can be effective 
neutralized b a careful enew, but the alert sentry suffers none of 
these disadvantages0 If given proper rest and proper tools (starlights 
and other NOD), the cambat soldier can easily disrupt the best laid 
plans of a sapper unit. Through increased efforts cm training and 
mental preparation of the individual soldier, sapper attacks can be 
effectively neutralized0 

co Recommendation: That BCT and AIT curriculutns includeafamiliar- 
ization course on sapper units, missions, and tactics0 

k. Use of Open Fighting Positions in Static Defense 

a0 Observation: Defense of static positfans cannot rely on head* 
bunkered positions entirely, Only open fighting positions can offer 
the degree of observation and fire needed to insure an adequate defmw~ 

bo Evaluatian: Persamrel in bunkers often have an extrem- mted 
view of their assigned sectors though portds of the fortification0 The 
ability to hear is measurably impaired. There is a tandency far Personnel. 
who fight from a War to becgne too cmfartable and the hat~%S Of 
falling asleep are much greater0 
by use of open fighting positiwls. 

U d these disadvantages are *ated 

co Recmendation: Th& defense of static positions rely primarily 
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for the gunships. The mortar is laid on the target and an illumination 
round is fired and fuzed SO that it ignites just before impact and 
continues to burn upon hitting the ground. In this manner, the gunship, 
while illuminating a general area with its flares, is also aware of the 
specific target. 

c. Recamnendatioo: Reccmnend targets for C-47 gunships, during 
conditions of adverse visibility. be marked with 8ln11n illumination 
rounds. 

). Sapper Attacks 

a. Observation: nements of this Division suffered four well-planned 
and well-executed sapper attacks during the reporting period. Only one 
of these attacks was detected prior to the enony force penetrating the 
defensive perimeter. and this was due to an alert soldier rather than a 
sophisticated device. 

b. Evaluation: A defensive position manned by alert soldiers 
with good observation and fields of fire cannot be breached by stealth. 
Reconnaissance bi" fire and H and I fires will lIl9rely delay an enemy of 
this type. Trip flares and other early warning devices can be effectively 
neutralized by a careful en9ll\Y, but the alert sentry suffers nttle of 
these disadvantages. If given proper rest and proper tools (starlights 
and other NOD), the canbat soldier can easily disrupt the best laid 
plans of a sapper unit. Through increased efforts on training and 
mental preparation of the individual soldier, sapper attacks can be 
effectively neutralized. 

c. Recommendation: That BCT and AIT curriculums include a f8ll'.iliar
ization course on sapper unite, missions, and tactics. 

4. Use of Open Fighting Poaitions in Static Defense 

a. Observation: Defense of static positions cannot rely on heavily 
bunkered posit1C%ls entirely. ~~ open fighting positions can offer 
the degree of observatioo and fire needed to insure an adequate defense. 

b. :Evaluation: Personnel in bunkers often have an extremely limited 
view of their assi!?)1ed sectors through portals of the fortification. The 
ability to hear is measurably impaired. There is a tendency for personnel 
who fight fran a bunker to becane too canfortable and the chanCelS of 
falling asleep are much greater. All of these disadvantages are eliminated 
by uss of open fighting positions. 

c. Recanmendation: That defense of static pOsitions rely primaril,y 
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on open fighting positions backed up by bunkers for protection fran 
indirect fire, 

5e Use of Barrier Wire Within Fire l3ases 

a0 Observation: During sapper attacks supplanentary barrier wire 
within the fire base slows down and confuse3 the sapper 3hcU.d the 
perimeter wire be penetrated, 

bo EKLuation: As a result of the mortar and sapper attack on 
FB BERCHl'BGADEN, barrier tie within the fire base proved invaluable 
in confusing and slowing down, and channeU.zing the sappers once they 
penetrated the perimeter, The supplenentarg wire is emplaced after 
darkness and removed durixg the day, This concertina supplementary 
wire adds depth to the more pemanmt outer defensive tire. 

co Recommendation3 That continuing eanphasia be placed on defensive 
techniques and tactics@ 

lo Course of Instruction for mginear Qtipmant Repairman 

a o Observationr Inspecting and diagnosing engineer equipment 
(i *eat chaln3aws, generators, fl3ma throwers) 5.8 very dffficult 
for the average repairm3no The traMng thay received during thtir course 
of instruction in CONUS is inadequate for application here in Vietnam 
where generator pwur is so critical, When daaVng with radar 
generators, for ~ple,time lo3t in improperly identFf@g the problm 
can multiply due to repair part return time, 

bo Evaluation: A school trained engineer equipment man has 
little opportunity to become acquainted with the type equippent which 
we use and generally lacks the knuwledge necessary for the situation, 

co Recommendations That an in-country school be made available 
for instruction and practical excrciee on 10 KW and other gemratorb, 
chainsaws, pumps, compra33or3, and refrigeration unit3 for men 
requiring this instruction0 

20 Insertion Procedure3 

a0 Observationr H&Ma of i.nsertingtro0pSilltonrarginalxz's 
or areaswhere there are no 3.2'~ is under continual. scrtiixy, By 
comparison with rappul. insertions, u3e of the Ir>ok (M-47) with 
ladder is a much quicker way to insert combat loaded troops with 
their equipmento 
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on open fighting position. backed up by bunker. for protection from 
indirect fire. 

5. Use of Barrier Wire Within Fire Base. 

e. Observation, During sapper attacks 8uppl_entary bo.rrier wire 
within the fire base slo"s down and confuse. the sapper should the 
perimeter wire be penetrated. 

b. Evaluation: As a result of the mortar and ."A:>er atta.ck on 
FB BmClfl'l!SGADJ!l'I, barrier wire within the fire base proved invaluable 
in confusing and slowing down, and channeli7.1ng the ""ppers once th..,. 
penetrated the perimeter. The supplenentary wire is emplaced after 
darlrne.9 and r6lll0ved durir.g the dey. This concertina suppl ... entary 
wire adds depth to the more permanent outer defensive wire. 

C. Re<:OIIIIIendation: That continuing _pha.i. be placed on defen.ive 
technique. and tactics. 

c. (U) TRAINING: 

1. Course of Instruction for Fhgineer Equij:IDO!JI'1t Repairman 

a. Observation: Inspecting and diagnosing engineer equij:IDent 
(i.e., chainoa"., generators, flame throwers) is very d1!ficult 
for the average repairman. The training th..,. received during their course 
of inetruction in CONUS is inadequate for application here in Vietnam 
where generator power is SO critical. When dealing with radar 
generators, for example, time loet in improper~ identifying the problem 
can multiply due to repair po.rt return time . 

b. Evaluation: A school trained engineer equij:IDent man bAa 
little opportunity to become acquainted with the type equij:IDent which 
"e use and genera~ lack. the knowledge necessary for the .ituation. 

c. Recommendation, That an in-eountry school be made available 
for inetruction and practical exerci.s on 10 KW and other generators, 
chAinsaws, pumps, compres80Ts, and refrigeration unit. for men 
requiring this inetruction. 

2. Insertion Procedures 

e. Observation, Method. of inserting troops into 1IIll'g1nal U' s 
or areas ",here there are no 12' S i8 under continual scrutiny. By 
comparison with rappel in.ertions, use of the hook (CS-47) with 
ladder is a much quicker ~ to ineert combat loaded troops with 
their equij:IDent. 
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b, Evaluation: 
S-16 minutes 0 

Rappel inserting four men per tfme takes from 
The hook with laddw has required as little as 18 

minutes to insert 31 fuUy loaded troops, Prior to deciding which 
insertion method will be used, certain items must be taken into 
consideration, The 32 must be relatively 3ecurc in order to permit 
U38 of a w-S!& Safety has to be stressed, particularly if the bok 
has to depart the area hastily, The best precaution is to have each 
troop rigged with Swiss seat, snap link, and gloves, 

co Reconrmendation: Continue to train all indiv5.duaI.s in both 
insertion methods, 
qualified persons, 

Trzbing and execution will be conducted by only 
Dev8lop techniques for in38rting accompanying 

supplies concurrently tith the troops by using the same aircraft@ 

lo Fabricated GrenadeRack System with XII54 CS Hand Grenades 
versus 20415, Canister Cluster, Tactical CS, When Used Against Point 
Targets 

a, Observation: Iktployment techniques for the XI415 munition 
from W-1 hel,icopters are not su.ffic$ently accurate for useagainst 
point targets, 

bo Evaluation: XMl.5 CS Clustxr are employed against targets b 
the bombardier estimating the drop point and the aircraft maintaining 
constant, ground speed and alti:ude over the target, Additionally, the 
minimum aployment altitude of 700 feet further reduces accuracy, 
Variation of th8S8 parameters restits in inaccurate drops, The grenade 
rack system is independent of aircraft ground speed and altitude and 
Qys down" a line source of agent CS reducing the criticality of the 
drop point0 

co Recommendation: That the fabricated grenade rack system be used 
in support of troops in contact when engaging point targets or when a 
high degree of accuracy is required0 The X5 munition system should 
be restricted to use against area targets and reconnaissance by fire 
roles0 

20 Bnploymsnt of 10%~~ Tactical CS Cartridge, XM629 

a0 Observation: Large concentrations of ~O$EU tactical CS fires 
are highly effective against personnel in bunkea-a without resptiatory 
~Ot8CtfOn. 

b0 Evaluationt On two occasions, a total. of 255 lO!G.mn CZ rounds 
i; :i 
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b. Evaluation: Rappel inserting four men per tiJne takes from 
8-16 minutes. The hook with ladder has required as little as 18 
minutes to insert 31 fully loaded troops. Prior to deciding which 
insertion method will be used, certain item. must be taken into 
consideration. The LZ must be relatively secure in order to permit 
use of a C1!-47. Safety has to be stressed, particularlJ 1i' the Ix>ok 
has to depart the area hastilJ. The best precaution is to have each 
troop rigged with SWiss seat, snap link, and gloves. 

c. Reconmendation: Continue to train all individuals in both 
insertion methods . Training and execution will b. conducted by or.ly 
qualified persons. Develop techniques for in.erting accompanying 
supplies concurrently with the troops by using the same aircraft. 

D. (C) CIIDIICM: 

1. Fabricated Grenade 'Rack Syst ... with XM54 OS Hand Grenades 
versus XM15, Canister Cluster, Tactical OS, When Used Against Point 
Targets 

a. Observation: I!lnployment techniques for the XM15 munition 
from UH-l helicopters are not sufficiently accurate for u.e~ilIst 
point targets. ' 

b. Evaluation: XMl5 OS Cluster are employed against targets by 
the bombardier estimating the drop point and the aircraft maintaining 
constant ground speed and alti~ude over the target. Additionally, the 
miniJnum ... ployment altitude of 700 feet further reduces accuracy. 
Variation of these parameter. results ill inaccurate drops. The grenade 
rack system is independent of aircraft ground speed and altitude and 
"lays down" a line source of agent CS reducing the criticality of the 
drop point. 

c. Recommendation: That the fabricated grenade rack system be used 
in 'upport of troops in contact when engaging point targets or when a 
high degree of accuracy i8 required. The XMl5 munition system slx>]ll,d 
be restricted to use against area targets and reconnaissance by fire 
rolea Q 

2. I!lnployment of 105m. Tactical CS Cartridge, Dl629 

a. Observation: Large concentrations of lO5am tactical CS fire. 
are highly effective againet personnel in bunkers witlx>ut respiratory 
protection. 

b. EvaluatiOn! On two occasions, a total of 255 lO5am OS rounds 
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were fired on three targets consisting of enenly personnel in bunkers, 
In one target area close to friendly positiontl, six to eigM NVA 
Wm8 observed abandoning iheir bunkers. They appeared to be COnfUSed 
and ran toward friendly positions where they were killad bp small 
arms fire* It was also observed that a heavy concentratibn of cs 
was required on the target before the above results were obtained, 
When CS round3 are fire point detonating, they can be adjusted closer 
to friendly locations than HE, Data corrections given in the firing 
tab18 suppleanent dated November 1967 were not accurate for transfer 
from HE to CS resulting in a 5CO meter error at a range of 7ooo 
m0t8rso This required the A&,al Observer to adjust to the target 
using Cs rounds, 

co Recommendation: That batteries fire at maximm rate of fire 
for two to three tinutes against all targets angaged with the 3.0%~ 
tactical CS cartridge, 204629 and that the data corrections given in 
the firing table supplement be corrected for more accurate transfer 
from HE: to CS rounds, Also, the 105mm CS round can be used in support 
of troops in contact when their close proximity to enemy positions precludes 
the use of HE, 

E, (C) INTELLICENC@ 

10 Significant Events and Activities 

a, Observation: During the past months significant events tithin 
the Division A0 were not published with the local analysis and forwarded 
to subordinate, later&l, and higherr headquarters* 

bo Evaluation: A system of publishing significant information in 
perspective was needed, A monthly period was decided upon to take 
tactical advantage of trends noted* 

co Solutionr A Monthly Intelligence &munary highlighting 
significant events and evaluating trends in en- activity was initiated, 
It is forwarded to interested commands NIX the 5th day of the month 
folIowing the month evaluat8& 

20 Weekly Intelligence Target Estimate 

a0 Observationt Pattern analysis revealed large concentrations of 
energy activity throughout the AQo A system of disseminattig the 
information to tactical comnanders was needed* 

bo Evaluationt Analysis of concentrated enemy activity was 

published in daily INWUMS and in special reports, however, insufficient 
emphasis was being placed on the exploitation of' these areas of interest0 
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were fired on three targets consisting of enemy personnel in bunkers. 
In one target area olo"e to friend~ positions, six to eight NVA 
were observed abandoning their bunkers. They appeared to be confused 
and ran toward friendly positions where they were Jdlled by small 
arms fire. It was also observed that a heavy concentration of CS 
was required on the target before the above results were obtained. 
When CS rounds are fire point detonating, they can be adjusted closer 
to rriend~ locations than HE. Data corrections given in the firing 
table suppl ... ent dated Nov ... bar 1967 were not accurate for tranefer 
from HE to CS resulting in a 500 meter error at a range of '/'000 
meters. This required the Aerial Observer to adjust to the target 
using OS rOWlds. 

c. Recommendation: That batteries fire at maximum rate of fire 
for two to three minutes against all targets engaged with the 10. 
tactical CS cartridge, XM629 and that the data corrections given in 
the firing table suppl ... ent be corrected for more accurate transfer 
from HE to CS rounds. Also, the 10. OS round can be used 1n support 
of troops in contact when their clo.e proximity to enemy positions pr"clud ,~s 
the Use of HE. 

E. (C) INTEl ITGil/CE: 

1. Significant Events and Activities 

a. Observation, During the past months significant evente within 
the Division AO were not published with the local an~sis and forwarded 
to subordinate, lateral, and higher headquarters. 

b. Evaluation: A system ot publishing significant information in 
perspective was needed. A monthly period was decided upon to take 
tactical advantage of trends noted. 

c. Solution: A Monthly Intelligence Sunmary highlighting 
significant events and evaluating trends in enemy activity was initia.ted. 
It is forwarded to interested commands NLT the 5th day of the month 
following the month evaluated. 

2. Weekly Intelligence Target Estimate 

a. Observations Pattern analysis revealed large concentrations of 
en""lf act! vitythroughout the AD. A "Yet ... of disseminating the 
information to tactical commanders was needed. 

b. Evaluation: Ana~8ia of concentrated enemy activity _s 
published in daily INTSUMS and in special reports, however, insufficient 
emphasis was being placed on the lXPloitation of theae areas of interest. 
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oa Solution3 The Z? %ection initiated a Week-Q Intelligence 
Targeting Report wtrich consists of a narrative description of 
intelligence information and overlays depicting the concentrations 
of activity; the report is forwarded to major subordinate and lateral 
colmDands, with an information copy to XXIV Corps0 

3* Reduction of Personnel Requiring Tactical Interrogation of 
Pw's Support 

a, Observatfonr When Brigade IPW Teams cannot be colocated titk 
the forward Brigade Cp, problems in communiwtion and tim8I.y collection, 
processing and dissemination of int&Lligence arise, 

b, &.luatLr,n: This occurred when the 36 Brigade GE' was moved 
f;*om Camp -as to FSB Berchtesgadern near the A Shau Valley, The Ifi? 
Team was left behind, along with other support elamenta when the 3d 
Brigade C? made its m0v8~ because there was no roa nor adequate 
facilities for the Seam at the fire base0 Evacuation and exploitatio!r 
of captured tiocrxments snd prisoners was greatly.delayed, and i.nterrog~t,iorx 
reports and document readouts w8re not r8aching Brigade and Division 
on a tj.maly basis0 Comunication between Division and 36 Brigade was 
often difficult, X-N. the separation of the Brigade CP from its homa 
base and support elements produced difficulties in PW/docum8nt 
evacuation and in s8nding interrogators and/or doc'tnnent readout 
specialists to tile Bripde Cp when reqtir&, 

S;r-L?~tion : 13 order to expedite and simptify IPW support to the 
13Agaiis LOW M.gade IF" zt?lzm was tmporarily disbanded and rejoined 
the IPW SectioI? at &ixLsion Headquarters, and a two-man interrogation 
5ca.m seat to 3% &zcXasgaden to support the Brigade, resulting in the 
folbtig: 

(1) Sinc8 tra,nSpOrtatiOn iS mOr8 r@adi~ avd.kLbb3 at %dsion 

H~~dnwrters than at Camp Evans or FSE! Berchtesgaden, the time eleJnt& 
involved in 8vacuaUng prisoners/documents is greatb reduced, and 
intelligence 62xL r,;cted fr~~il these sources of information reaches the 
Brjgade CF' on a more tknely batis, 

;2) Tha need for fr8qkent travel by IPW personnel between Camp 
Eagle andCamp F;viu?swas elated. 

(3) It was found that the two-man interrogation team at 3d Brigade! 
Cp (Forward) can provide the *igad s2 with tiediate support wh8n needed, 

F, (U) IDGISTICS~ 

1, Labeling of Crates at Depots 
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c. Solution: The G2 Section initiated a Weekly Intelligence 
Targeting Report which consists of a narrative description of 
intelligence information and overlays depicting the concentrations 
of activity; the report is forwarded to major subordinate and lateral 
commands, with an information copy to XXIV Corps. 

3. Reduction of Personnel Requiring Tactical Interrogation of 
!'W'. Support 

a. Observation: When Brigade II'W Team. cannot be colocated with 
the forward Brigade CP, problems in communication and timelJ' collection, 
processing and dissemination of intelligence arise. 

b, Evaluatir,n: This occurred when the 3d Brigade CP was moved 
f:'om CaMp 'WallS to FSB Berchtesgaden near the A Shau Vl1lley. The IP'II 
Team was left behind, along with other support elements when the 3d 
Brigade C'i' made its mov~, because there was no room nor adequate 
facilities for the team at the fire base. Evacuation and exploitation 

{ iJ) 

of captur'ed docllments and prisoners Was greatly. delayed, and interrogatior. 
reports and document readouts were not reaching Brigade and D1 vision 
on a time4' basis. Communication between Division and 3d Brigade was 
often dIfficult, a.:ld the separation of the Brigade Cl' from its home 
base and support elaments produced difficulties in ~I/document 
evacuation and in sending interrogators and/or document readout 
specialists to the Brigade Cl' when required. 

Co S,·,lut-iom I" order to exp~.dite and simplify II'W support to th~ 
B,.igada, t.ee Brigade IP'II team was temporarily disb~ded and rejoined 
the IP"tI Section at, Di vtsion !/aadquarters, and a two~ interrogation 
t'am seat \'0 fsa ikrc'icesgaden to support the Brigade, resulting in the 
following: 

(1) Since transportation is more readily available at Division 
Head0uarters than at Camp Evans or FSB Berchtesgaden, the time element 
involved in evacuating prisoners/documents is. greatly reduced, and 
intelligence ex~,."cted !'rofil these sources of information reaches the 
Brigade CP on a m~re time4' ba$l.s. 

(2) Th" n~ed for frequent travel by IPW personnel between Camp 
Eagle 'IIld Camp Evans was eliminated. 

(J) It was found that the two-man interrogation team at 3d Brigade 
CP (Forward) can provide the Brigade S2 with inmediate support when needed. 

F. (u) lOGISTICS: 

1. Labeling of Crates at Depots 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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a0 Obsemat~on: Duringthis reporting period,anrmrber of 
inventories have been taken of stocks on hand, The results of these 
inventox+ies have always been lem than ideal., 

bo Evaluation: Closer ecm&nationintotMsarea revealathat 
the prticipb crude of inomtory discrepancie8 stems frm iZUprOpm 
hbetig of the content3 of crates peCdW& This problem is compounded 
by the fact that about 10% of all iterns received in the Class IX, IV 
and III areas of s\apply arrive idmtified on TCMD aa %ene~P and 
without DD <Form 1348 attached. Until sach time as Depots can take 
necessary remdia3. action, a receiving procedure has been instituted 
that the contents may have been mered with (maq crate3 are 
opened at Depot and wme packs removed for issue), The crate will 
later be sealed and Rebanded and Shipped to a IN for ~SSUS with the 
lesser quantity indicated on an attached DD Form 1348 which subsequently 
becOm88 separated from the crate and is lb8to The receiving DSU 
assumes the ori&al quantity indicated an the crate to be correct0 
Another camman practice is to reuse undamaged crate for shipping 
supples from Depota, This practice generate8 inventory errors in 
that should the DD Farm 13i@ become detached and lost, the receiving 
EN asaunee the crate to be filled with the ~rigi.nal itan* If the 
old markings are not obliterated, and they seldon are, the receiver 
may not realize that a crate origin&& marked aa containfng a certain 
ittSll Of SUpp4 aCtt4%~ co&&l8 8OiUethiIlg tiS8s 

co Recoamnendation: That reused 0~ partially filled crates be 
properly labeled at Depots to refle&the exact quantity and type item 
within the box and that 02d mark5ngs be completely obliterated, In 
addition, a copy of IID Form I.348 should be glued to the exterrior of 
each crate indicating the reqtiaitioneFs document numb-, auppleppentary 
addre83ee, it5 nomenclstwe, m, lmit of 133ue, and quantity* 

20 Damage tic AiP Items 

a0 Observation: Bccesdve damage to air items is due to smoke 
grenadea burning netSo‘ 

be Evaluation: w hook pads on the fire bases are very mall0 
It is difficult to keep air items out of the area when smoke grenades 
arethrmto &pal heUcopters, Ibwever, the burning of net3 with 
amke gmnades is a usehss #a&e of valuable m&teri& 

co Recommendation: That SuppoPtd tit8 dig a Fdt to drsp 
smoke grenades into and use a guide to direct the pilot where to 
r&ea8e the load. 
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a. Observation: During this reporting period, a number of 
inventories have been taken of stocks on hand. The results of these 
inventories haV!! always been less than ideal. 

b. Evaluation: Closer ex.am1nation into this area reveals that 
the principle cause of inventory discrepancies stems from improper 
L,.beling of the contents of crates received. This prob1E111 is compounded 
by the fact tllat about 10% of all it_ received in the Class II, IV 
and III areas of supply am ve identified on TCMD as "Genes" and 
witlx>ut DD Form 13.48 attached. Until such time as Depots can take 
necessary remedial action, a receiving procedure has been instituted 
tllat the contents may have been tampered with (many crates are 
opened at Depot and some packs rsnoved for issue). The crate will 
later be sealed and Rebanded and Shipped to a DSU for issue with the 
lesser quantity indicated on an attached DD Form 1348 which subsequently 
becomes separated from the crate and is lost. The receiving DSU 
assumes the original quantity indicated an the crate to be correct. 
Another cOllman practice is to reuse undamaged crates for shipping 
supplies fran Depots. This practice generates inventory errors in 
tllat should the m Form 13.48 become detached and lost, the receiving 
llSU assumes the crate to be filled with the original item. If the 
old markings are not obliterated, and they seldon are, the receiver 
may not realize tllat a crate ori~ marked as containing a certain 
item at supply actually contains something else. 

c. RecOlllllendation: That reused or partially filled crates be 
properly labeled at Depots to reflect/the exact quantity and type its 
within the box and that old markings be completely obliterated. In 
addition, a copy of DO Form 13.48 slx>uld be glued to the exterior of 
each crate indicating the requisitioner' e document nUlllber, supplElllentary 
addreesee, item nomenclature, FSN, unit of issue, and quantity. 

2. Damage to Air It_ 

a. Observation: Excessive damage to air itl!ll1s is due to IlIIlOke 
grenades burning nets.' 

b. Evaluation: ManiY lx>ok pads on the fire bases are very small. 
It is difficult to keep air jtEIIIS out of the area when !IDOke grenades 
are thrown to signal helicopters. Ibwever, the burning of nets with 
smoke grenades is a ueeless waste of valuable material.. 

c. R~endation: That supported units dig a pit to drop 
smoke grenades into and use a guide to direct the pilot where to 
release the load. 

5/ 
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None 

1, Amplifier (AM-33491 Malfunction 

aa Observation: Pluctuations in voltage or low voltage is one of 
the rr.tdn cause8 of blown ampuff*3, 

b, Evaluation: Op era ora must monitor the voltmeter OR AN/QzC-l.42 t 
and AN/v%-2 radio SetSo 

c. Recommendation: That operators be instructed on the danger 
of operating with voltage fluctuation or low voltages* 

20 Unsatisfactory RTT Trammissions 

a, Observation: Poor RTT transmission has been experienced at 
short distances. 

and 
bo Evaluation: Tran~ssion 

polarization of the antennas, 
could be hqxoved bs prop= orientation 

co Recommendation: Unless operational necessity dictates other- 
wise, antennas of all stations in a net will be polarized, Leo9 whip 
to whip and doublet tc doublet, 

30 Radio Interfereme 

a, Observation: The UWl69/G (L-P) antenna normally usd with 
the AN/GE-l63 radio will increase the range of F'M commications, but 
it may also lead to ummnted interference in another unit% AO. 

b, Evaluation: When the 2d Brigade of the 1Olst Airborne Division 
initially deployLcd to F'S Whj.p near the A Shau Valley, severe interference 
wa6 received from a unit operating a movement control net at Da Nang at 3 
distance in excess of 60 IIM, The unit at Da Nag was using an A%%9/rJ 
&-PI antenna with a RT-J2& radio0 The frequency on which the interference 
was experienced had been assigned to both units on a low ~WW shared 
basis* Under normal conditions, both units would have been able to ' 
use the frequency witbaut, intmf&ng with the other. But due to the 
directitity and increased gz& asmciated with the As-2169/G b-p) 
mbxma, the unit in Ih Nag h,& fncrased its effective area of 
c-cations, and titerference resuLted on the shared frequmcyo 
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G. (U) ORGANIZATi1lN: 

None 

H. (U) SIGNAL: 

1. Amplifier (AH-3349) Malf1Dletion 

a. Observation: Fluctuations in voltage or low voltage is one of 
the main causes of blown amplifiers. 

b. Evaluation: Operators JIlUst monitor the voltmeter on AN/GRC-142 
and AN/VSC-2 radio sets. 

c. Recommendation: That operators be instructed on the danger 
of operating ..nth voltage fluctuation or low voltages. 

2. Unsatisfactory RIT Transmissions 

a. Observation: Poor RTT transmission has been experienced at 
short distances. 

(u) 

b. Evaluation: Transmission could be :iJnproved by proper orientation 
and polarization of the antennas. 

c. Recommendation: Unless operational neeessi ty dictates other
wise, antennas of all stations in a n$t will be polarized, i.e., whip 
to whip and doublet to doublet. 

3. Radio Interf erence 

a. Observation: The AS-2169/G (L-p) antenna no1'lllal4 used with 
the AN/GRC-l63 radio ><ill increne the range of FK cODlllunications, but 
it may also lead to unwanted interference in another unit's AO. 

b. Evaluation: When the 2d Brigade of the lOlst Airborne Division 
initially deployed to FSB Whip near the A Shau Valley, severe interference 
was received from a unit operating a movElllent control net at Da Nang at:> 
distance in excess of 6t) KK. The 1Dlit at Da Nang Was using an JS-2169/G 
(L-p) antenna ..nth a RT-524 radio. The frequency on which the interference 
was experienced had been assigned to both units on a low power shared 
basis. Under normal conditions, both units would have been able to . 
use the frequency without interfering with the other. But due to the 
directi vity and increased gain aSlIOciated with the A.S-2169/G (L-p) 
antenna, the 1Dlit in Da Nang had increased its effective area of 
Communications, and interference resul.ted on the shared frequency. 
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cs Reconkendation: when using the AS4169/G (L-P) tith a RT 
5U, or PRC-259 care must be taken to insure that&her units are not 
interfered with, Ukewise, all radio officem, particularly those 
who make fZWqU8nC.Zy aSSiQ-UI=ntS, should be made aware of these facts 
so that they will be able to recognize and solve this type of frequency 
problaw, 

40 Use of Aru*/MRC-6i. WF Terminal with ..,he AN/GRC-~~~ VHF Terminal 

a, Observ3tion: Tha AN/MRG68 and the ~@IG-l63 Radio Terminals 
are compatible, 

bo EvaluatiorL: The AN/QCC-163 and A.N/'MRC& VHF terminals can 
be used together, The combSnation will provide four voice channd~; 
however, the two additional TT circuits normally associated with the 
t2tE363 wAl.1 be lost, 

co Recometldatiz: That the AN/GRC-~~~ and AN/&C-68 be used for 
P VHF system xhen like tednaIl. are not available. 

I. (U) MAINTENANCE2 

1, Movie Projectors 

a0 Observation: Under th8Ctised ~opProgmm,units areturning 
in co~~~~~ial Bell and Hcwe.Xl and commercial Graflax projectors with 
Cine lenses, but are receiting military AN/PF'P-1 and military A%2 
type projectors in r&u-n, with Cine lenses0 

b, E&&x&ion: There are currently eight types of l&m projectors 
covered ly the Closed Loop Program. Of these, five are camercial 
projectors, manufactured by eNher Bell and Howell or Cmflex, and the 
other three are military standard projectors. Cine lenses have been 
procured for +,he cmercial. type projectors and are 5n the hands of 
units which have theso projectors. One of the Bell and Howell mad& 
j-s issued xtth the lms, wk',le the lens is 3 separate prOp&ty k3Ok 
iten for the o",her modelso The militmy standard projectors are not 
j--\-d with a Gina lenso .ar3b. A'rc The Cine lens that fits the colmn~cial 
projectors wi3 3 not fit the tiutary standard ~OjeCtorS b8CaU88 
of the differences 3x1 lens diameter and focal dist~llces~ 0x1 6 m 
1969, USARV Qxm-Electronics, was contacted. They indicated that there 
was a Cine lens for the AS-2 To&hors snd although therg did not 
have the F?3N immediately available, they indicated that thq would 
research it, Thq also indicated thd the commercial type projectors 
ware being phased. out of RVN and b&g replaced by the AN/Pm-l and 
AS-2 projectors 0 B-2 projectors are desQ,ned for f3.lm account 
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c. Recommendation: When using the AS-2169/G (L-p) with a RT 
524 or PRC-25, care must be taken to insure thatcther units are not 
interfered with. Likewise, all radio officers, particular~ those 
who make frequency assignm..nts, should be mad .. aware of these facts 
so that they will be abh to recognize and solve this type of frequency 
problem. 

4. Use of AN/MRC-bi VHF Terminal with \.he AN/GRC-163 VHF Terminal 

a. Observation: Th~ AN/MRC-68 and the AN/GRC-163 Radio Terminals 
are compatible . 

b. Evaluation: The AN/GRC-163 and AN/MRC-68 VHF terminals can 
be used together . The combination will provide four voice channels; 
however, the two additi onal TT circuits no~ associated with the 
GRC-163 will be lost. 

c. Recom:ne'1datia .: That ths AN/ GRC-163 and AN/MRC-68 be used f oc' 
e VHF system "hen like t.erminals are not available. 

I. (U) MAINTENANCEI 

1. MOvie Projectors 

a. Observation: Under the Closed leop Program, units are turning 
in cOUlllercial Bell and Howell and commercial Graflex projectors with 
Cine lenses , but are rece.iving military AN/ PFP-I and military 1$-2 
type projectors in retlwn, with Cine lenses. 

b. Evalua tion: There are currentJ.;y eight types of ll'mn projectors 
covered by the Closed lDop Program. Of these, five are caamercial 
projectors, maIlUfactured by either Bell and Howell or Graflex. and the 
other three are military standard projectors. Cine lenses have been 
procured for t he commercial type projectors and are in the hands of 
units which 'w.ve these pr:>jectors. One of the Bell and Howell models 
). 5 issued ,:1 t o the lens, wh."-le the lens is .. separate propet'ty hoo\< 
item for the o:'her models. The military standard projectors are not 
:b~'.t~ with a Cine lens. The Cine lans that fite the cOlllllercial 
projectors will not f1 t the llIilltary standard projectors because 
of the differences in lens diameter and focal. distances. On 6 May 
1969, USARV CoJzm..:&leCtrOniC8, was contacted. Th",. indicated that there 
was a Cine lans for the AS-2 pro,jectors and although th",. did not 
have the FSN ilIIIBediatel:y available, theT indicated that they would 
research it. They also indicated that the cOlllllerc1al type projectors 
were being phased out or RVN and being replaced by theAN/PFP-l and 
AS-2 projectors. AS-2 projectors are desi gned for fib! account 
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customers (entertainment) and the AN/PF'P-1 i8 designed far TOE 
customers (training aid), On 25 May 1969, information was rece3md 

for the effect that Cine lenses were available for +,he AN/m-1 
and As-7 projectors fn limited quantitias, but there is no tie 
lens available, in-cocntry, for the A%? projector. The avail- 
ability of these two lenses has not reduced the problem because 
these are projectors designated for TOE issue rather than troop 
morale and entertainment use0 

c. Recommendation: Recommend that aU serviceable Mne knses, 
that are carried as separate line itms, be turned in through 
maintenance channels as the respective projectors are turned in 
under the Closed Imp Program. These lenses will not fit the 
military standard projector they would get in return and are a ’ 
Mgh dollar item that could be reissued to other units that do not have 
Ci,m Lens for commercial type projectors. Turn4A credit, on issue 
document I)rs Form 2765-1, would be given the unit. Recommend that 
ICCV initiate immediate action to procure a Cim lens that will 
fit the As-2 projector in a quantity large enough to satisfy all 
film account customers who possess AS-2 projectors and/or will. 
receive AS-2 projectors under the Closed Ioop Program, 

2, ~~/mc-25 kdi0~ 

a. Observation: C~OSSI 3isop replacement of ~w/mc-25 farnib 
radio is extremely slow, 

b. Evaluation: The RT-95 and RT-843. receiver-transmitter for 
the AEj/BUG?j far&Q radios were declared to be closed loop items 
as of 1 by 196% Under the closed loop program, unserviceable 
itesasthatarenonrepairable at the DSlevel areturnedinthrough 
maintenance channels and a replacement serviceable item is issued 
in exchange* As of 4 July 1969, 31 each RT-505% and 4 each RT+l'e 
have been turned in for closed loop replacement, Of this quantity, 
27 each RT-y)!Ps (8&l%) and 4 each RT+l'a (lOC$) have been turned 
in for a period of 30 days or longer and 12 eat h RT+Q5*s (3%7$) 
and 4 each RT4+l*s (100%) have been turned in for an excess of 
60 days, This is too long a period between turn-in and replacement 
for a critical item and for a program that is designed to maintain 
a high degree of unit readiness by replacing unserviceable items rapidly, 

co Recommendation: Recommend that adequate assets be obtained 
to provide closed loop support for an item before the item is declared 
a part of the closed loop support program 
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customers (entertainment) and the AN/PFP-l i. designed far roE 
customers (training aid). On 25 May 1969, information was received 
for the effect that Cine lenses were available for the AN/PFP-l 
and AS-7 projectors in limited quantities, but there is no Cine 
lens available, in-country, for the A:S-2 projector. The avail
ability of these two lenses has not reduced the problem because 
these are projectors designated for roE issue rather than troop 
morale and entertainment use. 

c. Recommendation: Recommend that all serviceable Cine Lenses, 
that are carried as separate line items, be turned in through 
maintenance channels as the respective projectors are turned in 
under the Closed loop Program. These lenses will not fit the 
mill tary standard projector they would get in return and are a 
high dollar item that could be reissued to other units that do not have 
Cine Lens for cOll'lnercial type projectors. Turn-in credit, on issue 
document OS Form 2765-1, would be given the unit. Recommend that 
ICCV initiate immediate action to procure a Cine lens that will 
fit the AS-2 projector in a quantity large enough to satisfy all 
film account customers who possess AS-2 projectors and/or will 
receive AS-2 projectors under the Closed wop Program. 

2. AN/PRC-25 Radios 

a. Observation: Closed loop replacement of AN/PRC-25 fami~ 
radio is extremely slow. 

b. Evaluation: The RT-505 and RT-841 receiver-transmitter for 
the AN/fRC-25 fami~ radios were declared to be closed loop items 
as of 1 May 1969. Under the closed loop program, unserviceable 
items . that are nonrepairable at the OS leval are turned in through 
maintenance channels and a replacement serviceable item is issued 
in exchange, As of 4 J~ 1969, 31 each RT-505's and 4 each RT-841's 
have been turned in for closed loop replacement. Of this quantity, 
27 each RT-505' s (87.1%) and 4 each RT-841' s (loo:() have been turned 
in for a period of 30 days or longer and 12 each RT-505's (J8.7%) 
and 4 each RT-841's (100%) have been turned in for an excess of 
(fJ days. This is too long a period between turn-in and replacement 
for a critical item and for a program that is designed to maintain 
a high degree of unit readiness by replaCing unserviceable items rapi~. 

c. Recolllllendation: Recommend that adequate assets be obtained 
to provide closed loop support for an item before the item is declared 
a part of the closed loop support program. 

5'/ 



bo Ev0luation: The I Carps oc6ie Activity is bated in Da Nang, 
'Transportation to move materid. is either t)rraugh Hav facilities or 
by truck ccsvqu kvaaent w either of the two meam is time conswAng 
and costly to the GfmmwEermt. An attempt has bcemmdeto keeptmstztflce- 
able materM. cfn hand to tisure the aeabillty of serviceable 
su&.sseatblies and rum-mmly itans; Mever, lack af available 
storage space and lack of dieoIl;uhds causes the m%eriel to be shipped with 
aewiceabl.e item3 and non-supply itans Inta.&* 

co Remmmmdation: Reccmmmdthat ICorpe establish aCC@ 5 
Actidty in the Northen? I &rps, AlsOitisr~~ddtkatI COrpS 
establish a Controlled Camibalizdio~ Point in the Northm I: Corps 
area* ThSswould ~otideaUuz~U~witha~~ a.ctivftyti procure 
hard~ta get item0 and non-supply ftana pecuUar to eqyi@ in this 
area0 ,A CW kctitity in the Northern I Corps area would save valuable 
rmn hours and reduce the cost of preparation, transportation,, shi~ent 
ahtlturn-in ofmaterfelo 

L 0lxervaticm: Thelsth Assault Helicopter Bat&f&on has b&d 
swen major accidents at Pimacl-e Ws and three maJar acc%dents in 
cotifrred area0 0 

2. Evaluation: Gmss weight was the prm factor in four of 
the38 m&r accidmtee Redeplpent training in these areas was 
inadequate, In-country check rides did not include operating into 
and out of ccmfined or Pinnacle areas0 

30 Remxmendationt Ninety-ctay proficiency check rides nntst 
include F'innac~e approaches, Gsignated secure pinnacles are available 
in the camp B&e vicirdtyo Confined areapracticemaybeobtain~bp 
using aMtof imagination inan opmareawithatreero~or ctistm 
making'the approach over the trees and a takeoff over the trees* A 
hovering d88cmt into a ccmfbed area cm be practiced in the SUW 
sort of area byusingtwotrees a safe distanceap0rt. Bnphasismst 
becmstantlyplacedonpropar supervisionofl.~~U~gbyair m-9 

J,.'ITY'.-X 
Sli"BJ1'!t.:T: Ope!'ational Report - wsons Learned, lOlst Airborne Division 

(Airmobile) far Period lbIing 31 Jul)' 1969, RCS CSP'Olt-65 (Rl) ;uj 

3. Controlled Car~ibilization 

a. Obeervaticm: Divisior. unit.8 do not berlefit trom unse!''(iceable 
=ateriel as a source of serviceable repair parts tltrough a cont!'Oiled 
canni bill za tion POint. 

b. Evaluation: The I Corps CC&S Aetivit)' is located in Da liang. 
'!'ransportation to IIIOVe eateriel is either through lIa...,. facilities or 
~ truck cor.voy. Movement by either of the two means is time eonsucd.ng 
and coatly to the ~v=ent. ion attGpt has bean Ede to keep unser-vic&
able mat eriel on band to insure t.he availability of serviceable 
suta.ssemblies and non-eupply items; haltever, lack of available 
".orage space and lack of :!EIJIal1ds causes the materiel to be shipped .dth 
serYiceable items and nOll-suppl)' items intact. 

c, RecOlllaer.dation: Reeoaaend that I Corps establish a CC&S 
Activity in the Northern I Corps. Also it is recOllllllended that I Corps 
establish a Controiled Cannibalization Point in the Northern I Corps 
area. This vould provide ail units with an activity to procure 
hard-to get itOll8 and non-supp1;y items peculiar to eq1Iipunt in this 
area. A CC&S Activity in the Nort hern I Corps area would save valuable 
= hours and reduc e the cost of preparation, transportation, shi):ll1ent 
an:! turn-in of materiel. 

J. «(1) PSYCIIlXOGICAL OPERAnONSI 

None 

K. (u) SAFETY: 

1. Observation: 
seven major accidents 
confined areas. 

The 156t:.h Assault Helicopter Battalion has bad 
at Pinnacle LZ I s and three major accidents in 

2. Evaluation: G!"oss veight vas the primar)' factor in four of 
these ll!h.jor accidents. ?redeployment training in these areas vas 
inadequate. In-country check rides did not include operating into 
and out or confined or Pirmaele areas. 

3. RecOlIIDendation: Ninet)'-day proficienq check rides IlUst 
include Pinnacle approa.ehes. Dea1gnated secure pinnacles are available . 
in the Camp Eagle neWt)'. Confined area practice may be obtained by 
using a bit of iaag:ina.tion in an open area with a tree raw or cll1ster 
making" the approach over the trees and a takeoff over the trees. A 
hovering descent 1nto a confined area can be practiced in the -
BOrt of area by using two trees a safe distance apart. _hasis must 
be constantly placed on proper supervision of loading by air crews. 
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AVI14GT (x, Aug 69) 1st Ini M&J Markl/jpg/2506 
S~GT~ Operational Report of 1Olst Airborn8 Division (AM) for Period 

Ending 31 July 1969, KS cs~~65 h)(u) 

DA, Headquarters, XXIV Corps, APO SF 96308 10 sEP 1999 

TO: c-g General, United States Army, Vietnam, APO SF 96375 

The URAL of the 10lst Airborne Division(AM) has been reviewed at HQ, 
&V Corps and is forwarded in accordance with USARV Reg 525-15* 

2. Except as noted below, Ccz~ur with Commander% observations, evaluations 
and ret-endations, 

a. Reference item concerning Course of Instruction for Engineer Equip- 
ment Bepaiw, section II, page 48, paragraph Cl; Concur, Recommend USARV 
provide and in-country school for instruction and practical exercise in main- 
tenance of selected engineer equiprr_ent; or, establish a technical assistance 
team to visit requesting units and provide Z-3 day instruction in trouble 
shooting the particular makes and models of engineer Squipent on hand in the 
unit l 

b. Reference item concerning Bnployment of 105mm Tactical GS Cartridge, 
XM629, section II, page 49, paragraph D2; Nonconcur, A battery of 105m 
howitzers firing at a maximum rate of fire for 2 minutes would place 120 
rounds of GS or @O CS canisters on a target. Considering the amount of CS 
contained in each canister, approximately .8.pounds, this procedure wad 
over-saturate the target. Experience has shown that the procedures outlined 
in paragraph'2C, page II of FT 105-H-6, PROV SUMP 1, November 1967, are ef- 
fective for employment of Cartridge, Tactical CS, ~~629. The 105mm CS round 
can be fired with a point detonating fuxe setting, thereby permitting adjust- 
ment of the round closer to friendly troops without endangering these troops. 
However, the 1051mn CS cartridge is desised to operate so that the round f'unc- 
tion potit is above the terrain and short of the target thereby allowing the 
CS canisters to fall on the target and achieve desired area coverage, 

ca Reference item concerning Ikmage to Air Items, section II, page 52, 
paragraph F2; Concur. The use of pits for smoke grenades would not only 
preclude the burning of air items but would also prevent grass and brush 
fires in the LZ. It is reccanmended that the information contained in the 
observation, evaluation and recorunendation be disseminated to all units. 

d. Reference item concerning Radio Interference, section II, page 53, 
paragraph H3; huxr with one change. Delete AS+l69/G (L-P) and substitute 
AS+236/GRc. Coordination with originator revealed the antenna in question 
is the AS-i?236/GRC which is primarily used by USMC units in Vietnam. This 
antenna is highly directional and provides increased gain as opposed to other 
antennas associated with the FE 524 or PEG 25. 

AVII-GCT 
SUBJECT. 

· j 8811fJOEUfllJl!w 
UNCLASSIFIED 

(20 Aug 69) 1st Ind 
Operatimal Report of 10lat Airborne Division 
Ending 31 July 1969, ReS CSFOlt-65 (Rl) (U) 

DA, Headquarters, XXIV Corps, APO SF 96308 10 SEP 1969 

MAJ Markl/jpg/2506 
(AM) for Period 

TO. Commanding General, United States Army, Vietnam, APO SF 96375 

1. The ORLL of the lOlst Airborne Division (AM) has been reviewed at HQ, 
XXIV Corps and is forwarded in accordance with USARV Reg 525-15. 

2. Except as noted below, Concur with Commander's observations, evaluations 
and recommendations. 

a. Reference item concerning Course of Instruction for Engineer Equip
ment Repairman, section II, page 48, paragraph Cl; Concur. Recommend USARV 
provide and in-country school for instruction and practical exercise in main
t enance of selected engineer equipreent; or, establish a technical assistance 
team to visit requesting units and provide 2-3 day instruction in trouble 
shooting the particular makes and modals of engineer equipment on hand in the 
unit. 

b. Reference item concerning Employment of l05mm Tactical CS Cartridge, 
XM629, section II, page 49, paragraph D2; Nonconcur. A battery of 105_ ' 
howitzers firing at a maximum rate of fire for 2 minutes would place 120 
rounds of OS or 480 OS canisters on a target. Considering the amount of CS 
contained in each canister, approximately .S, pounds, this procedure wqUld 
over-saturate the target. Experience has shown that the procedures outlined 
in Paragraph '2C, page II of Fl' lO5-H-6, PROV SUPP 1, November 1967, are ef
fective for employment of Cartridge, Tactical CS, XM629. The l05mm CS round 
can be fired with a point detonating fuze setting, thereby permitting adjust
ment of the round closer to friendly troops without endangering these troops. 
However, the l05mm CS cartridge is designed to operate so that the round func
tion point is above the terrain and short of the target thereby allowing the 
CS canisters to fall on the target and achieve desired area coverage. 

c. Reference item concerning llulage to Air Items, section II, page 52, 
paragraph F2; Concur. The use ot pits for smoke grenades would not only 
preclude the burning of air items but would also prevent grass and brush 
tires in the LZ. It is recommended that the information conteined in the 
observation, evaluation and recommendation be disseminated to all units. 

d. Reference item concerning Radio Interference, section II, page 53, 
paragraph H3; Concur with one change. Delete AS-2169/G (L-P) and substitute 
A5-2236/GRC. Coordination with originator revealed the antenna in question 
is the AS-2236/GRC which is primarily used by USMC units in Vietnam. This 
antenna is highly directional and provides increased gain as opposed to other 
antennas associated with the HI 524 or PRC 25. 
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OOlIFlDIiNTI'i1l 

UNCLASSIFIED 

Coerational ~~e:'jOl't 0::' lOlt,t ..:\.irborr~_e :.J1VlS:'On 

lli,dh,g 31 July 1C),,9, ,(CS GSJi'Cl:-65 (F:J.) (U) 
( " " Li'l 

iU5U1969 
for Period 

8 a ~(.ef8rGnCe item coneernirlg Con.trolled Cannil:alizaticD, section IJ, 
Iw.ge 56, p~r~~~~I'Hpl-t 13; :,fonconc:ur. Direct ':lnd Cenc;r~:.l suppo!.'t. u.."1its (-}SD's/ 
GSU t s) CUrl'(-'ntJ.y h've l.iInited authority lmd81' USATT ~teg 750-50, ;2ub,l ec:t: 
Lainteno..nce of Dur)~llics :".nd Equirment, to remove items fr08 lJ.neco!,joaically 
ropa:ireble c'ruipmcnt pri.or to 8vacuntion to cr.:.:..nnibaliz·::ttion points in order 
to remove essentjaJ equipment from deadline. 

c;;.-;5. i;'; .. 
- ,/ R. D. PECCO 

/r MAJ, AGe 
l ASST AG 
l 

9l!1f1P1 B EffTiXt 



AVHGC-DST (20 Aug’ 69) 2d Id 
SUBJECT: Operational Report-Lessons Learned, 101st Airborne Division 

(Airmobile) for Period Ending 31 July 1969, RCS CSFOR-65 (RI) (U) 

HEADQUARTERS, UNITED STATES ARMY, VIETNAM, APO San Francisco 
96375 1 IUCT W3 

TO: Commander in Chief, United States Army, Pacific, ATTN: GPOP-DT, 
APO 96558 

1. (U) This headquarters has reviewed the Operational Report-Lessons 
Learned for the quarterly period ending 31 July 1969 from Headquarters, 
1Olst Airborne Division (Airmobile). 

2. (C) Comments follow: 

a. (C) Reference item concerning “Sapper Attacks”, section II, page 47, 
paragraph B3; concur. The increased incidence of sapper attacks and the 
conversion of some NVA to sapper organizations has stimulated a search for 
effective countermeasures by US Forces. The requirement to train 
personnel bound for Vietnam in sapper tactics was recognized by USCONARC 
during a Liaison Team Visit in June 1969. 

b. (U) Reference item concerning “Course of Instruction for Engineer 
Equipment Repairman”, section II, page 48, paragraph Cl; concur. This 
recommendation is being considered in a current evaluation of in-country 
training requirements. 

c. (C) Reference item concerning “Chemical’l, section II, page 49, 
paragraph 2D; nonconcur. Each system has advantages and disadvantages 
when compared with each other. Both systems are suitable for attacking 
point targets. The choice of systems should be left to the discretion of the 
local commander. 

d. (U) Reference item concerning “Labeling of Crates at Depots”‘, 
section II, page 51, paragraph Fl; concur. Normal depot procedures call 
for changing the markings when the original quantity marked on the crate 
is changed or when a container is re-used to ship other than the original 
contents. One copy of the DD Form 1348 is stapled in a heavy plastic 
envelope on the outside of the container, and the remaining copies placed 
inside the container, A reminder will be pbWis’hed in the October 1969 
USARV Commander’s Notes. 

OOWMGRADED AT 3 YEAR INTERVALS; 
P 

57 ‘+ ?: g DECLASSIFIED AFTER 12 YEARS. 
{ pgfl{ &yq&:~~p DOD DIR 5200.10 

OOflFlDEIITlAt 
UNClASSIFIt'b 

AVHGC-DST (20 Aug' 69) 2d Ind 
SUBJECT: Operational Report - Lessons Learned, lOlst Airborne Division 

(Airmobile) for Period Ending 31 July 1969, RCS CSFOR- 65 (Rl) (U) 

HEADQUARTERS, UNITED STATES ARMY, VIETNAM, APO San Francisco 
963 75 17 OCT 19.9 

TO: Commander in Chief, United States Army, Pacific, ATTN: GPOP-DT, 
APO 96558 

L (U) This headquarters has reviewed the Operational Report-Lessons 
Learned for the quarterly per iod ending 31 July 1969 from H eadquarters, 
101st Airborne Division (Airmobile ), 

2, (C) Comments follow: 

a, (C) Reference iteIn concerning "Sapper Attacks " , section II, page 47, 
paragraph B3; concur. The increased incidence of sapper attacks and the 
conversion of some NVA to sapper organizations has stimulated a search for 
eIfective countermeasures by US F orces . The requirement to train 
personnel bound for Vietnam in sapper tactics was recognized by USCONARC 
during a Liaison Team Visit in June 1969. 

b, (U) Reference item concerning "Course of Instruction for Engineer 
Equipment Repairman" , section II, page 48, paragraph Cl; concur, This 
r ecornmendation is being considered in a current evaluation of in - country 
training requirements. 

c. (C) Reference item concerning " Chemical", section II, page 49, 
paragraph 2D; nonconcur. Each system has advantages and disadvantages 
when COInpared with each other, Both systems are suitable for attacking 
point targets. The choic e of systems should be left to the discretion of the 
local c ommander. 

d, (U) Reference item con c erning "Labeling of Crates at Depots", 
section II, page 51, paragraph Fl; concur. Normal depot procedures call 
for changing the markings when the original quantity marked on the crate 
is changed or when a containe r is .re-used to ship other than the original 
contents. One copy of the DD Form 1348 is stapled in a heavy plastic 
envelope on the outside of the container, and the remaining copies placed 
inside the container. A reminder will be published in the October 1969 
USARV Commander's Notes . 

e 9111 iBZlITIAt 
, DOWIIGIADED AT 3 YEAI INTERVALS; 

DECLASSIfIED Ami 12 YIARS. 
DOD Dli 5200.10 



UNCLASSIFIED 
AVHGC-DST (20 Aug 69) 2d Ind 
SUBJECT : Operational Report- Lessons Learned, 1Olst Airborne Division 

(Airmobile) for Period Ending 31 July 1969, RCS CSFOR-65 (Rl) (U) 

e. (U) Reference item concerning “Use of AN/MRC-68 VHF Terminal 
with the AN/CRC-l63 VHF Terminal”, section II, page 54, paragraph H4. 
This headquarters is not able to concur based upon the information available. 
An ECOM representative has been scheduled to visit the Division to further 
investigate the recommendation. 

f. (U) Reference item concerning “Movie Projectors, I1 section II, 
page 54, paragraph 11; concur. Twelve hundred Cine lenses and attachments 
are presently on requisition from CONUS for holders of the AS-2 projector. 
The unit should insure that requisitions are current so that there is no delay 
in issue when items are received. 

g. (U) Reference item concerning #‘Safety”, section II, page 56, para- 
graph 2K; concur. USARV Supplement 1 to AR 95-4, which governs the 
Flight Standardization Program, lists those items which must be included 
in the 90-day proficiency check ride. Commanders are encouraged to add 
training requirements to adapt the check ride listing to local conditions. 

FOR THE COMMANDER: 

Cy Eurn: 
10lst Abn Div (AM) 
XXIV Corps 

.. , 

OOrIFiIiEfITI'L 
UNCLASSIFIED 

AVHGC-DST (20 Aug 69) 2d Ind 
SUBJECT: Operational Report-Lessons Learned, 101st Airborne Division 

(Airmobile) for Period Ending 31 July 1969, Res CSFOR- 65 (Rl) (U) 

e. (U) Reference item concerning "Use of AN/MRC-68 VHF Terminal 
with the AN/GRC-l63 VHF Terminal", section II, page 54, paragraph H4. 
This headquarters is not able to concur based upon the information available. 
An ECOM representative has been scheduled to visit the Division to further 
investigate the recommendation. 

f. (U) Reference item concerning "Movie Projectors, 11 section II, 
page 54, paragraph Il; concur. Twelve hundred Cine lenses and attachments 
are presently on requisition from CONUS for holders of the AS-2 projector. 
The unit should insure that requisitions are current so that there is no delay 
in is sue when items are received. 

g. (U) Reference item concerning "Safety", section il, page 56, para
graph 2K; concur. USARV Supplement 1 to AR 95-4, which governs the 
Flight Standardization Program, lists those item B which mu at be included 
in the 9D-day proficiency check ride. Commanders are encouraged to add 
training requirements to adapt the check ride listing to local conditions. 

FOR THE COMMANDER: 

Cy furn: 
101st Abn Div (AM) 
XXIV Corps 

OOtlElREtlTl' b 
UNCLASSIFIED 



CPOP-DT (20 Aug 69) 3d Ind (U> 
SUBJECT: Operational Report of HQ, 1Olst Airborne Divisi 

(Airmobile) for Period Ending 31 July 1969, RCS 
CSFOR-65 (Rl) (U) 

HQ, US Army, Pacific, APO San Francisco 96558 3 0 OCT 6 9 

TO: Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development, Depa 
of the Army, Washington, D, C, 20310 

This headquarters concurs in subject report as indorsed, 

FOR THE COMMANDER IN CHIEF: 

CPT, AGC 
Ast AG 

GPOP-DT (20 Aug 69) 3d Ind (U) 
SUBJECT: Operational Report of HQ, 101st Airborne Divisi 

(Airmobile) for Period Ending 31 July 1969, RCS 
CSFOR-65 (Rl) (U) 

HQ. US Army. Pacific, APO San Francisco 96558 30 OCT 6 9 

TO: Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development, Depa 
of the Army, Washington, D, C. 20310 

This headquarters concurs in subject report as indorsed, 

FOR THE COMMANDER IN CHIEF: 

CPT, AGe 
A>sIAG 



UNCLASSIFIED 

&cloau~el (TaskOrganbtfd 4x1 ORU, 1olutA3rbmne Diddon 
for Period $adfag 31 Julg 1969, ES -5 (m) (U) 

lst Brigade, lfmt Abn Mv 
(UPGUM Ala3rical Did 

e8fJPU!Ii'flilQ IaiP 
UNCLASSIFIED 

InclollUre 1 (Taek Or~zatl.on) to ORU., lOlst Airbcrne DIv1al.on 
for PerIod Ibl1ng 31 Ju:Q' 1969, lIS CSl'CII.-05 (Rl) (U) 

lst Brigade, lOlst Am DiY 
(OPCON AII .... Ieal DIv) 

lIII: let Bde 
1-501 In! 
~502 In! 
2-.3aJ. Art,. (-) (1:$) 
1./326 ~ (-) (1l'S) 
FSSB (Fwd $arT Spt Kle) 

1./326 JIIed 
B/801 Haint 
1/ A/ 426 S&'S 

1/265 R1iC 
1/101 MP Co 
miA/SOl $18 
TA(:P aJ TA$S 
~ In! Plat (Set Dog) 
557 In! Plat (Cbt. Tr&elm's) 
Team 101 HI I)et 
A/lOl AIIB 
B/2-17 Cav 

3d Bri """e. lOlet lbn Diy 

mr:3dBde 
1-506 In! 
2-S06 Tnt (OPCON 2d !Ida) 
3-187 In! 
2-319 Art,. (llS) 
B Co (-) 326 &Igr (DS) 
P5SE 

C/.32t> Mad 
D/801 Mlfnt 
3/A/426 sas 

3/2.65 RIC 
3/101 MP Co 
.58 In! Plat (Scotrt. los) 
't_ lOl HI Det 
m/A/~l S1a 
TJtP 20 'tA.SS 
25 PI Dot 
3-5 Ca... (-) (OI'COI) 
C/2-34 ~r (OfCOR) 

Incl I 

at Bri t7i!de. lOlst Abu Div 

mr; at Bde 
2-327 In! 
1-327 In! 
2-501 In! 
2-502 In!' 
1-.321 Art;y (DS) 
C/32t> Bngr (DS) 
1'&'!a 

B/326 Ned 
C/ool MIWIt 
2/ A/ 42h $&oS 

2/26,) RBC 
2/101 M8 Co 
47 In! Plat (Scout Dog) 
't_ 101 HI Det 
m / A/ SOl S1g 
TACP aJ T A:IS 
24 PI Oat 

lWth ly1Atipp Group 

HR: 160 lTn Gp 
101 A1I! (-) 
1.58 Al!B 
159 ASltB 
163 lTn Co 
478 lTn Co (-) (CH-S4A) 
359 Avn Sup net 
'382 Trana D.t. 
m Trans Det 
159 Trans Det 
169 Trans Det 
625 'trme Det. 
327 'frane D.t. 
499 traDe D~ 
510 'l'rans Det 
516 'tl'lUl8 Dot 
'):t'/ 'tl'IUI8 Det 
SJ:l 'rra.u Dot 
649 Trana Oat 
168 Tnu net 

lCOt'FliU!i' f"Ab , 
t IW,! lI<:s l mn 



UNChASSlFlED 

HHB IUk&AbnDivArty 
4==77 Arty (ABA) 
A, B/*94 My 
1Bn 83Artg wfo 
Ah-33 Arty u=o 
B/6-33 Arty (cam) 
A/L-m tiy u=) 
2-138 Arty (155 sf) (Gs) 
A Btry (Am) 377 Arty 
331Trans Det 
268 Tram Det 
388 Trans Det 
266 Fld kty Det @ad& 
650 Tram Det (Acft rsairit) 

KH? andBand 
8OlI4a.intBn (-) . 
67Maintk (B? t 
lczb s&f3 Bn t-1 
sfm l-1 501 =g Bn 
326 Med Bn (-1 
5 Tram Det (Actit kint) 

Task Force 3-506 
(OPCON I FFV l%.an ThietJ 

HH: J.01 Abn Div 
2-17 Air cam 

& Co 75 Inf (raqpr)(Attachd 
332Trans De& 

22, Mi.1 Hist Dat 
Det16, Sub Unit& kstANGW@3 
1131. = ht 6) 
4th Det, 7 Pscpop Bn 
7 Plat, 29 CA Co (=) 
3;ol Post Exchange Det 
27 =gr Bn 45 CP @a 
Operatim tiation 6 
5th Weather Det 

2 

llNCkASSlFlED 

" J 

UNCLASSIFIED 
Inclosure 1 (Ta8lc Organ1l11Uon) to 0lIU., 101st Airbarne Div1.aion 

tor Pel'1od P.hdin& 31 JulT 1909, Ja ~.5 (Rl.) (u) 

PivieiOD Art1ll atr 

/!JIB 101st Abn I)J. v Arty-
4-77 Arty (ARA) 
A. B/2-94 Arty 
1 En 83 Arty (GSa) 
A./b-)3 Arty (GSa) 
B/6-33 Arty (GSa) 
A/WI:J Arty (GSa) 
2-138 Arty (155 Sf) (~) 
A Btry (Aw) 377 Arty 
331 Trans Oet 
268 Trans Oet 
3S8 Trans Oet 
266 Fld Arty Det (Radar) 
650 Trans Det (Acft IIl1nt) 

Division SUpport Co!l!!!!!!nd 

I!I£ and Band 
801 Maint Bn (-) . 
67 Ha.1nt Cv (llS) 
426 SoloS En (-) 
SCOP (-) 501 S1g Bn 
326 Med Bn (-) 
5 Trans Det (AC1!ft H9.:lnt) 

Task Force 3-506 
(01'CON I FF"!'han Th1et) 

D/2-32O Arty (m) 
Plt/1Q/326 lIinlP' 
3-506 HI Det. (Prov) 

r , 

IINCLASSIFIED 

Dirlsion Troops 

IIH) 101 Abn Div 
2-17 Air Cay 

L Co 75 In! (ra.nger )(Attaehsl ) 
332 Trans Det 
333 Trlllls Oet 
507 Trans Oet 

326 &lgr Bn (-) 
501 Sig Bn (-) 
101 MP Co (-) 
265 RRC (-) 
10 CIU Plat 
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